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In Keeping Pace, I argue that in the consumer electronics industry, the marketing and 
consumption of goods and services between businesses creates the pace of emergence and 
obsolescence of consumer electronics. To date, critical scholars of consumerism and technology 
have argued that the pace is determined by planned obsolescence. Scholars describe planned 
obsolescence as a combination of products designed to reduce the intervals between acts of 
consumption, and retail advertising that stimulates consumer’s desire for “new” products. I 
suggest that critical scholars of consumer culture have over emphasized retail relationships as the 
locus of power and politics and ignored the importance of business-to-business marketing. B2B 
marketers create an industry-wide pace of emerging commodities by coordinating the flow of 
materials, components, and services necessary to incessantly produce “new” consumer 
electronics with short lifespans.  
Over five chapters, I use critical discourse analysis to analyze three forms of empirical data: 
interviews with B2B marketing professionals, archival media texts, and ethnographic 
observations at the annual Consumer Electronics Show. I examine widely studied aspects of 
consumerism—brands, exhibitions, big data, and identity politics—in terms of B2B marketing 
and marketing work culture. Along with this reexamination, I take the stance that marketing is 
more than merely the promotion of goods and services; marketing is constitutive of market 
relationships. Taken collectively, the chapters present B2B marketers in humanistic terms that 
emphasize the tensions, contradictions, and complexities of the work they do behind the scenes 
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in reproducing consumer culture on a day-to-day basis. Ultimately, I find that B2B marketing is 
a site—in addition to consumer demand and corporate social responsibility—where political and 
social interventions into markets can occur.  
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Introduction: From Waste Makers to Pace Makers  
My introduction to the demands of keeping pace with technological changes in marketing 
work began in 2004, when I worked as a production layout artist for a large printing company. I 
was responsible for creating coupons and flyers that advertised weekly specials for grocery 
stores. The company had been very hesitant to hire a new college graduate with little experience 
but I was told that they would rather have someone with no experience and the right attitude than 
someone with experience and the wrong one. When the company decided to change the page 
layout program from Quark to InDesign, I learned that the “right attitude” was code for the 
ability to adapt to the changing digital workplace. Several months into the transition my 
supervisor asked me if I could integrate some additional clients into my weekly workload. Eager 
to prove myself, I agreed to take on the extra work. A few weeks later, the other designers and I 
were informed that Jane1—one of the more experienced production layout artists—had “moved 
on.” My supervisor later told me that Jane was still using Quark and that the additional clients he 
had asked me to take on were Jane’s entire weekly workload. I knew that I had inadvertently 
taken her job when I received a fifty-cent raise. I was able to adapt to the changing conditions of 
the digital workplace because I had quickly become proficient in the new software. I felt 
conflicted. On one hand, I was proud that I had excelled and proved my value to my employers. 
On the other hand, my pay raise felt hollow because I knew that it came at Jane’s expense. 
Like Jane, many of the veteran designers at the printing company began their careers before 
computers were the main production technology. They were not accustomed to digital reskilling 
and preferred to keep using familiar software. Before computers were introduced, designers 
                                                
1 I have changed her name in the interest of privacy. 
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would cut and paste pictures and text together by hand and take specialized photographs of the 
layouts. Programs like Quark and InDesign made the slow, but highly skilled, hand-production 
process obsolete because production layout was all done digitally. During the transition from the 
handcraft page layouts to digital page layouts there was a perceptible shift in the pace of 
technological change. Digital graphic designers, like myself, were trained to adapt to constantly 
changing software and hardware, but graphic designers who were trained with hand-production 
rarely had to reskill. Jane’s termination always stuck with me, but it is only in the course of this 
dissertation that I have come to understand her being let go was as much the result of rapidly 
changing production technologies, as it was my own complicity or the company’s financial 
strategies.  
In Labor and Monopoly Capitalism, Harry Braverman writes, “I was always conscious of 
the inexorable march of science-based technological change; moreover, in my reflections upon 
this subject and in the many discussions among craftsmen debating the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ in 
which I took part, I was always a modernizer” (1974, 5). Braverman’s theoretical insight drawn 
from his work experience helped him describe a specific conjuncture of industrial work, 
technological conditions, class politics, economic policy, and cultural changes that emerged in 
the post-WWII United States. Like Braverman, I too preferred being at the forefront of 
technological changes in my line of work. Today, the cutting-edge production technologies I 
worked with—primarily digital cameras, laptops, and multi-media software—are now common 
consumer electronics that rapidly become obsolete. Keeping pace with technological changes in 
marketing work requires constantly updating hardware, learning the latest programming 
standards, and adapting to changing software capabilities and interfaces. While Braverman 
described how craftsmen were deskilled through automated technologies in industrial factories, 
my experiences in marketing work required more reskilling than deskilling. Like Braverman, my 
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work experiences raised questions about technological changes within capitalism; but unlike 
Braverman, it was difficult to distinguish my consumer and worker experiences because my 
production technologies were also consumer electronics. 
A substantial portion of my professional experience has been creating promotional materials 
and strategies for businesses marketing to other businesses. At the most basic level, business-to-
business (B2B) marketing facilitates the exchange of goods and services between businesses or 
organizations. Business-to-consumer (B2C), or retail, is the more familiar form of marketing that 
people regularly encounter in their day-to-day lives. While retail marketing saturates the media 
landscape, B2B marketing typically occurs in trade publications and at trade shows, taking the 
form of product brochures and data sheets (among many others forms) that only circulate within 
an industry (Schleifer and DeSoucey 2013). There are few critical analyses of B2B marketing—
let alone sustained critical investigations. Similarly, B2B marketing receives virtually no 
attention from critical organizational and management scholars. From a critical perspective, the 
economic and cultural practices of B2B marketers are poorly understood. The oversight is 
surprising. Marketing a multi-million dollar software solution to a Fortune 500 company has 
very different stakes, timelines, and scales than marketing a new smartphone to a teenager. 
Distinguishing between B2B and B2C is an important first step in critically studying B2B 
marketing. 
Returning to Braverman helped me critically think through the processes of technological 
change that I experienced in my own marketing work and has shed light on my early 
experiences. Braverman writes about his conflicted thoughts on technological change, “my views 
about work are governed by nostalgia for an age that has not yet come into being, in which, for 
the worker, the craft satisfaction that arises from conscious and purposeful mastery of the labor 
process will be combined with the marvels of science and the ingenuity of engineering, an age in 
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which everyone will be able to benefit, in some degree, from this combination” (Braverman 
1974, 1). I share Braverman’s nostalgia for a technological culture yet to come. I, too, hope that 
emerging technologies can generate substantive changes that will benefit everyone and not just 
those in positions of power over others. As such, Keeping Pace: Business-to-Business Marketers 
And Emerging Technologies in the Consumer Electronics Industry retains a certain kinship with 
Braverman’s project as a critical struggle to explain the forces shaping technological change 
within capitalism from the inside.  
 
Coordinated Emergence and Planned Obsolescence 
In Keeping Pace, I argue that in the consumer electronics industry, the marketing and 
consumption of goods and services between businesses creates the pace of emergence and 
obsolescence of consumer electronics. To date, critical scholars of consumerism and technology 
have argued that the pace is determined by planned obsolescence. Those focused on the 
technologies describe planned obsolescence as a combination of products designed and 
manufactured with short life spans that reduce the intervals between acts of consumption 
(Grossman 2006, Slade 2006, Tomlinson 2007, Boradkar 2010, Gabrys 2011, Maxwell and 
Miller 2012). Others argue that retail advertising stimulates the desire for “new” products 
(Campbell 1987, Baudrillard 1998, Bauman 2007, Schor 2010, Smart 2010, Lury 2011, Miller 
2012). These critics and theorists describe planned obsolescence as strategies that “producers” 
use to make room in the lives of consumers for new commodities. However, identifying the 
forces governing the pace of emergence is as important as uncovering the effects of 
obsolescence. While producers are making fleeting commodities and while some consumers do 
desire new products, B2B marketers are creating an industry-wide pace of emerging 
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commodities by coordinating the flow of materials, components, and services necessary to 
incessantly produce “new” consumer electronics with truncated lifespans.  
By emphasizing the process of emergence rather than strategies of obsolescence, I aim to 
open up new sites of critical investigation of the practices within capitalism that shape consumer 
culture. As a corrective to the near-exclusive focus on individual retail consumers within 
consumer culture theory, I examine widely studied aspects of consumerism—brands, exhibitions, 
big data, and identity politics—in terms of B2B marketing and the culture of marketing work. 
Along with this reexamination, I take the stance that marketing is more than merely the 
promotion of goods and services; marketing is constitutive of market relationships. To relegate 
advertising and marketing to merely a promotional function problematically separates cultural 
practices from market behavior (Grossberg 2010, Slater 2003). The individual marketers and 
their work culture are as integral to the creation and maintenance of market relationships as the 
price and the products. In chapter one, I review literature on consumer culture and technology to 
identify how the retail focus by studies of planned obsolescence leaves many questions 
unanswered. In particular, I problematize recent accounts of the accelerating pace of commodity 
turnover that only examine pace from a retail perspective and recycle mid-twentieth-century 
critiques of planned obsolescence. Chapters two and three focus on different examples of B2B 
marketing practices—a campaign and a B2B tradeshow—while chapters four and five focus on 
the day-to-day experiences of marketing workers. In chapter two, I highlight how branding 
strategies are not exclusive to retail consumers, but are also used to mange relationships between 
business partners and competitors. Using a case study on the Intel Inside campaign, I describe 
how Intel consolidated disparate paces of production in the consumer electronics industry supply 
chain through a combination of branding, retail, and co-operative B2B advertising. Intel 
instituted Moore’s Law as the default pace of emergence for the consumer electronics industry 
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by creating a monopoly over the supply of microchips, subsidizing computer manufacturer’s 
advertising, and illegal contract stipulations. In chapter three, I describe how B2B marketing 
practices at the Consumer Electronics Show annually sets the pace of emergence for 
technological “innovations” into consumer markets. Despite physical limitations, CES 
choreographs the bodies of exhibitors and attendees in order to produce value from their image 
and transform a technocultural discourse into a spectacle of the future. Chapter four focuses on 
big data marketing, which marketers describe as the latest technological change that will help 
them, eliminate generic advertising clutter by creating more personalized ads. The discourse of 
big data marketing promises to finally prove the value of their work to clients and employers. 
The allure of quantifying value and eliminating advertising clutter unites the spectrum of 
marketers who feel alienated or empowered by the pace of technological change. Finally in 
chapter five, drawing on interview data, I describe two marketers’ attempts to create alternative 
economic possibilities through their marketing work in order to resolve the conflict between their 
anti-consumerist politics and their identities as marketing workers. Their efforts to create 
alternative economic possibilities represent a path of resistance within consumer culture that 
cannot be found by exclusively studying retail consumption by individuals. Taken collectively, 
the chapters present B2B marketers in humanistic terms that emphasize the tensions, 
contradictions, and complexities of the work they do behind the scenes in reproducing consumer 
culture on a day-to-day basis. Moreover, B2B marketing is site between production and 
consumption where political and social interventions into markets can occur.  
Rather than continue to focus on the retail relationship between producers and consumers, as 
is the dominant trend in consumer culture theory. I reexamine the role of “producers” in creating 
the pace of consumption and product turnover by examining B2B marketing practices. Current 
studies offer a unified category of “producers” to which they attribute the manipulation of 
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products and consumer desires. Precisely what types of workers or which companies are 
included in the category of “producer” is often unclear. Are “producers” the retailers who enact 
the buyer/seller relationship or is it the manufacturers who make the final commodities? Are raw 
material mines, component manufacturers, and distribution centers also “producers?” Does B2B 
marketing qualify as part of the production process if it only facilitates the exchange of raw 
materials and components in the supply chain? Lumping an entire industry and supply chain 
together as “producers” flattens the complex cultural, economic, political and technological 
processes that occur in contemporary global capitalism. To be clear, retail relationships are 
crucial to maintaining the structures of contemporary consumer culture. However, I suggest that 
critical scholars of consumer culture have over emphasized retail relationships as the locus of 
power and politics. Critics of planned obsolescence blame the rapid pace of product turnover on 
products designed to quickly break or on the consumer’s insatiable desire for new products. In 
both cases, “producers” systematically plan obsolescence by manipulating either the consumer’s 
desires or the end of a product life cycle. Critics fail to explain how the disparate and competing 
businesses that produce the raw materials and components, as well as provide services within a 
global supply chain can share an industry-wide pace of product emergence and obsolescence. In 
short, this dissertation argues that pace does not come from planned obsolescence at the end of a 
product’s life; it comes from B2B marketers coordinating emergence at the beginning.  
 The widely shared focus on consumption as an individual practice limits the potential sites 
of investigation for critical scholarship on consumer culture to citizen-consumers and the 
political, economic, and cultural forces affecting them. This limitation is most evident in the 
return of ecological and materialist studies in mainstream consumer culture theory. While recent 
works by Schor (2010), Smart (2010), Miller (2012) are part of a heightened cultural debate over 
environmentalism and resource management in recent decades, scholars rely on the same 
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premises that were voiced in the 1950s and 60s, such as Vance Packard’s The Waste Makers 
(1960) and John Kenneth Galbraith’s The Affluent Society (1958). Contemporary studies rehash 
well-established critiques that blame waste-making consumers and product designers without 
considering the different aspects of the production processes that govern the pace of emergence 
for consumer goods.  The early critiques of consumer culture were not concerned with B2B 
marketing because it primarily occurred in old-boys-club-style, interpersonal sales environments. 
Many early critics of consumer culture focused on the negative effects of an increasingly 
influential commercialized mass media. While recent scholarship attempts to breathe new life 
into critiques of consumerism from the 1950s, capitalism has been changing. As supply chains 
have become increasingly global in scope over the last seventy years, B2B marketing has 
become an increasingly important mechanism coordinating the geographic dispersion. Today, 
B2B marketing makes more use of digital media technologies and is an integral piece of global 
capitalism’s dominant cultural and economic order. 
B2B marketers occupy a unique position within the production process. An examination of 
the culture of marketing work and day-to-day marketing practices reveals an intersection of 
economic forces in which B2B marketers both produce and are subject to the industrial pace they 
help create. Conflicts and contradictions animate their work as marketers and their broader 
relationships to consumer culture. Many of these marketers oblige and resist capitalism in their 
own ways. On one hand, B2B marketers play a key role in shaping the temporal and spatial 
patterns of exchange for the materials, components, and services necessary to produce 
commodities for retail consumers. On the other hand, B2B marketers are themselves subject to 
the pace and demands of capitalist production that consistently denies the value of their work. 
Accordingly, B2B marketing is a unique and important site of critical research for consumer 
culture that, to date, has received little consideration. 
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Business-to-Business Marketing 
In the last thirty years there has been a growing field of research on the practice of B2B 
marketing. Increasingly, B2B marketing is offered as a course or specialization in undergraduate 
business and MBA programs and there are scores of instructional textbooks and journals 
dedicated to B2B, including the Journal of Business-to-Business Marketing (1992) and The 
Journal of Business and Industrial Marketing (1986). The Business Marketing Association 
(BMA) estimates that B2B marketing is an $85 billion industry.2 Advertising Age, the 
publication of record in the marketing and adverting industry, reported that B2B marketers 
bought $15 billion worth of print, web, and TV advertisements in 2013 alone (Maddox 2014). 
The total amount spent on B2B marketing is likely much higher as Advertising Age’s figures do 
not account for tradeshows, corporate events, or other major marketing related expenditures 
targeting businesses. B2B marketers also constitute a large labor force; there are an estimated 21 
million people working in advertising, marketing and supporting industries (ANA 2014). Over 
the course of their careers, most marketing professionals will work on both B2B and retail 
projects, so the exact number of workers in B2B marketing is difficult to determine.  
In one of the few critical examinations of B2B marketing, Schleifer and DeSoucey (2013) 
justify the critical study of B2B marketing by summarizing the economic stakes identified by 
LaPlaca and Katrichis (2009), “the United States Department of Commerce estimates that the 
business-to-business and business-to-consumer activities constitute nearly identical proportions 
of the country’s economy” (220). Schleifer and DeSoucey explain the lack of critical attention to 
B2B marketing, “business-to-business campaigns are outside the purview of most consumers; 
                                                
2 The BMA was founded in 1922 as the National Industrial Advertising Association and is the leading professional 
organization for B2B marketing. 
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they occur ‘behind the scenes’ in trade publications and at private industry conferences and trade 
shows. Perhaps as a result, social research on marketing practices has been based almost 
exclusively on studies of business-to-consumer marketing” (2013, 220). I agree with their 
assessment that B2B marketing creates considerable difficulties with site access to tradeshows, 
industry events, and B2B marketing ephemera, but trade journals and news coverage of industry 
activity are widely available. Access is only one reason why critical engagement with B2B 
marketing might be lacking. Another contributing factor may be the widespread scholarly focus 
on citizen-consumers and the producer/consumer binary that relegates advertising and marketing 
practices to promotional discourses that occurs after production. Marketing between businesses 
is much more than just promotion and needs to be examined as a constitutive part of the 
production process because it facilitates the exchange of goods and services between businesses. 
Thus, marketers actively create market conditions and relationships. 
Put simply, business-to-business marketing is the marketing of goods and services from one 
business or organization to another. The core difference between B2B and the more familiar 
retail marketing is that there are fewer potential customers and the individuals or groups 
purchasing on behalf of businesses must negotiate multiple professional and organizational 
pressures while making larger purchases on longer timelines. B2B marketing is also structured 
by businesses negotiating their products and services in the context of retail consumer purchases. 
The long buying cycles and large-scale purchases between businesses in the supply chain are 
ultimately contingent on anticipated retail consumer demand for the final commodities. For 
example, if Lenovo expects to sell 50 million PCs they are not going to buy 100 million 
microprocessors from Intel. The maximum number of microprocessor chips that Intel can sell to 
Lenovo is limited by how many PCs Lenovo will sell to consumers. At an industry level, Intel 
does not just sell to Lenovo. They also sell to Dell, HP, Apple and many other original 
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equipment manufacturers (OEM). The total number of PCs sold by all of the OEMs represents 
the maximum number of chips Intel can sell. The demand for every material, service, or 
component contained in the final commodity is derived from the retail consumer demand for 
PCs, with each type of good or service comprising a discrete marketplace within the supply 
chain. The function of B2B marketing is to coordinate the flow of goods and services between 
different businesses and markets. B2B marketing must be studied within a specific industry 
because marketing practices differ from industry to industry.  
However, marketing is an ambiguous term that encompasses a wide range of business 
practices that facilitate exchange between production and consumption. As Cayla and Zwick 
note, “what ‘working in marketing’ means exactly is often unclear, as the label appears to 
describe an ever-growing and increasingly fuzzy set of job titles, tasks, and skills” (2011, 2). The 
American Marketing Association (AMA) defines marketing in inclusive and ambiguous terms 
that includes a wide set of practices and stakeholders, “Marketing is the activity, set of 
institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings 
that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large” (AMA 2013). While the 
previous AMA definitions of 2007, 1985, and 1935 rely on specific business terminology of the 
respective eras, the updated 2013 definition uses vague and generalized words such as 
“offerings” and “value,” which scholars have critiqued as almost meaningless. “Such a definition 
has very little meaning in the face of widespread agreement that its two key concepts— offerings 
(essentially, products and services) and value—are the outcomes of complex processes of 
cultural and social construction (Slater, 2002a, 2002b).” (quoted in Cayla & Zwick, 2011). The 
ambiguity of the AMA’s definition is symptomatic of the disparate range of marketing practices 
and the hazy boundaries of what constitutes marketing work. 
	   12 
While there is widespread disagreement even among marketing workers over the meaning 
of the terms “marketing,” “branding,” and “advertising,” I follow Don Slater’s framework (1997, 
2003, 2011), and use the term marketing to refer to a set of business practices that attempt to 
shape cultural and economic contexts into advantageous market relationships. I view branding 
and advertising as specific marketing practices.3 Slater describes the function of marketing in 
terms of meaning-making processes for consumers, “the task of marketers is to destabilize and 
then restabilize definitions of objects and needs in order to reformulate markets and competitive 
relations to the advantage of their clients” (2011, 15). For Slater, marketers intervene in cultural 
(symbolic) processes, primarily through active attempts—such as advertising—to manipulate the 
connections between signs and objects. Cayla and Zwick (2011) clarify this position, “For 
marketing professionals, both the thing and the sign matter because marketing is less concerned 
with the nature (physical properties) of things than with the economic effects of strategic cultural 
interventions (of determination and stabilization) aimed at constructing the optimal valuation and 
positioning, or more generally, the optimal market for a specific product, service, or symbol” (5). 
Both Slater (2003, 2011) and Cayla and Zwick (2011) emphasize that marketing practices 
attempt to construct optimal market relations for their clients and employers through the 
manipulation of the relationship between a sign and an object. 
Slater also argues that marketing practices attempt to reshape cultural contexts through 
rational, economic logics in order to facilitate commercial relationships (2003, 8). He suggests 
that to view marketing as only a cultural attempt to influence economic actions misses the 
mechanisms through which relations of power constitute cultural-economic practices within 
capitalist markets. Yet, consumer culture theorists often describe marketing as merely the 
promotional and commercial communications that spread capitalist ideology (Adorno and 
                                                
3 Similarly, though interview subjects self identify as branding and advertising professionals, I refer to them all as 
marketing workers. 
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Horkheimer 1972, Ewen 1976, Marchand 1985). Slater critiques the dominant promotion-centric 
approach to advertising and marketing arguing that scholars need to examine advertising as a 
business practice rather than simply the commercialization of cultural life (2003, 5). For Slater, 
advertising and marketing are business practices that shape the cultural and economic conditions 
of consumer markets. Similarly, Cayla and Zwick call for scholars to examine the business 
practices of marketing in a broader context: “The performance of marketing work depends on the 
coordination of institutional activities of a number of actors within the firm and without—
including regulators, policy experts, technical devices, and consumers—to study marketing 
means to acknowledge what we call the political economy of marketing. It means, in other 
words, to look inside marketing” (2011, 5).  
The crucial point here is that both B2B and retail marketing do more than simply promote 
products. Marketing actively constructs market relations for a disparate array of actors. While 
Slater conceptualizes marketing’s power as symbolic manipulation of market relations, I modify 
Slater’s framework, following Grossberg (2010), and consider how multiple forms of power—in 
addition to symbolic power—articulate contingent relationships of materials, meanings, and 
affects in the formation of market relations.  
Taking the stance that marketing actively creates and manages market relationships rather 
than simply promotes products is a crucial critical step when considering the difference between 
retail and B2B marketing. As Schleifer and DeSoucey point out that, “business-to-business 
marketing is one way in which firms seek to educate each other about the qualities of their 
products, to present and position themselves in a competitive marketplace and to build 
contractual relationships, we maintain that it constitutes a key but understudied mechanism of 
market-making” (2013, 221). They ultimately argue that B2B marketers influence how and 
which consumer commodities get produced, as well as shape the politics of supply chains. They 
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write, “suppliers and trade associations that create these advertisements adopt and transform 
critiques of the food industry as they attempt to shape what manufacturers will ultimately market 
to consumers” (Schleifer and DeSoucey 2013, 221). Schleifer and DeSoucey’s study is 
increasingly important when one considers that B2B market relationships are more persistent and 
slower to change than in retail markets. Whereas retail consumers can opt in or out of 
relationships with companies by purchasing or not purchasing products, once companies 
establish a contractual supplier/customer partnership it will likely last years or decades. If B2B 
marketing can exert force on the shape and politics of consumer markets, as Schleifer and 
DeSoucey suggest, then precisely how and what kinds of market relationships are formed 
between businesses is of great intellectual and political interest to critical scholars of consumer 
culture. For them, studying B2B marketing allows scholars to move past the practices of 
individual businesses and focus instead on the broader patterns of the industries, “Empirically, 
studying business-to-business marketing allows us to examine industry-wide practices, rather 
than those of particular products or firms” (Schleifer and DeSoucey 2013, 221). Through 
archival research, interviews, and participant observation, I “look inside” the culture of B2B 
marketing and describe how individual marketers and industry-wide marketing practices shape 
the pace commodity of emergence and obsolescence in the consumer electronics industry. 
 
Methods 
In this dissertation, I use critical discourse analysis (Fairclough 2003) informed by Cultural 
Studies (Hall 1990, Grossberg 2010), to analyze three forms of empirical data: interviews, 
archival media texts, and ethnographic observations. I interviewed thirteen marketing industry 
professionals with experience ranging between ten and thirty years. Interview subjects included 
internal company brand and marketing managers; agency executives, managers, creative 
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producers and marketing strategists; and independent marketing and branding consultants.4 The 
in-depth interviews provided necessary empirical data on the day-to-day lives and culture of 
marketing work from a variety of perspectives within the industry. I was also a participant 
observer at the annual International Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas, Nevada, 
January 9-13, 2014. CES is the largest B2B marketing event in the consumer electronics 
industry. Although, CES is ostensibly closed to the general public, I gained access as a freelance 
advertiser. While media coverage provides highlights and stories of CES, participant observation 
generated first-hand experience of the B2B marketing practices that facilitate an industry-wide 
discourse about new technologies and the future. Finally, I researched the highly influential 
“Intel Inside” marketing campaign using primary sources, such as campaign advertisements and 
materials held at The Hartman Center for Advertising, Marketing, and Sales History at Duke 
University, as well as secondary sources such as trade magazines, autobiographies of Intel 
executives, as well as popular and academic business histories of Intel and the consumer 
electronics industry. Analysis of the “Intel Inside” campaign situates the interview data and 
participant observations in terms of the history of the consumer electronics industry while 
connecting the practices of individual marketers to the broader industry operations and 
organization. While interviews and participant observation can bring nuance to micro level 
issues, it runs the risk of missing structural issues that shape individual practices. Fairclough 
argues that critical discourse analysis connects both micro and macro phenomena, “critical 
discourse analysis is concerned with continuity and change at this more abstract, more structural, 
level, as well as with what happens in particular texts” (2003, 3). Following Fairclough, I am 
able to connect the structural systems of meaning regarding technological change in the 
                                                
4 See Appendix A for descriptions of interview subjects and methods. 
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consumer electronics industry and B2B marketing work culture with the individual responses 
and practices that both draw from and reproduce the discursive conditions 
 
Theoretical Approach 
Keeping Pace follows in the theoretical legacy of James Carey’s cultural approach to 
technology. A trajectory exists in his writings that begin with a concern for changing 
communication technologies and their relationship to the future but ends just before the massive 
expansion of the personal computer market in the 1980s.5 In fact, all three essays “Mythos of the 
Electronic Revolution” (Carey and Quirk 1970), “The History of the Future” (Carey and Quirk 
1973), and “Technology and Ideology: The case of the telegraph” (Carey 1983), were written 
before the famous launch of Apple’s Macintosh computer in 1984. At the core of these essays is 
a concern for how technologies are made meaningful within cultural, political, and economic 
contexts. More recently, critical scholars have refined a cultural approach to technology as the 
mutual constitution of technological and cultural forms with terms such as, “technological 
culture,” (Slack and Wise 2005, 2015) and “technoculture,” (Balsamo, 2011). In this tradition, 
technology and culture are not separate categories of social life. Instead, technocultures are the 
contingent articulation of materials, meanings, and affects that create conditions through which 
technological and cultural practices produce, reproduce, and transform relationships of power 
(Slack and Wise 2015). Specifically, I draw upon Anne Balsamo’s Designing Culture (2011) to 
inform my approach to the processes of technocultural change. Balsamo argues that 
“technological innovators” are “engaged in a complex process of meaning-making whereby both 
technology and culture are created anew. What gets reproduced is a particular (and historically 
                                                
5 I want to be careful not to write John Quirk, his co-author on Mythos of the Electronic Revolution and the History 
of the Future, out of this intellectual history. It seems significant to note that these two pieces, perhaps more than 
any others of Carey’s individual work, are explicitly concerned with “the problem of the future.” 
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specific) form of technoculture” (2011, 7). She goes on to argue that these workers, engineers, 
and scientists are primarily concerned with making more technology, simply for the sake of 
technological reproduction. “I argue that those who engage in technological innovation are not 
simply involved in the creation of unique consumer goods, digital applications, gadgets, and 
gizmos, but also in the process of designing the technocultures of the future. This leads me to 
assert that the real business of technological innovation is the reproduction of technocultures 
over time” (Balsamo 2011). One of Balsamo’s key insights is that the development of 
“innovative” technologies necessarily creates both technological and cultural forms 
simultaneously. Technological innovations are not introduced into cultural contexts after their 
invention, but the technologies are themselves already cultural forms because they are created in 
the specific contexts with cultural and economic aims in mind. Among the forces that she argues 
shape the development of specific kinds of technologies that produce or reproduce 
technocultures over time, include: the work cultures of engineers, scientists and designers; the 
economics of research funding; and the gender relationships both in and outside of research 
environments.  
Following Balsamo, I use the phrase “the pace of emerging technocultures” to describe the 
rate at which new consumer electronics emerge and become obsolete. Technocultures are not 
merely comprised of the digital communication technologies in use by consumers in their day-to-
day lives. Rather, technocultures comprise a variety of historical, cultural, and economic contexts 
that include the supply chains which rapidly produce new commodities for consumers in highly 
developed nations, as well as the disposed materials that overflow the landfills and pollute the 
local environment in the “Global South” (Grossman 2006, Maxwell and Miller 2012, Parks 
2004, Schor 2010, Smart 2010). The term “emerging technocultures” therefore refers to the 
changing configurations of commodities in the historically specific modes of invention, 
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production, exchange, and consumption of consumer electronics. Technocultures are not limited 
to consumer electronics; other industries such as the automotive industry and the medical 
industry are also increasing integration with consumer electronics in the form of self-driving cars 
and wearable health management devices. The consumer electronics industry thus shapes the 
types of emerging technologies in other industries by emphasizing the data applications and 
profitability of mass-market digital devices for an increasing array of products that typically fall 
outside the market for consumer electronics. Cisco, Intel, Qualcomm, and other giants of the 
consumer electronics industry refer to the integration of consumer electronics into all aspects of 
daily life as “The Internet of Everything” and they estimate that there is $14 trillion dollars of 
wealth to be generated by “connecting the unconnected.” 
Balsamo notes that studying a specific industry was beyond the scope of her project in 
Designing Culture (2011, 24). Inspired by Carey and Quirk’s essay on technology and the future, 
my study extends Balsamo’s framework by applying her approach to technocultural change 
through “innovation” to the consumer electronics industry. The consumer electronics industry, 
more than other industries involved in the design of technologies, actively promotes 
“innovation” as a cultural product. The consumer electronics industry has annual sales revenue 
of over $200 billion and the Information-Communication-Technology sector of the US economy 
is estimated to generate nearly $1.3 trillion in economic activity, which is about 10% of US 
GDP. The industry markets itself with terms like “innovation,” and “future,” and has created the 
technical foundation of the so-called “Information Age,” or “Digital Culture.” The consumer 
electronics industry is therefore an ideal site to examine the role B2B marketing plays in shaping 
how technological innovation reproduces technocultures over time.  
By studying B2B marketing work in the consumer electronics industry, I offer an 
examination of the technocultural practices that facilitate exchange between consumption and 
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various aspects of the production process. Balsamo argues, “It is through the exercise of their 
technological imaginations that people engage the materiality of the world, creating the 
conditions for future world-making.” (2011, 6). The future world making does not only apply to 
the “producers” of innovative technologies but also to those who market and consume emerging 
technologies. In “The History of the Future,” James Carey and John Quirk write that, “the 
future” was not a place people eventually found themselves but a "cultural strategy for moving or 
mobilizing or arousing people toward predefined ends by prescribed means, that doing so 
selectively deletes the past and ignores aspects of the present, and if factors contradict they must 
be declared ‘obsolete’ or examples of cultural lag” (1973, 150). They point out that futuristic 
discourses commonly take three forms: revitalizing public faith in technological progress, 
rewriting the past to fulfill an ideological prophecy, and representing democratic participation in 
the public sphere through data and emerging communication technologies (Carey 1975, 134). 
Drawing from Balsamo’s “technoculture” and Carey and Quirk’s discursive approach to the 
future, I use to the term “technocultural future” to describe the potential of technological 
innovations to be integrated into existing technocultures or to create new technocultures. More 
than just promotions for new technologies, technocultural futures are discursive attempts to 
articulate new—and rearticulate existing—technocultural forms in order to reproduce 
technocultures over time.  
 
Organization of the Dissertation 
This dissertation is organized into five chapters. In chapter one, I review critical accounts of 
planned obsolescence, consumer temporalities, and technological change within consumer 
culture theory. I identify that an individual, retail consumer focus has limited explanations of 
how the pace of product emergence and obsolescence is created. I point out that while the 
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ecological and material critiques of consumer culture reemerged as a corrective to postmodern 
theory’s symbolic-driven focus. Dominant strands of scholarship consistently reaffirm what 
theorists have already concluded about consumer culture—that individualism and identity are the 
mechanisms through which advertisers commercialize culture and how capitalism subsumes 
everyday life through commodities. Much of the scholarship oscillates between blaming 
consumers and producers for the ills of consumer culture—such as the rapid pace of product 
emergence and obsolescence. Yet, the focus on the retail consumers has relied on a unified 
concept of producers that flatten the complexity of global supply chains and limits the 
explanatory power of critical analysis. In reviewing the vast critical literature on consumer 
culture, I find that consumer culture theory must push beyond the individual consumer and 
unified category of producer as the primary site of investigation. Critical scholars must examine 
how and where consumer culture is produced, maintained, and transformed besides the retail 
relationship. The dissertation presents B2B marketing as one possible site of investigation. 
In chapter two, I argue that the Intel brand operated both as retail advertisements connecting 
consumers with the pace of industry production and as a B2B marketing strategy that synced the 
rate at which OEMs manufactured new PCs with the rate that Intel produced new microchips. 
While existing studies of brands focus on the ways in which brands are used to create two-way 
communication between consumers and producers (Lury 2004), or create surplus value from 
consumer behavior (Arvidsson 2005), the Intel brand managed relationships between partners, 
competitors, and consumers. I present evidence that the B2B marketing campaign “Intel Inside” 
transformed Intel’s business model to the default pace of emergence and obsolescence within the 
consumer electronics industry—known today as “Moore’s Law.” Intel created monopolistic 
conditions over the supply of microprocessors chips that forced the consumer electronics 
industry to adopt Moore’s Law as the default pace of emergence and obsolescence for new 
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consumer electronics. They achieved this through a combination of retail advertisements 
designed to pressure original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to purchase Intel chips, a co-op 
advertising program which subsidized OEMs advertisements, and illegal business practices. 
Accordingly, I advocate an approach to branding that considers how brands are used to manage 
market relationships between partnering and competing businesses, as well as retail consumers. 
In chapter three, I argue that the B2B marketing practices at the Consumer Electronics Show 
(CES) produce an annual spectacle of the future that facilitates the transformation from 
technological innovation to technocultures. Drawing on the work of Anne Balsamo, Yiannis 
Gabriel, and Sarah Sharma, I examine CES in terms of work culture rather than consumer 
culture. Through four ethnographic vignettes, I describe how marketing workers, attendees, and 
laborers are mobilized differentially to extract value from specific configurations of bodies, 
images, and time. As an industry-wide marketing strategy, CES requires bodies to transform a 
discourse about technological innovations into a spectacle of technocultural futures. In critical 
scholarship, the spectacle and retail advertisements are often described as symbols and images, 
detached from material referents. But at CES, B2B marketing requires bodies. A host of 
practices and technologies are utilized in what Sharma calls a “temporal architecture” (Sharma 
2014) to overcome the limitations of bodies so that they can be choreographed according to the 
needs of the spectacle. Through the creation of a temporal architecture the bodies of exhibitors 
and attendees are sped up and slowed down to extract the maximum value for companies. 
Additionally, the precarious workers who maintain the tradeshow facilities are made invisible 
because their bodies do not contribute value to the spectacle. As an annual spectacle of 
technocultural futures, CES plays a crucial role is setting the industry-wide pace at which new 
consumer electronics emerge into markets in order to reproduce technocultures over time. 
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In chapter four, I describe how a discourse among marketers regarding the adoption of big 
data marketing technologies promises to make marketing less intrusive and finally prove the 
value of marketing work. The big data discourse unites marketers who are both alienated and 
empowered by the pace of technocultural emergence. Big data is the latest in decades of rapidly 
changing technologies used for market research, creative production, and distribution of 
marketing messages. While some marketers feel alienated by the pace of technological change, 
others feel empowered by it. A big data technocultural future in marketing work unites both 
empowered and alienated workers because it promises to solve problems in day-to-day 
marketing work cultures. Marketers are adopting and advocating that their clients adopt more 
digital communication devices that expand surveillance and data-mining practices. While studies 
of big data marketing technology by Joseph Turow (2011) and Mark Andrejevic (2013) point out 
the negative economic and social effects for consumers, I focus on the forces within the culture 
of marketing work that facilitate the adoption of digital communication technologies and big data 
marketing practices. Due to the fact that the discourse of big data encounters little resistance 
among marketers, the discourse increases the adoption of and reliance on digital communication 
technologies to govern the exchange of goods and service between businesses.  
Finally, in chapter five I describe the ant-consumerist, identity politics of two marketing 
workers. I show how the anti-consumerist responses to the pace of technocultural change by 
marketing workers has been integrated into their work in order to create alternative economic 
possibilities. The critical responses to the pace of emerging technocultures led two privileged 
marketers—a consultant and agency president—to develop anti-consumerist politics that conflict 
with their identities as marketing workers. To resolve this conflict, Ilina Ewen and Greg Norton 
integrated their anti-consumerist politics into their marketing work and created sites of identity 
and affective investment. Both Ilina and Greg foster alternative economic practices that attempt 
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to reshape the dominant formation of global capitalism from the inside. Ilina, a consultant, 
critiques global patriarchal capitalism and thinks that technology is changing too rapidly to allow 
any time to pause and reflect upon the social implications. She invests energy into a “mom-
marketplace” in which she supports local business owners who are also mothers through 
consumption from their business and by consulting on their marketing strategies. Investing in the 
mom-marketplace resolves the conflict between her anti-consumerist politics and her marketing 
work by creating a site of affective investment in which her identity as a mother, marketer, and 
consumer can be authentically and ethically experienced. Greg, an agency president, thinks that 
we have become a society of over consumers and that ecological sustainability will require 
changes in consumer behavior and business practices. For him, overconsumption and 
unsustainability resource consumption stem from the pace of technocultural change. Greg 
resolves this conflict by certifying his company as a Benefit Corporation (B Corps). B Corps 
certify that companies have environmentally, employee, and community driven missions, even at 
the cost of profitability. For Greg, certifying his agency as B Corp resolves the conflict between 
his anti-consumerist politics and his marketing work by transforming his company into a vehicle 
for enacting his environmental politics in the workplace. However, I also caution that the mom-
marketplace and B Corps should not be greeted with too much enthusiasm. Ilina and Greg, as 
privileged marketing workers, enjoy a level of control over the conditions of their work that most 
marketers do not. Ilina’s and Greg’s stories reveal a more nuanced marketing work culture in 
which anti-consumerist politics link to work identity. Their efforts to create alternative economic 
possibilities signals that B2B marketing can be a site of anti-consumerist market interventions 





Chapter 1: Literature Review—Consumer Culture, Time, and Technological Change  
 
This chapter reviews specific scholarly works from consumer culture and technology studies 
that examine issues of pace in the form of consumer temporalities, planned obsolescence, and 
technological change. The literature is organized into five themes: Individual Identity and 
Leisure Consumption, The Temporality of Consumers, Planned Obsolescence, Advertising and 
Product Design, Technocultural Change and Consumer Electronics, and Digital Media Between 
Production and Consumption.  
The first section, “Individual Identity and Leisure Consumption,” demonstrates how theories 
of leisure time and individual retail consumption are ill-suited to examine how organizations 
consume from other businesses as a collective, waged practice. “The Temporality of Consumers” 
outlines theories that argue that the temporality of consumers is determined by the speed of 
commodities. Theories of consumer temporality by canonical scholars problematically limit the 
analysis to commodity speed and focus on the abstract character of “producers” who manipulate 
consumer temporalities. “Planned Obsolescence: Advertising and Product Design” addresses 
recent consumer and technology studies of planned obsolescence. I point out that the reliance on 
mid-twentieth-century critiques of planned obsolescence that blames product designers and retail 
advertisers for manipulating consumer behavior indicate the need for new sites of critical 
research within consumer culture theory. “Technocultural Change and Consumer Electronics” 
reviews several theoretical works on the sublime experience of emerging consumer electronics 
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and points out the importance of studying technological change in everyday terms while 
recognizing their exhibitionistic and novel capacities. “Digital Media Between Production and 
Consumption” concludes the review by pointing out that media studies of digital communication 
devices also overly focus on individual consumers and have created a problematic confusion 
between consumption and production. I suggest that scholars should examine marketing work to 
address questions of valorizing consumer behavior through data. The review I present below 
indicates a need to examine issues of consumerism, technology, and the pace of commodities 
outside the retail context and unpack the role of “producers” in creating the pace of emergence 
and obsolescence of consumer electronics.  
 
Individual Identity and Leisure Consumption  
Consumer culture is critically studied across the humanities and each discipline has 
developed its own methods and sites of investigation. Critical studies of consumer culture within 
anthropology focus on symbolic meaning and material objects, and through an emphasis on 
political economy, explore the ways in which meanings and objects operate within markets 
(Douglas and Isherwood 1996, Miller 1995, Mullins 2011). Communication Studies typically 
focuses on the ways in which meaning is constituted and practiced. Scholars examine ads, 
commercialism, communication strategies and the changing conditions of democracy (Jhally 
1987, McAllister 1996, Turow 2011). Cultural Studies demonstrates how consumers are active 
producers of culture not just passive consumers (Fiske 1989, Storey 1999, Williams 2003, 
Gilbert 2008, Littler 2008, McRobbie 2008). Media Studies primarily engages in the 
consumption of media “texts” and culture industries, advertisements, audiences and political 
economy (Adorno and Horkheimer 1972, Hall 1973, Maxwell 1991, Croteau and Hoynes 1997, 
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Grossberg et al. 1998, Miller 2007, Andrejevic 2009, 2013, Maxwell and Miller 2012). 
Historians of consumer culture attempt to explain the development of consumerism and 
advertising as a historical forces of change (Ewen 1976, Marchand 1985, Cross 1993, Lears 
1995, Glickman 1999, Hurley 2002, Cohen 2003, Jacobs 2004). Sociologist of consumption are 
concerned with how consumption provides new ways in which to analyze institutions, 
organizations, identities, and social categories (Bourdieu 1984, Campbell 1987, Miller 1987, 
1995, Baudrillard 1998, Bauman 2000) and most recently, the economic and ecological 
consequences of consumer-driven capitalism (Schor 2010, Smart 2010, Miller 2012). The 
disciplinary boundaries are far more porous than the broad overview indicates, but uniting this 
body of literature is a tendency to privilege the individual retail consumer as the primary site of 
critical investigation and political action through examinations of identity and agency. The 
debates range widely as to relative degree of autonomy consumers have within the structures of 
global capitalism with Marxist ideological false consciousness on one end of the autonomy 
spectrum (Adorno and Horkheimer 1972, Ewen 1976) and the Cultural Studies notion of cultural 
production (Storey 1999) on the other.  
Critical theorists across the disciplines hold the base assumption that consumers develop 
identities, or a sense of self, through the individual and social signification of commodities 
(Bourdieu 1984, Campbell 1987, Miller 1987, Hebdige 1991, Douglas and Isherwood 1996, du 
Gay et al. 1997, Baudrillard 1998, Schor 1999, Schor and Holt 2000, Littler 2005, McRobbie 
2008, Turow and McAllister 2009, Smart 2010, Lury 2011, Mullins 2011). In these accounts, the 
function of advertising is to shape the meaning and types of identities that consumers can create 
through commodities by providing consumers with symbolic resources for meaning making 
(Marchand 1985, du Gay et al. 1997, Smart 2010). Similarly, brands extend the power of 
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advertising beyond promotional discourses by affectively, or emotionally, connecting consumers 
and commodities (Lury 2004, Arvidsson 2005, 2006, Moor 2007, Aronczyk and Powers 2010, 
Andrejevic 2013). Taken collectively, this body of literature argues a variety of narratives that 
ultimately pit consumers against “profit-at-all-costs” businesses in which culture is increasingly 
commercialized and labor is consistently devalued. Consumers are generally given an a priori 
victim position because consumerism is not seen as a cultural practice that has emerged from 
“the people” (Storey 1999, Littler 2008, Smart 2010). At the same time, consumers are criticized 
for profligate and hedonistic consumption of goods, materials, and resources (Schor 1999, Smart 
2010, Miller 2012). The pervasive approach to examining consumerism through individuals and 
identities assumes that retail relationships are the most important site at which producers and 
consumers create consumer culture. The trend is so ubiquitous that even in 2001, Daniel Miller, 
one of the leading figures in the field, commented that, “the task today is to rescue the humanity 
of the consumer from being reduced to a rhetorical trope in the critique of capitalism. The 
moralistic critique of consumption actually dehumanizes and fetishizes the consumer, and 
thereby serves the cause of the very capitalism it claims to critique” (Miller 2001, 234). 
Although Miller’s comment is aimed at critical scholars who moralize about the inauthenticity of 
modern consumerism, but he also points out the tendency to fetishize the consumer. I read 
Miller’s critique of the discipline as a reflection on the limitations of overlooking how consumers 
are enmeshed in a broader array of economic, political, and cultural forces.  
Another primary assumption built into dominant theories of advertising and consumer 
culture is that consumption is hedonistic (Lears 1995, Campbell 1987), conspicuous (Veblen 
1899, Schor 2010), and a leisure time activity (Adorno and Horkheimer 1972, Campbell 1987, 
Miller 1995). Early critical studies of consumer culture such Veblen’s landmark Theory of the 
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Leisure Class (Veblen 1899), distinguished leisure time from labor time. However, Adorno and 
Horkheimer (1972) insist that leisure time and its related consumer practices still exploit 
individuals through capitalist ideology. For them, advertising dupes the consuming masses into 
believing that their leisure time is time away from capitalist production. Bourgeois society is 
built on this ideological false consciousness: “If we suppose with Marx that in bourgeois society 
labour power has become a commodity in which labour is consequently reified, then the 
expression 'hobby' amounts to a paradox: that human condition which sees itself as the opposite 
of reification, the oasis of unmediated life within a completely mediated total system, has itself 
been reified just like the rigid distinction between labour and free time” (Adorno and 
Horkheimer 1972).  
Adorno and Horkheimer offer a hypothetical example of how a suntan symbolically 
reproduces capitalist control over labor time, despite its ostensible representation of leisure time: 
“If employees return from their holidays without having acquired the mandatory skin tone, they 
can be quite sure their colleagues will ask them the pointed question, ‘Haven't you been on 
holiday then?’” (Adorno and Horkheimer 1972, 191). The culture industries alienate the 
individual’s authentic experience of labor and leisure time by promoting the ideological 
distinction between leisure time from labor time. They write, “The reason why people can 
actually do so little with their free time is that the truncation of their imagination deprives them 
of the faculty which made the state of freedom pleasurable in the first place. … They need the 
shallow entertainment, by means of which cultural conservatism patronizes and humiliates them, 
in order to summon up the strength for work” (Adorno and Horkheimer 1972, 192). For Adorno 
and Horkheimer, people are duped into thinking that leisure time is some how time away from 
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capitalism, when in fact; the root of false consciousness in consumer culture is the idea that 
leisure is granted by labor. 
Jean Baudrillard extends the concept of ideological false consciousness by arguing that 
leisure time is crucial to how value is produced in consumer culture, “In the real or imagined 
abundance of the ‘consumer society’, time occupies somewhat of a privileged place” (1998, 
151). He argues that time is measured in chronometric units that are assigned arbitrary amounts 
of value that are not absolute. The relative valuation of time under capitalism is an important 
piece of ideological control. For those living within consumer society, leisure time is masked as 
freedom from labor where in fact labor and leisure are mutually constitutive of the systems 
through which consumers develop a quality of time, needs, and desires. “The quality of that free 
time, its rhythm and its contents, and whether it is residual to the demands of work or 
'autonomous', are all things which made difference between particular individuals, categories or 
classes... the fact remains that time retains a particular mythic value for its equalizing of human 
conditions, a value which has been taken up again strongly and thematized in our own day in the 
concept of leisure time” (Baudrillard 1998, 151). Consumption as a leisure activity is necessarily 
premised on labor time as its counterpart. While Baudrillard describes consumption in terms of 
an individual’s leisure in their “free time,” when consumption occurs between businesses it is a 
collective, labor activity on behalf of the organization. 
Although management scholars have studied purchasing agents and organizational 
purchasing, their works lack a critical perspective (Sheth 1973, Ouchi 1992, Day and Barksdale 
1994, Theng Lau, Razzaque, and Ong 2003, Gao, Sirgy, and Bird 2005). Forms of collective 
consumption within consumer culture scholarship have remained largely under theorized. The 
little critical theorization on non-individual forms of consumption found in consumer culture 
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literature comes in two forms—either as the collective consumption on behalf of households or 
the collective consumption of public goods and services by citizens and municipalities. In the 
first instance, forms of domestic consumption and the associated types of labor that reproduce 
the home as a space distinct from work can be seen as consumption on behalf of the family unit 
(Lury 2011). The primary consumer for a household collectively consumes on behalf of the 
entire household. For Autonomist theorists, domestic consumption within the home primarily 
reproduces the conditions of capitalist production (Berardi 2009, Cleaver 1979, Federici 2004, 
2012, Hardt and Negri 2000). Within “the social factory,” all social life contributes to the 
capitalist mode of production and exploitation. Gender plays an important role in certain strands 
of this scholarship. Historically, women have been the primary consumers for households and 
thus subjugated by the domestic responsibilities of home maintenance which enable men to 
procure waged labor (Federici 2004, 2012, Dalla Costa 2007, Delphy 1984, Delphy and Leonard 
1992). Celia Lury writes, “in relation to all these kinds of work, labour does not only come 
before consumption, if by this is meant the purchase of goods on the market; it also comes after 
it. Additionally, this is a perspective that strongly challenges the view that consumer culture can 
be equated with leisure or free time” (Lury 2011). Collective consumption in the social factory is 
conceptualized as small-group consumption that indirectly reproduces the conditions for waged 
labor indirectly on behalf of capitalism, rather than as waged labor directly on behalf of a 
corporation.  
The second theory of collective consumption refers to publically available goods and 
services from governments and municipalities. Colin Campbell writes, “Collective consumption 
refers to the many goods and services that tend to be produced and consumed on a collective 
level. It includes products, services, and institutions such as roads, bridges, public transportation, 
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schools and libraries, health care, waste disposal, public housing, welfare, fire and police 
protection, and parks and recreational facilities” (2003). In The Urban Question (1977), Manuel 
Castells, developed a theory of collective consumption to explain the role of public goods and 
services in urban spaces. His theories animated critical debates in urban sociology into the 1990s. 
According to Lury, urban sociologists raised important questions about unequal access to the 
consumption of public resources, “Do different groups have different (more or less, better or 
worse) access to services and goods according to whether they are provided through the market 
or through the state?” (2011, 40). In this theory, collective consumption refers to the ways that 
citizens access public goods via different mechanisms of production and distribution and focuses 
on how groups of individual citizen-consumers access public resources differently.  
It is important to distinguish between organizational, domestic, and collective forms of 
consumption because each relies on a different function of power in relationship to the 
individuals within the collective. In Castells’s idea of “collective consumption,” aggregate 
individual citizen-consumers are treated as collective according to the state. For “domestic 
consumption,” a single individual makes unilateral decisions on behalf of the collective. With 
“organizational consumption,” individuals or small groups of individuals make purchasing 
decisions on behalf of the collective entity or organization and are influenced by professional 
pressures, bureaucratic structures, and managerial power. B2B marketing campaigns are 
premised on selling to individuals and groups of individuals within organizations. Therefore, 
organizational consumption is a necessary terminology clarification in order to distinguish the 
unique forms of consumption that occur between businesses from the identity-based 
consumption of retail consumers. When necessary, I will use the term “organizational 
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consumption” to refer to the consumption of goods and services between organizations or 
businesses. 
 
The Temporality of Consumers 
In addition to leisure time, the canonical consumer culture theorists Jean Baudrillard (1994, 
1998), Guy Debord (1994, 1998), and Zygmunt Bauman (2007) argue that consumers experience 
time at the speed of commodities. They theorize that capitalist production creates a unified 
temporality for consumers that is both universal and illusory. Other theorists such as John 
Tomlinson (2007) and Paul Virilio (2002, 2006) argue that consumer electronics compress time. 
At the most base level, Baudrillard, Debord, and Bauman theorize that the consumer’s sense of 
time is contingent on their relationship to commodities. Baudrillard argues that the symbolic 
consumption of commodities has become so important because consumers desire the appearance 
of new products. Debord argues that the pseudo-cycles of capitalism create the commodity 
rituals as rhythms in consumer culture. Bauman sees the consumer’s cycle with commodities as 
the temporal experience of being trapped between persistent desire and constant disappointment. 
While Tomlinson argues that digital communication devices create the condition of immediacy, 
Virilio claims such consumer electronics create an endlessly recurring present without past or 
future. For Baudrillard the production of temporal value is contingent on the commodity form, 
and specifically the speed of at which commodities circulate. “We are living the period of the 
objects: that is, we live by their rhythm, according to their incessant cycles” (Baudrillard 2001, 
32) The speed by which individuals live their lives is contingent on the position they occupy as 
both laborers and consumers within the cycles of capitalist production. However, recent work by 
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Sarah Sharma (2011, 2014) challenges the dominant theories of temporality by introducing the 
analytic of power-chronography. 
In Society of the Spectacle, Guy Debord theorizes three manifestations of time in post-
Fordist capitalism: the transformation of cyclical time into labor-time, the ruling class’s power 
over history, and the pseudo-cycle of capitalist rhythms. First, cyclical time describes the 
continual returning of a temporal moment rather than the passing of linear time. He argues the 
earliest experiences of time were the agrarian growing cycles. Seasons (time) continually 
returned to a specific space: “When a more complex society did finally attain a consciousness of 
time, its reaction was to deny rather than embrace it, for it viewed time not as something passing, 
but as something returning. This was a static type of society that organized time, true to its 
immediate experience of nature, on a cyclical model” (Debord 1994, 93). The social memories, 
knowledge, and myths of history that were once passed on through ritual and oral traditions have 
now become the object of political power, and thus the domain of a ruling class. Those who 
controlled the myths owned history: “The masters who, protected by myth, enjoyed the private 
ownership of history, themselves did so at first in the realm of illusion” (Debord 1994, 97). 
Religious paths to salvation fused cyclical and linear time. Armed with the religious value of 
history and buttressed by labor’s progressive transformation of history, the bourgeoisie subjected 
time to capitalism in the form of labor-time: “The victory of the bourgeoisie was the victory of a 
profoundly historical time – the time corresponding to the economic form of production, which 
transformed society permanently, and from top to bottom” (Debord 1994, 104). For Debord, the 
irreversible time of the bourgeoisie and the economic time of the commodity meant that global 
capitalism would implement a unifying temporality on the world (1994, 107).  
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Given these two descriptions of time, the rhythms of production in capitalism should not be 
confused with the return of cyclical time. Debord writes, “Pseudo-cyclical time is in fact merely 
the consumable disguise of the time-as-commodity of the production system, and it exhibits the 
essential traits of that time: homogeneous and exchangeable units, and the suppression of any 
qualitative dimension” (Debord 1994, 110). The rhythms of capitalism intersect with the 
experiences of cyclical time, but without the qualitative differences that make ritual time so 
meaningful. The spectacle evacuates the specificity of any social relation in favor of its 
exchangeability so that it may better express the mode of production. “It is therefore quite 
‘natural’ that pseudo-cyclical time should echo the old cyclical rhythms that governed survival in 
pre-industrial societies. It builds, in fact, on the natural vestiges of cyclical time, while also using 
these as models on which to base new but homologous variants: day and night, weekly work and 
weekly rest, the cycle of vacations and so on” (Debord 1994, 111).  
Cyclical time in Debord’s configuration was an authentic experience that was not yet 
subject to the political power of history. It took the ruling class’s control of history and the 
homogenous experience of capitalist time to produce the generalizable and global experience of 
spectacular time. Spectacular time is an illusion paraded by capitalism to direct human 
experience toward producing a world for the economy and, subsequently, for those who control 
it. Debord offers a disconcerting aphorism that neatly summarizes the relationship between 
cyclical time and spectacular time: “Cyclical time was the time of a motionless illusion 
authentically experienced; spectacular time is the time of real transformation experienced as 
illusion” (Debord 1994, 113). 
Bauman describes the rise of consumer society as the transition from the structured society 
of modernist industrial producers to a postmodern society of consumers. For him, society is no 
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longer organized around the institutional structures that stabilize meanings and practices. Instead, 
in a society of consumers, all that once was solid melts into the flows of post-Fordist flexible 
production: “We have reached the point where ‘consumption’ has grasped the whole of life; 
where all activities are sequenced in the same combinatorial mode; where the schedule of 
gratification is outlined in advance, one hour at a time; and where the environment is completely 
climatized, furnished and culturized... through articulated networks of objects, ascends from pure 
and simple abundance, to a complete conditioning of action and time, and finally to the 
systematic organization of ambiance, which is characteristic of the drugstore, the shopping malls, 
or the modern airports in our futuristic cities” (Bauman 2000). Bauman, like Baudrillard, 
repositions consumption (not production) as the primary mode by which life is organized and 
experienced. 
In Consuming Life, Bauman identifies two trends that are speeding up the process of 
commodification, “deregulation and privatization.” “Just like the commodity fetishism that 
haunted the society of producers, the subjectivity fetishism that haunts the society of consumers 
is ultimately grounded in an illusion” (Bauman 2007, 19).  As in previous writings, Bauman sees 
consumer society as ultimately alienating—producing an illusion of freedom through choice and 
an illusion of desire displaced onto new subjectivities: “The society of consumers devalues 
durability, equating the ‘old’ with being ‘outdated,’ unfit for further use and destined for the 
rubbish tip. It is by the high rate of waste, and by shortening the time distance between sprouting 
and the fading of desire, that subjectivity fetishism is kept alive and credible despite endless 
series of disappointments it causes” (2007, 21). One of the defining features of liquid modernity 
is that consumers are preserved in a perpetual state between desire and disappointment—a 
temporality of suspended satisfaction. Time plays two roles; it is the mechanism by which 
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difference is understood (time of happy or sad) and it is the mechanism that continually props up 
those differences (rate of intervals). The cultural and temporal power manifests in the market 
through the pace of dis/satisfaction. Bauman writes that “the seminal departure that sets 
consumerist cultural syndrome most sharply apart from its productivist predecessor... seems to 
be the reversal of the values attached respectively to duration and transience” (2007). Where 
duration may have at one time been a goal of production, in liquid modernity duration is 
undermined by the endless circulation and emergence of commodities. As such, “the ‘consumer 
syndrome’ is all about speed, excess and waste” (Bauman 2007, 86).  
In The Culture of Speed (2007), John Tomlinson argues that speed is a central cultural 
component in modern social life. Immediacy, or a culture of immediacy, eliminates time between 
events. For him, ‘immediacy’ is a new cultural experience brought on by the technological 
conditions of post-Fordist capitalism (Tomlinson 2007, 10). Tomlinson argues that new media 
culture (comprised of digital communication technologies) is the foundation for the condition of 
immediacy, “telemediated activities – watching television, typing, scrolling, clicking, and 
browsing at the computer screens; talking, texting, or sending and receiving pictures on a mobile 
phone, tapping in PIN codes and conducting transactions on a keypad – can be regarded as 
unique cultural practices and ways in which experience is presented to consciousness” (2007, 
94). New forms of cultural interfaces are defined by the consumer electronics and infrastructures 
that enable them. He argues, “Personal computers, optical fibre cables, cellular phones, 
camcorders, video games, the internet, email, web sites, search engines, blogs, social networking 
sites, DVDs, digital television and radio, broadband, TiVo, MP3 players, podcasts, have 
fractured the temporal and spatial frames of everyday media reception, fragmenting the media 
audience and undermining the rituals of collective viewing and listening” (Tomlinson 2007, 94). 
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Tomlinson sees the shift occurring not from digital media, per se, but from interactive media.  
His basic argument is that broadcast media presented the world in a phenomenologically 
different way than interactive media which interface, individuality, and response are the key 
features.  
Yet, consumption and temporality are completely entwined for Tomlinson. He writes, “our 
involvement with technologies can hardly be disentangled from our involvement with 
consumption activities, we need to frame an analysis of immediacy in relation to the sphere of 
consumption. Here the focus will be on collapsing of another fundamental cultural and temporal 
divide: that between material desire and its fulfillment” (Tomlinson 2007, 121). He follows 
Bauman in this regard by conceptualizing consumption as the temporary stasis between desire 
and fulfillment. Tomlinson argues that the acceleration in capitalism’s production of immediate 
experiences does not come from marketers, manufacturers, or retailers, but from the 1960s 
counterculture’s rejection of the mundane uniformity of consumer goods. He argues that when 
counterculture movements demanded immediacy, markets delivered the countercultural ethos: 
“By demanding fulfillment of desire, everything all at once, as of right, it exposed the existential 
absurdities of a social contract which offered a steady flow of consumer goods as the fair 
exchange for labour time, that is, for life itself” (Tomlinson 2007, 124). In short, Tomlinson 
argues that the counterculture movements should have been satisfied with the “fair” social 
contract exchanging waged labor for consumer goods. He implies that counterculture groups 
should have been more careful with what they wished for, because today’s accelerating culture is 
capitalism’s twisted fulfillment of their wish. In Tomlinson’s argument, the effects of capitalist 
incorporation of the hedonistic demands of counterculture’s desire for immediate gratification is 
that modern cultures are now obsessed with the speed of consumption rather than the 
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commodities being consumed. “What is primarily at stake here is the way in which capitalism, 
particularly via new technologies of consumption, has promoted a shift in the nature of consumer 
demand, from simply the amassing of possessions, to an emphasis on the speed of appropriation 
of commodities” (Tomlinson 2007, 125). However, Tomlinson describes these phenomena in 
terms of sovereign consumers determining market behavior. He reproduces the myth of 
consumer sovereignty without considering that industrial capitalism always has striven to 
produce and sell products as quickly as possible. For Tomlinson, as well as Bauman, it is the 
repetition of disappointment that shortens the cycles desire and accelerates the pace of product 
emergence and obsolescence. 
Paul Virilio interprets the constant cycle described by Bauman and Tomlinson in more 
radical terms. He denounces the technocultural changes mobile consumer electronics have on 
people and society as a whole. He argues that technologies compress time and warp the body’s 
natural temporal and spatial order. It is crucial to remember Virilio’s architectural background 
and to read his work along those lines. For the architect, a body is pushed, pulled, moved and 
thrown into various environments – a body is choreographed (Virilio 2002, 67). The architect’s 
job is to control that movement through space and time by structuring the environment the body 
inhabits. In this way, Virilio fears that, “the transplant revolution is nothing but the colonization 
of the body by technology” because, “a man who is equipped like a territory is no longer an 
inhabitant; he becomes a habitat” (2002, 84). For Virilio, digital and mobile communication 
technologies invert the basic architectural principle. Bodies move through time and space; 
technologies should not shape time and space to bodies. Virilio writes that standardization and 
synchronization are the two sides of modern architecture’s space-time (2002, 74). Despite the 
discourse of informatics and personal health technologies, Virilio’s position is that it is 
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computer-assisted suicide to inhabit the body with technologies that foster temporal 
compression. 
Armitage and Roberts (2002) similarly argue that digital communication devices create 
problematic temporalities and draw on Virilio’s cinematic notion of “the landscape of events.” 
From this “atemporal perspective,” history and the future are collapsed into a landscape in which 
the immediacy of events creates a persistent present without a future or past. “Individualized 
experience must be characterized in neither historical nor futuristic terms, but, rather, in 
cinematic terms or better, in terms of a seemingly endless film loop” (Armitage 2002, 51). 
Armitage and Roberts describe this landscape in terms of the pace at which events become 
present. This “utopia of speed” is a fetishistic imaginary of the global kinetic elite. Chronotopia 
describes a discourse by global business leaders that claims a faster, more interconnected 
network’s for business will ultimately result in a better future for all. Yet, the global kinetic 
elite’s chronotopic project has simultaneously produced its opposite experience of being out of 
sync or the classed experience of being “to slow.” Armitage and Roberts write, “In this way, the 
widespread sense of chronodystopia that is a constituent feature of the individualized society is 
exacerbated since chronotopia is a promise of a temporal and spatial transcendence that can 
never be kept” (Armitage 2002, 53).  
Sarah Sharma’s concept of power-chronography is a new framework for analyzing time, 
bodies, and power under capitalism that breaks from such uniform treatments of time (2011, 
2014). “Power-chronography is a critical practice and theoretical approach to time that works to 
locate the normalizing temporal order maintained in claims about time as well as in cultural 
practices waged in the name of time control. I ask whose time, what time, and what kinds of time 
practices are elevated over others” (Sharma 2011). Rather than examining time and power in 
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terms of ideological control over labor/leisure time (Adorno and Horkheimer 1972, Baudrillard 
1998), the temporal experience at the pace of the commodities (Debord 1994, Bauman 2000, 
Tomlinson 2007) or temporal compression (Virilio 2002), Sharma advocates an approach that 
considers the differential investment in people’s experiences of time, their bodies, and their value 
within capitalism. She writes, “Institutions establish this control through the production and 
enhancement of people’s qualitative experience of time. Together they compose a temporal order 
that normalizes people’s experiences of time, including maintaining established lines of 
temporally experienced privilege and difference” (Sharma 2011, 19). Sharma critiques the above 
accounts for having a spatial and resource-based approach to time, which she argues reproduces 
the logic of the market in critical scholarship. She argues, “In terms of our role as media studies 
scholars, we need to think about how our epistemology lacks an approach to temporal politics to 
offset this increasingly problematic privileging of space, and with it the spatial treatment of 
time” (Sharma 2011, 68). Elsewhere Sharma writes, “In fact speed theorists are subject to 
substantial criticism given that for all their talk of the end of history, the end of space, the end of 
time as we know it, they unintentionally join the chorus of marketers and multi-national 
corporations who want us all to believe that the world is speeding up” (2013, 3). As a corrective 
to the ubiquity of speed up discourses, Sharma describes an example of how the bodies and time 
of taxi-cab drivers are disinvested by capitalism on behalf of frequent business travelers (2008, 
2014). More than merely the body’s economic productivity, the differential investments show 
that, “time is an arbiter of human worth, a structuring form of social difference” (Sharma 2011, 
71). While canonical work on the temporality of consumer culture rests on unified capitalist 
temporalities of commodities, Sharma’s work opens up new sites and methods through which to 
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examine the multiple power relationships that connect consumers with workers and shapes their 
differential experiences of time.  
 
Planned Obsolescence: Product Design and Retail Advertisements 
Critical research describes planned obsolescence as producers shortening product life 
through design, or consumer’s desires for new products. In both cases, “producers” manipulate 
the pace of product turnover either by creating products with short life spans or by convincing 
consumers to desire the newest commodities offered. Despite the changing conditions of global 
capitalism, contemporary criticism returns to the 1950’s and 1960’s theories of overconsumption 
and planned obsolescence. The theoretical revival of mid-twentieth-critiques indicates a need 
reexamine what forms of work and the kinds of workers within the production process shape the 
pace of emergence in contemporary capitalism. 
Since the 1950’s, scholars and popular writers have been concerned with the social and 
environmental effects of planned obsolescence. John Kenneth Galbraith’s The Affluent Society 
(1958), Vance Packard’s The Waste Makers (1960), and The Limits to Growth (1972) represent 
just a few academic and popular books that warned of the dangers of rampant consumerism that 
were emerging in post-WWII United States. Giles Slade’s Made to Break: Technology and 
Obsolescence in America (2006) is a sweeping history of strategies of obsolescence in America 
throughout the twentieth century. He covers early iterations of obsolescence in men’s fashion 
and cars to contemporary consumer electronics and gives special attention the evolution of 
marketing and production strategies over the course of the twentieth century. The book is a 
rigorous empirical history of changing business practices in America and the long-term 
consequences of poor resource management. Made to Break informs important work on e-waste 
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(Boradkar 2010, Gabrys 2011, Grossman 2006, Maxwell and Miller 2012, Smart 2010). Slade 
identifies three different types of obsolescence used by businesses: technological, psychological 
and planned. Technological obsolescence, he argues, is an inevitable outcome of product 
development. The development of new products bearing new functions and/or containing 
technical innovations and additional specifications lead existing products to be regarded as 
obsolete by virtue of their inferior range of functions and performance. He notes that this natural 
form of obsolescence has been mobilized with other strategies to force consumers to adopt new 
products. Psychological obsolescence is superficial changes in the design, packaging and look in 
order to convey ‘newness.’ Through advertisements consumers begin to value such changes. 
Finally, planned obsolescence is “the catch-all phrase used to describe the assortment of 
techniques used to artificially limit the durability of a manufactured good in order to stimulate 
repetitive consumption” (Slade 2006, 3). For Slade, planned obsolescence can be both 
psychological and technical. In Consumer Society: Critical Issues and Environmental 
Consequences, Barry Smart underscores Slade’s analysis when he writes, “Planned or organized 
obsolescence assumes two principle forms, ‘aesthetic’ and ‘physical,’ both of which serve the 
corporate objective of promoting repeat consumer purchases of products” (2010, 85). Smart 
argues that as consumer goods increasingly saturated the market, companies devised new ways 
to sell products to consumers who already owned the commodities. He writes, “Increasingly 
from the mid-twentieth century, corporations turned to marketing and product management to 
nurture and expand markets for the growing range of new goods being produced, directing 
particular attention to innovative ways of rendering older products out of date, unfashionable, 
obsolete, and in need of replacement” (Smart 2010, 84).  
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The invention of planned obsolescence strategies is generally attributed to the automotive 
industry. Slade points out that it was not Henry Ford, but Alfred Sloan from General Motors who 
first began the practice of offering minor upgrades on a model year system. “Sloan was a quick 
learner. The ’23 Chevy’s remarkable success convinced him that mechanical or technological 
obsolescence was just one of many marketing strategies that he could use to sell new cars. Over 
the next few years, as he refined his notion of obsolescence, he saw that style could outdate cars 
more quickly and reliably than technology. In manufacturing terms, psychological obsolescence 
was superior to technological obsolescence, because it was considerably cheaper to create and 
could be produced on demand” (Slade 2006, 36). It did not take long for other industries, 
especially the budding consumer electronics industry to adopt the planned obsolescence model 
(Chandler 2005, Maxwell and Miller 2012). “By 1929, radio set manufacturers had learned to 
exploit acquisitive individualism as consumers upgraded their radio sets as often as twice a year 
in order to boast about having the model with the most tubes; this coincided with the moment 
that engineers working for such commercial firms as GE embraced the idea of planned 
obsolescence” (Maxwell and Miller 2012, 77). These early twentieth century business models 
experimented with different ways to coordinate production supply and consumer demand in a 
saturated competitive market. The tactics proved so successful that scholars argue planned 
obsolescence is at the core of modern consumerism and the business-as-usual economy 
(Grossman 2006, Schor 2010, Smart 2010, Slade 2006). 
The business-as-usual economy is a term used to describe the business models that 
reproduce the status quo of rapid product turnover and reckless resource consumption. In 
Plentitude (2010), Juliet Schor argues that the continuation of a “business-as-usual” economy 
can only lead to ecological collapse and that it must not continue. Similarly, Richard Maxwell 
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and Toby Miller’s Greening the Media (2012) examines the ecological and material 
consequences of the planned obsolescence of consumer electronics. Maxwell and Miller’s 
political economy of the consumer electronics industry offers a sobering analysis of the massive 
volume and scale of the ecological and human devastation caused by the rapid obsolescence of 
consumer electronics. Their “by the numbers” account outlines the problems and stakes of a 
business-as-usual economy but focuses on broad categories to outline different spheres of 
influence—consumers, workers, bureaucrats, etc.—but it does not address the important 
relationships between businesses that entrench business models across industries. While 
Maxwell and Miller examine diverse sites—words, screens, workers, bureaucrats, citizens—
which contribute to the problem of e-waste, they argue that consumers, in particular early 
adopters, fetishize the new, and facilitate the demand for an accelerating pace of emergence. 
They point out that “and as planned obsolescence, fast fashion, and short life span reach 
‘dizzying new heights,’ there is an overstated preeminence and newness attached to whatever the 
latest media gadget happens to be” (Maxwell and Miller 2012, 5). Elizabeth Grossman’s High 
Tech Trash (2006) and Jennifer Gabry’s Digital Rubbish (2011) similarly track the history and 
politics of e-waste. Grossman argues that if the rapid pace of planned obsolescence can be 
slowed it will not stop technological change but it will help reduce the environmental pressures 
on the planet, “If we change our culture of instant obsolescence, our penchant for ‘More and 
Faster and Bigger,’ and our habit of ignoring the health and environmental impacts of 
manufacture until they have taken their toll, or our habit of tossing trash over the backyard fence 
in the high-tech arena, there will still be commerce, intellectual and scientific advancement, 
entertainment, electronic love letters, Listservs, digital relay of pictures, and wireless calls made 
to check on far-flung friends and family, but it won’t be business as usual” (2006, 64). While 
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Grossman and Gabry independently focus on business and consumers as sites of intervention, 
Miller and Maxwell offer broadly conceived solutions that call consumers, workers, bureaucrats, 
and citizens to enact changes where possible within their respective spheres of influence. 
The term “business-as-usual” suggests the existence of operative mechanisms of power that 
reproduce relationships inside and between organizations and prevent alternative practices from 
forming. Any hope of disrupting the business-as-usual economic formation will require 
considerable analysis of the forms of cultural power that are reproduced by individuals in their 
day-to-day business practices, which allow business to function as usual. But the term “business-
as-usual” emerges in the early twentieth century and suggests a longer cultural tension between 
the industrial production of “new” and a changing configuration of consumer desires. Slade 
writes, “Late in 1917, stores in every city began displaying signs reading ‘Business as Usual. 
Beware of Thrift and Unwise Economy.’ Local newspapers weighed in, supporting their 
advertisers, the retailers. Editorials championed “Business as Usual” across the nation well into 
1918, and Boston papers refused to run a series of patriotic ads supporting the thrift campaign 
sponsored by an assortment of local academics” (2006, 25). The business-as-usual economic 
formation normalizes rapid commodity turnover because so many business models are built upon 
it. 
In Designing Things: A Critical Introduction (2010), Prasad Boradkar describes the 
transient relationships between consumers and the things they buy in terms of planned 
obsolescence, “designing and engineering goods that swiftly slide into obsolete status after 
acquisition accelerates the creation of conspicuous waste, and encourage the conspicuous display 
of unsustainable consumption. If our identity is wrapped up in what we consumer and if our 
status is tied to what we waste, the cultural import of planned obsolescence is significant. The 
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designers need to pay close attention to the life spans of things they design: their decisions affect 
individuals, societies, and the environment” (Boradkar 2010, 210). Boradkar examines how 
products are designed in contemporary consumer culture. For him, the pace of emergence and 
obsolescence comes from product designers who shorten the life cycle of commodities, “It is 
only for a brief pause that they are in contact with humans. And, the less durable those things 
are, the faster their journey and transformation to waste. By reducing the product life, 
mechanisms of contrived durability and planned obsolescence directly contribute to the speed 
with objects go in and out of our lives” (Boradkar 2010, 202). Boradkar’s emphasis on product 
designers pinpoints one group of workers who have a responsibility to ethically design products 
that reduce ecological impact and cultural transience. His argument is important because it 
begins to move beyond simply identifying the curators of planned obsolescence as “producers,” 
and offers a specific set of practices and workers that contribute to the pace of change. 
While Boradkar places the primary emphasis on product design, Barry Smart (2010) 
emphasizes the role of advertising in stimulating demand for “new” products. “It is more than a 
matter of things not being made to last, although that is part of the story. It also involves the 
generation of an understanding that in a modern consumer society things are not meant to last, 
because each tomorrow will deliver new models and new goods, and the presumption is that the 
‘new’ will necessarily be better and more desirable” (Smart 2010, 85). For Smart, the desire for 
“new” is a fundamental feature of consumer culture that has developed primarily in the US 
during the twentieth century. He writes, “It is here at the nodal point of the articulation of 
production and consumption that a particularly distinctive modern way of life – consumerism– a 
way of life that is perpetually preoccupied with the pursuit, possession, rapid displacement, and 
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replacement of a seemingly inexhaustible supply of things, first emerged, rapidly developed, and 
subsequently has grown to become global in scope and influence” (Smart 2010, 5). 
The broad consensus among critics of consumer culture is that consumers are, at least in 
large part, to blame for the pace of emergence and obsolescence for consumer goods because 
they continually desire the newest products available (Adorno and Horkheimer 1972, Baudrillard 
1998, Bauman 2000, 2007, Campbell 1987, Debord 1994, Ewen 1976, Galbraith 1958, Jhally 
1987, Lears 1995, Lury 2011, Marchand 1985, Schor 1999, Smart 2010). Collectively these 
accounts argue that advertisements attempt to coordinate patterns of retail consumption to the 
pace of production by instilling a cultural orientation that equates “new” with “better.” Although 
consumer’s relative autonomy is widely debated, the accounts nonetheless claim consumer 
demand for new products continually drives and accelerates the rates of commodity turnover.  
In their respective histories of advertising, Jackson Lears’s Fables of Abundance (1995) and 
Roland Marchand’s Advertising the American Dream (1985) claim that as industrial capitalism 
increased production output, new retail advertising strategies were developed to align 
consumption habits to the pace at which new consumer goods were produced. For Lears, early 
twentieth century advertisers repackaged agrarian images of abundance and hedonism to 
convince consumers that industrialism, and not nature, would bring an untold bounty of goods. 
Marchand argues that by the 1920s advertisers began offering products as the cure to social ills 
and the new pace of modern life. Giles Slade argues that the constant refrain of advertisements 
for new products has conditioned people to continuously desire more new products. He writes, “a 
century of advertising has conditioned us to want more, better, and faster from any consumer 
good we purchase, in 2004 about 315 million working PCs were retired in North America” 
(Slade 2006, 1). Other critical scholars of consumer culture argue that the desire for “new” 
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products is the defining characteristic of consumerism as it has developed throughout the 
twentieth century (Baudrillard 1998, Bauman 2000, 2007, Smart 2010). Yet, as industrial 
capitalism turned to post-industrial capitalism the new forms of flexible manufacturing practices 
that ostensibly enabled production output to be more responsive to consumer demand only 
exacerbated the pace of commodity production. Jean Baudrillard theorized that with the rise of 
postindustrial capitalism consumption had become increasingly symbolic in nature leading him 
to diagnosis the social condition of “hyperreality” (Baudrillard 1998, 1994).  
Influential scholars argue that the increasingly symbolic nature of consumption accounts for 
the continued acceleration of the pace of commodity turnover (Bauman 2000, Baudrillard 1998, 
Campbell 2005, Debord 1994, Schor 1999). For Bauman, these cycles of desire contrast with the 
previous society of producers that valued permanence. Today’s consumer society is caught in a 
hedonistic individualism that values the immediate, disposable, and transient. Barry Smart 
echoes how consumers are caught in the endless cycle of consuming new commodities, “we 
consumers are being perpetually mobilized by an array of persuasive commercial techniques and 
seductive images conveyed through sophisticated media that continually stimulate and regenerate 
the wish to consume, and we remain ever dependent on the market for the necessary means to do 
so, the endless procession of attractive ‘new’ commodities, rapidly proliferating range of 
appealing services and available streams of credit on which we have come to depend” (2010, 
46).  
Colin Campbell’s highly influential The Romantic Ethic and the Spirit of Modern 
Consumerism (2005) argues that the Romantic ideas of individuality, desire, and novelty were 
key to the development of consumer culture. Jo Littler describes the influence of his argument, 
“It was Romanticism’s drive towards novelty, passion and feeling and its valorization of 
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individualism that was formative in the elaboration of a nascent fashion-system involving the 
rapid turnover of commodities” (2008, 7). She goes on to point out that Campbell’s thesis has 
frequently been used to help describe the rise of modern consumer culture’s rapid turnover of 
commodities through its appeal to individuality and self-fashioning (Bocock 1993; Lury 1996)” 
(Littler 2008, 7). Juliet Schor (1999) argues that the transformations in production enabled 
broader array of customized products across industries and as more industries adopted the 
“fashion cycle” to encourage repetitive consumption habits, they pushed consumers toward more 
rapid cycles of earn and spend in the pursuit of “lifestyles.” 
Juliet Schor attributes the accelerating pace of product emergence and obsolescence to the 
increasingly symbolic nature of consumption and the rise of lifestyle-based commodity 
identification. She argues that the rapid cycles of earn and spend (Schor 1999) are integral to 
what she has termed “the materiality paradox.” In Plentitude (2010) Schor maintains that as 
consumption becomes more about symbolic acts, the more materials it requires. She writes, “the 
materiality paradox says that, when consumers are most hotly in pursuit of nonmaterial 
meanings, their use of material resources is greatest” (41). Schor points out that the consumer 
electronics industry increasingly resembles fashion cycles with the rapid turnover of products 
placing an enormous strain on the ecological resources of the Earth. Given finite and depleting 
resources on the planet, the material limits of a global ecosystem are in greater friction with the 
symbolic aspects of consumption. For Schor, focusing on the symbolic value of commodities is 
problematic because postmodern theories of consumer culture—exemplified by Jean 
Baudrillard—are no longer concerned with the material impacts of patterns of consumption. 
“Symbolic value has become far more important. Expanded expenditures on advertising and 
marketing, the growth of brand value as a corporate asset, and the emergence of a fast fashion 
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are all evidence for that view. But, in opposition to theorists of dematerialization, the materiality 
paradox suggest that the rising importance of symbolic value increases, rather than reduces, 
pressure on the planet” (2010, 41).  
John Frow describes the centrality of signification and commodification within the 
postmodern theories that Schor attempts to correct. He writes, “At the heart of most theories of 
the postmodern is an account, in one form or another, of the extension of commodification to the 
many areas of life” (Frow 1997, 4). During the rise of post-Fordist capitalism Marxist theorists 
began to develop theories of post-modernity in which culture and signification were increasingly 
detached from stable systems and structures of meanings (Jameson 1991, Best and Kellner 1991, 
Baudrillard 1981). The development of postmodern theories of signification redirected scholarly 
attention from the materiality of consumption. As a result, critical research created increasingly 
sophisticated theories of identification and representation. Lury (2011), Mullins (2011), Schor 
(2010), and Smart (2010) attempt to reinsert the materiality of consumer culture as a corrective 
to the ephemeral-symbolic approach to consumption and communication. Lury goes so far as to 
argue that consumer culture needs to be viewed as an instance of material cultures. She writes, 
“consumer culture is an instance of material culture in which personal and collective identities 
are organized through consumption practices” (Lury 2011, 192).  
Despite the recent revival of materialist critiques, early research on the symbolic aspects of 
consumption describes a symbolic process whereby retail advertisements shape the social 
signification of the commodities (Jhally 1987, du Gay et al. 1997, Williams 2000). While 
advertisements are often effective in stimulating demand for new products, Smart parrots Stuart 
Hall (1998) when he argues that scholars must recognize the semi-autonomy of consumer 
decisions. He writes that “while it is necessary to reject the simplistic notion of the consumer as a 
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programmable cultural dope, it is also important to recognize the limitations of the ‘consumerist’ 
vision’ of the world, that view which portrays consumers exercising a significant degree of 
power and influence over economic life and depicts consumers culture as simply representing 
what it is consumers have demanded” (Smart 2010, 63). Borrowing from Marx, he also notes 
that, “Consumers are active and they do exercise choice and make decisions, but they do so 
under a range of influences and not under conditions of their own making” (Smart 2010, 63). For 
Smart, the business practices organize the relationships between consumerism, culture, and 
identities within consumer markets. He goes on, “it is a way of living that revolves around the 
wanting of things, the longing for things, the purchasing of things, a way of life in which having, 
desiring, and wishing for more and more things have become a significant preoccupations for 
late modern subjects whose identities are increasingly bound up with what and how they 
consume” (Smart 2010, 5). In Smart’s analysis, the speed at which objects are produced, 
exchanged, and consumed creates the material conditions for culture. Advertising and marketing 
are attempts to reorder the meaning of objects and alter consumers’ identification with 
commodities. “Direct engagement with ad copy, or commercial watching, does not have to 
stimulate you buying that specific product, because it none-the less, reinforces the system 
understanding of promotion, desire, consumption” (Smart 2010, 5).  
In sum, contemporary work on planned obsolescence focuses on individual companies 
designing obsolescence and consumer desires for new products. Yet the dual characterization 
flattens the complexity of global supply chains by refusing to acknowledge the networks of 
competing and partnering companies that supply the materials, components, and services 
necessary to create products with short life spans. For example, PC manufacturers only design 
computers to be obsolete every a few years because they are certain that they can purchase all of 
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the goods and services necessary to maintain a fast pace of production. Planned obsolescence can 
only be established if individual companies within the supply chain also produce and distribute 
their goods and services at the requisite pace—a process that involves considerable industry-
wide coordination. Yet the existing literature on planned obsolescence offers no such accounts, 
nor explanations of how coordination is achieved.  
 
Technocultural Change and Consumer Electronics 
Ideas of futurity, novelty, and newness saturate academic and popular discourse of 
technological change, especially regarding digital communication devices. Studies by Carey 
(1983), Marvin (1988), Gitelman (2006), and Bolter and Grusin (1999) provide a historical 
backdrop to the “new media theory” by Manovich (2001), Rheingold (2003), Jenkins (2006) and 
many others. Digital communication technologies are the central feature of major strands media 
and technology studies. The body of work engaging with mobile phones, smart phones, laptops, 
and tablets is global in scope, as well as varied in its methods, levels, and forms of critical 
engagement. While Castells’ The Rise of the Networked Society (1996) established frameworks 
for scholarship that followed, but research on mobile media quickly diversified (Arceneaux and 
Kavoori 2006, Katz and Aakhus 2002, Brown, Green, and Harper 2002, Kopomaa 2000). Gerard 
Goggin has become one of the more prominent writers on mobile media, (Goggin 2006, 2008, 
Goggin and Hjorth 2009). He sought to write more complex assessments of culture and 
technology using the “Circuit of Culture”(du Gay et al. 1997). However, in taking the circuit of 
culture as a method rather than a conjunctural approach, Goggin ends up eliding the politics of 
the cell phone or mobile communications. James Katz’s edited collection, Handbook of Mobile 
Communication Studies (2008), fleshes out the political dimensions of cellphone culture, which 
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he distinguishes between: digital divides and social mobility, sociality and co-presence, politics 
and social change. 
The politics of “new” technologies are central to the collaborations between James Carey 
and John Quirk. In “Mythos of the Electronics Revolution” (Carey and Quirk 1970) and “History 
of the Future” (Carey and Quirk 1973) Carey and Quirk argue that discourses about emerging 
technologies are a key site of political and cultural change. They repeatedly point out that people, 
organizations, institutions, and industries have something to gain by how they define the future. 
A trajectory exists in Carey’s writing that begins with a concern for changing communication 
technologies and their relationship to the future but ends just before the massive expansion of the 
personal computer market in the 1980s (Carey 1983, Carey and Quirk 1970, 1973). Carey 
returned to the discourses of emerging technologies in his 2005 article, Historical Pragmatism 
and the Internet. He writes, “we are now living with the consequences of those hopes and 
beliefs, but the age of the internet has taught us again of the fragility of politics, the brittleness of 
the economy and the vulnerability of the new world order. The ‘new’ man and woman of the 
‘new age’ strikes one as the same mixture of greed, pride, arrogance and hostility that we 
encounter in both history and experience” (Carey 2005).  
Carey and Quirk argue that fetishizing technologies misses the cultural and political 
problems, as well as the practices, values, affects, and meanings that create the experiences of 
technologies. Paying too close attention to technological devices can raise the wrong questions 
and/or develop limited politics. They write that discourses of technology and the future need to 
be reconciled with the effects on the present, “there remain elements of cultural permanence and 
political vitality in the nontechnological parts of our national inheritance. To draw on these 
resources, is it not time for the conception of the future to be rejoined to the real past and the 
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realties of the present?” (Carey and Quirk 1973, 151). Almost forty years later a similar call from 
Science, Technology and Society (STS) studies echoes Carey and Quirk. Selin (2008) argues that 
more scholarship is needed to unpack the complexity of discursive constructions of the future 
within the process of technological change. She also calls for the development and engagement 
with new methodologies. “What these visions articulate, how they do so, and to what effect are 
all ripe for inquiry. I venture that social scientists have more value not as futurists per say but as 
scholars seriously interested in the future and responsible for asking how is it constructed, by 
whom, through what means, and with what consequences” (Selin 2008, 1890).  The work by 
Adam (2004) and Stengers (2000) similarly asserts that setting societal expectations is crucial to 
the integration of emerging technologies. Ted Friedman (2005) argues that discourses of a high-
tech future played an important role in the production and marketing of the personal computer. 
He identifies that Apple’s famous “1984” ad critiques an oppressive authoritarian regime 
represented by IBM while it was able to “harness the visual fascination of a high-tech future, 
while dissociating itself from its dystopic underside” (Friedman 2005, 112). Yet, scholars 
describe the utopian aspects of technological through variations on the concept of “the sublime.” 
Carey and Quirk’s “rhetoric of the electronic sublime” (1970), David Nye’s “American 
technological sublime” (1994), and Vincent Mosco’s “digital sublime” (2004), variously 
describe the manner in which discourses about emerging technologies shape conceptions of the 
future. Carey and Quirk, claim that a rhetoric of the electronic sublime, “promised the same 
power, productivity, and economic expansion previously guaranteed and delivered by 
mechanical industrialization” (1970, 92). They argue that the sublime discourse helped pave the 
way for mass eletricification but that “the real beneficiaries of the rhetoric of the electrical 
sublime were the electric-light and power companies that presided over these new technologies” 
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(Carey and Quirk 1970, 99). They point out that utopian discourses of technological change often 
originate from those in positions of political and economic power who stand to gain the most.  
Mosco (2004) expanded the mythological approach to emerging digital communication 
technologies. In The Digital Sublime, he writes, “when the telephone and the computer cease to 
be the sublime object of mythology and enter the prosaic world of banality—when they loose 
their role as sources of utopian visions—that they become important forces for social and 
political change” (Mosco 2004, 6). Mosco argues that the social and political powers of 
emerging communication technologies coalesce as they lose their appeal or mystery as “new” 
objects and become integrated into daily life. However, consumer technologies are not so easily 
disarticulated from their utopian connections simply by becoming banal. Normalizing a cultural 
orientation toward a horizon of technological change erodes social and political investment in the 
present. When rapid technological emergence is normalized, investment in the meaning and uses 
of technology become secondary to the mechanisms of change. Emergence and obsolescence 
become a normalized technocultural practice. 
David Nye’s American Technological Sublime (1994) describes the collective experiences of 
technological change, “The American sublime fused religion, nationalism, and technology, 
diverging in practice significantly from European theory. It ceased to be a philosophical idea and 
became submerged in practice” (Nye 1994, 14). For Nye, objects of the technological sublime 
are awe-inspiring constructions, feats and events that are national in scope, as well as historically 
and politically contingent. He writes, “I want to stress the historicity and the politics of sublime 
experiences, presenting them as emotional configurations that both emerge from and help to 
validate new social and technological conditions” (Nye 1994, xvii). These collective national 
engagements of awe and anticipation regarding new technological achievements are not part of 
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today’s technocultural formations. Nye is heavily reliant on the event-form of the twentieth-
century exhibition in his theory; World’s Fairs, rededications, space launches, atomic bombs are 
just a few of the examples he analyzes. In his discussion of the 1939 New York World’s Fair, he 
notes, “the objects displayed in subsequent exhibits were no longer merely new consumer goods; 
they were talismanic parts of an ideal future. They proved that this future was already emerging” 
(Nye 1994, 220). Today, the Consumer Electronics Show exhibits the latest and most innovative 
technologies and boasts of making the future present in the exhibition space. 
The technological sublime is by nature a transient, fleeting, and overwhelming phenomenon. 
The conditions of experiencing the technological sublime relate to exhibitions, memorials, 
crowds, and audiences. Sublime experiences are imbued with notions of scale that distance the 
object from the mundane and everyday experience. In short, the sublime experience of emerging 
technologies is a rare, monumental and collective experience. Mosco’s and Nye’s sublime are 
fleeting and novel, while Carey and Quirk’s sublime is more quotidian. Whether it is novel or 
mundane, the consumer electronics industry has normalized the pace of technological change as 
a condition of everyday life for consumers and many forms of white-collar workers and laborers.  
 
Digital Media Consumers 
Recent work in media studies examines the ways in which digital communication 
technologies enable new forms of value through consumers. In general, critical and political 
economic research focuses on how consumers are being exploited as uncompensated labor 
through digital communication and social media networks. Scholars of digital surveillance have 
described audiences as exploited laborers (Huws 2003, Terranova 2004, Shimpach 2005, Cohen 
2008, Zwick, Bonsu, and Darmody 2008, Andrejevic 2009, Grinnell 2009). Surveillance studies 
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scholars have had to invent new terms and concepts, such as “prosumer,” “produser” and 
“playbor” to describe the consequences of the emergent practices that evade neat categorization 
as strictly production or consumption in capitalist valorization. The research relies heavily on the 
labor theory of value and Autonomist theories of the social factory to develop frameworks for 
understanding shifting conditions of audience media consumption and participation in the 
context of digital communication technologies.  
Today, social media platforms invite interactions in exchange for behavioral data, which is 
then commodified, packaged, and sold to third parties (Andrejevic 2009). Recent scholarship by 
Joseph Turow (2011) and Mark Andrejevic (2013) examine the social and political ramifications 
of the increasing importance of digital data for marketers and advertisers. Turow writes, “their 
goal is to find out how to activate individuals’ buying impulses so they can sell us stuff more 
efficiently than ever before. But their work has broader social and cultural consequences as well. 
It is destroying traditional publishing ethics by forcing media outlets to adapt their editorial 
content to advertisers’ public-relations needs and slice-and-dice demands. And it is performing a 
highly controversial form of social profiling and discrimination by customizing our media 
content on the basis of marketing reputations we don’t even know we have” (2011, 2). For him, 
big data marketing practices will exacerbate existing socio-economic differences by entrenching 
and discriminating against people based on data-driven predictions that consumers have little or 
no control over. Despite the rampant discourses by marketers and technology pundits that social 
media has put consumers in charge, Turow argues that in light of these discriminatory trends, the 
rhetoric of consumer power begins to lose credibility (2011, 3). His larger concern is that data 
will increasingly shape how we see each other and ourselves. Turow writes, “In broader and 
broader ways, computer generated conclusions about who we are affect the media content—the 
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streams of commercial messages, discount offers, information, news, and entertainment—each of 
us confronts. Over the next few decades the business logic that drives these tailored activities 
will transform the ways we see ourselves, those around us, and the world at large (2011, 3).  
Like Turow, Mark Andrejevic’s Infoglut (2013) examines the social and political 
implications of the rise of big data. Andrejevic’s argues that the efficacy of rational discourse has 
declined because of too much information. He inverts the basic assumption that information 
facilitates reason and dialogue. Contrary to expectation, reason and dialogue are scarcer than 
ever in “the information age.” He describes this as a decline in symbolic efficiency that he 
attributes to the massive proliferation of information communication technologies and sources. 
Andrejevic argues that symbolic efficiency relies upon a concrete distance between words and 
things. “This paradoxical space of the symbolic acknowledges the possibility that things might 
be otherwise than how they ‘directly’ seem” (Andrejevic 2013, 12). He describes the decline of 
symbolic efficiency, “highlights the perceived deadlocks of representation associated with 
contemporary forms of information glut. The term captures a dominant attitude of savvy mistrust 
and suspicion toward discourse combined with the attempt to bypass representation entirely to 
get at a more immediate ground for action” (Andrejevic 2013, 13). For him, a glut of information 
produces a reflexive recognition by audiences that representation is always incomplete. “The 
significance of emotion, affect, and sentiment, are, furthermore, foregrounded by the demise of 
symbolic efficiency insofar as they come to represent cognitive shortcuts through the deadlock of 
representation (the reflexive recognition that all representations are partial, and that the goal of 
being fully informed is an impossible/ infinite one)” (Andrejevic 2013, 14). In response to this 
recognition, marketers and politicians have developed communication strategies that bypass the 
level of discourse to stimulate “affective truths.” Andrejevic argues that “when a particular 
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version of the split between reason and emotion is reinscribed so that affective “truths” come to 
stand in for debunked discursive ones” (2013, 15). 
Andrejevic’s affective truths rely on a theory of affect that penetrates discursively 
constructed subjectivities and reason. Like Brian Massumi’s “Fear (The Spectrum Said),” 
(2005), or John Protevi’s Political Affect (2009), Andrejevic’s use of affect amounts to a theory 
of subconscious communication that removes cognitive agency. He suggests that audiences can 
be transformed into passive subjects of media power with the right messages and media. 
Massumi writes about the now defunct Homeland Security color-coded threat level warning 
system which conveyed a relative level of threat, “The self-defensive reflex-response to 
perceptual cues that the system was designed to train into the population wirelessly jacked 
central government functioning directly into each individual’s nervous system” (Massumi 2005, 
31). He argues that the color-coded system, “addressed the population immediately, at a 
presubjective level: at the level of bodily predisposition or tendency—action in its nascent state. 
A color shift would trip each body’s tendencies into an unfolding through which its 
predispositions would regain determinate form in particular actions attuned to a changed 
situation” (Massumi 2005, 32). Similarly, John Protevi writes in his analysis of media influences 
of the 1998 Columbine High School murders that, “advertising is obviously one of the major 
stimulants of judging that one's own organs are faulty and in need of commodified improvement: 
‘Ask your doctor if Zoloft [Lipitor, Vioxx, Levitra ... ] is right for you.’ Thus judgment is a 
catalyst of production, a provoker of flows, a vector of desire” (2009, 161). Protevi imagines that 
pre-signifying desire is generated in hordes of depressed, impotent men with high cholesterol 
through the repetitive exposure to advertisements. Andrejevic writes, “Perhaps the defining 
symptom of the demise of symbolic efficiency is the attempt to bypass mediation and its vagaries 
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by gaining direct access to a pre-discursive ‘truth’ not yet caught up in the tangles of 
representation” (2013, 14). Even without going so far as to claim subliminal media effects, 
marketing fosters symbolic inefficiency by attempting to affectively charge the relationship 
between consumers and commodities while disrupting consumer’s symbolic and affective 
relationships with competing commodities. Norman Fairclough writes that the pervasiveness of 
advertising and the processes of commodification have fundamentally changed the nature of 
information, “Under the influence of advertising as a prestigious model, the blending of 
information and persuasion is becoming naturalized, divisions between them in orders of 
discourse are being fractured, and as a consequence the nature of ‘information’ is being radically 
changed” (1992, 124). Andrejevic is correct that marketers attempt to access the affective 
resonances that orient how consumers navigate the gulf between the sign and the object, but he 
misses that marketers have been attempting to produce such affective truths long before the era 
of infoglut.  
Important historical studies of advertisements, such as Roland Marchand’s (1985) 
Advertising the American Dream, Jackson Lears’s (1995) Fables of Abundance, Liz Moor’s 
(2007) The Rise of Brands, and Gary Cross’s, “Wondrous Innocence” (2004) demonstrate that 
even in the early twentieth century, advertising was premised on differentiating nearly identical 
commodities from one another using affective strategies that fostered social insecurities. As I 
have previously noted, Don Slater argues that marketing and advertising work to destabilize and 
restabilize the relationships between words and things so as to create advantageous market 
relationships. For Slater, the very function of advertising is to foment symbolic inefficiency. Yet, 
early advertisements utilized communication strategies that Andrejevic argues are unique 
features of the technocultural condition of infoglut. Andrejevic writes, “it is not just that there is 
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more information available, but that this very surfeit has highlighted the incompleteness of any 
individual account. An era of information overload coincides, in other words, with the reflexive 
recognition of the constructed and partial nature of representation” (Andrejevic 2013, 5). Early-
twentieth century US was not a time of infoglut as Andrejevic describes it. Andrejevic overlooks 
the fact that marketing has contributed to the decline of symbolic efficiency for over a century.  
Both Turow and Andrejevic focus on the negative implication of big data on consumers. 
While describe rapidly changing technocultural conditions within consumer culture, their 
conclusions and calls to action are limited by their focus on consumers. Without considering that 
the discourse of big data is present within the culture of marketing work, they miss key details 
shaping how and where big data is being adopted within organizations. They, and other digital 
consumer labor scholars, wrestle with how data is being used to generate value from consumers 
that harkens back to “the blindspot debate” in media studies.  
Richard Maxwell’s capstone to “the blindspot debate” is an important example that the 
value of audience time is determined neither by producers nor consumers but by marketing 
workers. “The Image is Gold” (Maxwell 1991) demonstrates the necessity to look beyond the 
categories of consumers or producers in order to generate critical insight into consumer culture. 
The “blind spot debate” began in 1997 with Dallas Smyth’s article “Communications: Blindspot 
of Western Marxism” (1977). Smythe recognized that the labor theory of value had a difficult 
time accounting for the function of advertising in capitalist production. According to Richard 
Maxwell, the Marxist critique argues, “the creation of the audience commodity is embedded in 
economic relations that have historically linked the rise of consumer society to the growth of 
advertising and commercial broadcasting” (Maxwell 1991, 30). Maxwell starts with Smythe’s 
initial proposition that audiences contribute to the capitalist system through purchasing 
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advertised products and engage in ‘self-marketing’. He goes on, “Not until Jhally and Livant 
expanded the analysis of the audience commodity did watching per se become theorized as a 
value-creating process. Their proposition rests on the claim that because audience viewing-time 
is priced its expansion reflects real growth in terms of value.” (31). Basing their analysis on 
Marx’s labor theory of value, Jhally and Livant argue that the audience, by the sheer nature of 
watching, produce the value and surplus value of the media corporations. Maxwell’s refutation is 
straight forward, “Where then is the human labor that produces the value reflected in the 
audience commodity form? I argue that it can be located in the ratings industry, advertising and 
broadcast marketing firms, and other areas of the image and information industries” (1991, 32). 
In moving the locus of labor (and thus value), Maxwell decenters the audience from the audience 
commodification debate by identifying precisely how companies valorize audiences. The 
audience is rendered as a statistical commodity, bought and sold between media companies in 
aggregate form in order to establish the value of media time for programming and 
advertisements. Richard Maxwell has argued that audiences produce value not by “watching as 
working” (Smythe 1977, Jhally and Livant 1986) but by being aggregated and commodified 
through market research, ad buyers, and marketers. For Maxwell, valorization is, “located in the 
ratings industry, advertising and broadcast marketing firms, and other areas of the image and 
information industries” (1991, 32). In Maxwell’s characterization, the audience does not directly 
produce value by their actions. The marketing and media professionals valorize audience and 
consumer behavior by generating and selling data to third parties. Critical scholars who examine 
both productive and consumptive consumer behaviors can benefit from approaching consumer 
labor through the lens of exchange rather than inventing new terms to explain the intersection of 
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consumptive and productive behavior. In the B2B context, the consumption of materials, 
components, and services from other businesses is a necessary part of production.  
In sum, the literature I have reviewed indicates that consumer culture theory has overly 
invested in the individual, retail consumer as the primary site of investigation in consumer 
culture. While this focus has generated an astounding range of work on subjectivity, identity, and 
media, it has also limited consumer culture theory. Accordingly, critical work that focuses on 
individual retail phenomena has problematically attributed the pace of commodities to planned 
obsolescence while ignoring the processes of emergence. The assumption that “producers” 
manipulate consumer desire and product life elides the complexity of global supply chains in 
order to present a unified figure to which attribute blame. By examining consumerism, 
technology, and pace in terms of marketing work, rather than retail consumers, I offer a 
corrective to the limitations of the individual retail focus. In the next chapter, I present a case 
study on the “Intel Inside” campaign and describe how the Intel brand was used as both a retail 
and B2B marketing strategy. Combined with illegal business practices, the “Intel Inside” 
campaign helped create monopolistic conditions over the supply of microchips which resulted in 
the consumer electronics industry adopting Intel’s rate of production—also known as Moore’s 
Law—as the default pace of technocultural emergence. Intel is an example of a B2B component 
supplier setting the pace of emergence for the retail PC market that troubles accounts of how 





Chapter 2: The Pace of Moore’s Law and the Monopoly of the Intel Brand 
“…Let’s remember that it [Moore’s Law] was enabled by a group of remarkable scientists and engineers, in an 
America that did not just brag about being exceptional, but invested in the infrastructure and basic scientific 
research, and set the audacious goals, to make it so. If we want to create more Moore’s Law-like technologies, 
we need to invest in the building blocks that produced that America.” Thomas Friedman, NY Times, 5/13/15 
(Friedman 2015) 
 
“In general, they contend that we improperly condition price rebates and other discounts on our microprocessors 
on exclusive or near exclusive dealing by some of our customers; and they allege that our software compiler 
business unfairly prefers Intel microprocessors over competing microprocessors and that, through the use of our 
compilers and other means, we have caused the dissemination of inaccurate and misleading benchmark results 
concerning our microprocessors.” Intel’s pending legislation summary, Intel Annual Report, 2013 p. 92  
 
For the last twenty-five years Intel has been one of the most prolific marketers in any 
industry. In 2013, Interbrand recognized Intel as the ninth most valuable brand in the world.6 
Intel’s brand value among retail consumers ranks higher than consumer culture titans such as 
Disney (14), Amazon (20) and Nike (24), yet Intel’s customers are industrial computer makers 
such as Lenovo, Hewlett-Packard, and Dell, also known as original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs)7. While Intel markets to retail consumers, it is the OEMs that sell the PCs containing 
Intel chips to retail consumers. The “Intel Inside” campaign, which brought the Intel brand to 
popular consciousness in the early 1990s, is a B2B marketing campaign that targets retail 
consumers in order to sell microchips to PC manufactures. Intel forced monopolistic conditions 
over the supply of microprocessor chips in order to advance their business model as the default 
pace of emergence for the consumer electronics industry. Intel succeeded in creating the pace of 
                                                
6 Since Interbrand starting reporting on the economic value of brands in 2001, Intel has been as high as fourth but 
never dropped out of the top ten.  
 
7 According to Gartner, as of Q4 2013, Lenovo (18.1%), HP (16.4%), and Dell (11.8%) accounted for 45.3% of the 
global PC market share (Gartner 2014). 
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emergence by exploiting their co-op advertising program to create economic dependency 
between Intel and OEMs through illegal contract stipulations, and exploiting risk averse 
organizational pressures on purchasing agents. The foundation to Intel business model that 
dictates the pace of production is known as Moore’s Law. In 1965, Intel co-founder Gordon 
Moore claimed that based on current trends, engineers could reasonably expect to double the 
processing power of the microchip every eighteen to twenty-four months for the foreseeable 
future. Critical studies of technology have identified Moore’s Law is one of the root causes of 
rapid obsolescence of consumer electronics (Grossman 2006, Maxwell and Miller 2012, Slade 
2006). These studies focus on the volume of toxic waste produced consumer electronics because 
of the rate at which the devices become aesthetically, or functionally obsolete.  
Despite claims that Moore’s Law is central to planned obsolescence in the consumer 
electronics industry, critical studies or technology never explain how Moore’s Law became the 
default pace of production for the consumer electronics industry. Giles Slade writes that,  
“although Moore’s Law was intended to emphasize the increasing power and the diminishing 
costs of integrated circuits [IC], it also provided an index to the steady rate of technological 
obsolescence created by ICs. In 1965 chips were doubling their capacity and lowering their price 
every year, so it did not take very long at all to render obsolete any given chip or the power, 
compactness, and cost of the device that used it. In other words, any electronic device that 
contained a microchip was death-dated by the time it left the assembly line” (2006, 196). 
Similarly, Elizabeth Grossman identifies Moore’s Law as a central problem governing the pace 
of product obsolescence, “thanks to what’s become known as Moore’s Law—that semiconductor 
power would double every eighteen months to two years, named for Gordon Moore, co-founder 
of Intel who first made his observation about the exponential growth in the number of transistors 
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per integrated circuit in 1965—the average life span of a computer is about three years. The 
electronics industry estimates a cell phone’s life span to be only two years” (2006, 144). 
Slade’s and Grossman’s accounts are accurate only in retrospect. OEMs initially resisted 
Intel’s pace of production. Through Moore’s Law Intel could produce new microprocessor chips 
every eighteen to twenty-four months, it did not mean that OEMs would create new PCs at the 
same pace. The very reason that Intel became a household name—and one of the most valuable 
brands in the world—is because, in the late 1980s, PC manufacturers kept buying older chip 
models and refused to buy Intel’s newest microchips despite Intel’s best sales pitches. Since 
OEMs refused to keep pace with Moore’s Law, Intel bypassed the OEMs and tried to convince 
retail consumers that they needed the latest Intel components. Slade’s image of products with 
prefabricated expiration dates is compelling but it misses the mechanisms that generate the pace 
of exchange between businesses enabling the constant stream of “new” consumer goods. 
Original equipment manufacturers did not just purchase new Intel chips because they were newer 
or faster. Intel had to convince, and eventually coerce, OEMs to adopt Moore’s Law as their 
default pace of production.  
Intel’s retail advertisements are often cited in popular and business literature as the reason 
for the company’s meteoric climb from a small computer component manufacturer in the early 
1980s to one of the most powerful companies in the world. The retail ads that brought the Intel 
brand into popular consciousness do not fully account for Intel’s ability to leverage their brand to 
establish monopolistic conditions in the semiconductor industry supply of PC microprocessor 
chips. Yet, Intel’s rise to dominance was contingent on a myriad of historical, technological, and 
cultural conditions. The retail ads and the Intel brand have to be considering in the context of 
Intel’s business-to-business marketing strategy, the historical formation of the consumer 
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electronics industry, the emergence of the PC as a “new” consumer product, international anti-
monopoly policies, and the forms of organizational power that structure purchasing decisions 
between businesses.  
By Intel’s own admission, the iconic advertisements targeted at retail consumers in the 
1990s and 2000s were actually part of a B2B marketing strategy aimed at selling microchips to 
the companies that manufacture personal computers. Conventionally speaking, retail 
advertisements entice consumers to purchase the promoted products. Because Intel sells 
components to computer manufacturers, Intel’s advertisements did not directly entice consumer 
to purchase Intel products. Instead, Intel’s retail advertisements “educated” consumers to 
demand Intel components in their PCs. The iconic advertisements and friendly five-tone chime at 
the end of their TV commercials were designed generate consumer demand for Intel and force 
PC manufacturers to purchase Intel chips over competing chip companies such as AMD, Texas 
Instruments, and Cyrix. In this way, the B2B marketing strategy included retail advertisements 
and branding in order to give a component manufacturer control over the pace of emerging PC 
and other consumer electronics.  B2B marketing often escapes popular awareness and critical 
inquiry because it primarily exists at industry-only events, in trade publications, product 
catalogs, or sales brochures packed with statistics and technical data (Schleifer and DeSoucey 
2013). It is often difficult to connect ephemeral corporate communications to retail consumer 
behavior due to the fact that retail consumers are not typically the direct target audience of B2B 
marketing. The “Intel Inside” campaign informs critical theories of branding and technocultural 
change because it is such an enormously successful B2B marketing campaign that achieved 
widespread brand awareness among retail consuming audiences. Intel used consumer demand as 
a lever in business-to-business relationships between suppliers and manufacturers. Not only is 
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the “Intel Inside” campaign an atypical case of a B2B campaign that incorporated retail 
consumers but Intel also combined supplier power and consumer demand with anti-competitive 
business practices to monopolize the pace of emerging consumer electronics.  
In this chapter I show that Intel transformed their business model—Moore’s Law—into the 
default pace of production for consumer electronics industry by coercing OEMs to purchase 
components at the pace Intel dictated. Although Intel does not sell products directly to retail 
consumers, the Intel brand was key in creating monopolistic conditions that ultimately 
disempowered retail consumers. I begin by reviewing contemporary theories of brands. While 
branding plays a crucial role in Intel’s rise to global dominance, prominent theories of branding 
by Holt (2004), Lury (2004, 2011), and Arvidsson (2005, 2006), only account for the symbolic, 
material, or affective connections between consumers and the branded company. I point out that 
the Intel brand performs a larger function in organizing market relations beyond reflecting the 
accumulated collective experiences of consumers (Holt 2004), extending managerial power over 
consumers (Arvidsson 2005) or enabling two-way communication between consumers and 
producers (Lury 2011). The Intel brand constitutes advantageous market relationships between 
partnering, supplying, and competing businesses, as well as consumers. Next, I discuss Intel’s 
business model and offer a brief historical account of the emergence of the PC industry to 
contextualize the “Intel Inside” campaign. Then I proceed with an overview of the “Intel Inside” 
which focuses on the relationships between Intel’s retail advertisements, their co-op advertising 
program, and the anti-competitive business practices of Intel’s marketing strategies. Drawing on 
original campaign source material and secondary analysis, I describe how the Intel leveraged 
retail consumer demand to usurp control over the pace of emerging commodities from original 
equipment manufacturers. 
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Critical Brand Theory 
Prominent theories of branding by Douglas Holt (2004), Adam Arvidsson (2005, 2006), and 
Celia Lury (2004, 2011), focus on branding as a retail consumer phenomenon that, in various 
ways, mediates between production supply and consumer demand through symbolic, material 
and affective forms of power which generate value for the branded corporation. However, Intel’s 
brand management strategy inserted consumers into B2B relationships not as the sovereigns of 
the market place in an emerging industry, nor even so much as participants in the formation of 
brand value, but as market leverage in forging dominating relations over OEMs. For Holt, the 
brand is a symbolic register for the shared meanings, histories, and experiences consumers have 
with a company or product. However, Holt’s concept of branding is reductive and fails to 
differentiate commercial communication from other communicative acts and cultural forms. 
Iconic brands may very well be symbolic containers, but from a cultural perspective, what 
symbol is not? As James Carey writes, “Communication is a symbolic process whereby reality is 
produced, maintained, repaired and transformed.” (1975, 19). In reducing brands to symbolic 
exchange, Holt applies one of the basic assumptions about communication and culture to 
marketing practices, namely that communication requires a shared stock of cultural symbols 
(Carey 1975). Ultimately, Holt’s definition of brands grants little insight into the specific 
operation of brands as commercial forms of communication. His theory of brands focuses on the 
most iconic brands and thus his analysis fails to consider how large and small brands 
economically and culturally interact within a market. Intel takes full advantage of the 
dependency relationship between small and large brands through their co-operative marketing 
campaign. 
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Celia Lury argues that brands are market devices which frame two-way communication 
between consumers and producers, and emerge as a consequence of computer-mediated 
communication. She claims that “branding has to be understood as a market devices or market 
form that emerges at the intersection of a set of historical practices, including developments in 
graphic and product design and media, law and accounting, as well as in retail management and 
marketing” (Lury 2011, 150). Lury then outlines her position that brands are market devices, 
“the argument is that the brand emerged historically as a market device (Callon et al., 2007) that 
is, a device for the organization or management of markets” (2011, 151). However, Lury argues 
that brands are an interface between consumers and producers that enable two-way 
communication as a form of market management, “as a commercial interface, the brand is a 
frame that organizes the two-way exchange of communication between the inner and outer 
environments of the market in time and space, informing how consumers relate to products and 
how producers relate to consumers” (2011, 152). The problem with the “brand as interface” 
metaphor is that it assumes that brands mediate the relationship between producers and 
consumers without specifying which companies, or which types of companies, are “producers.” 
Lury writes, “the brand is a new media object because of the particular role it plays in the 
framing of communication between producers and consumers” (2011, 152). Her theory of 
branding fails to account for how Intel’s brand value among consumers interacts within and 
among partnering, supplying, distributing, and competing businesses. To lump all of these 
businesses and practices under the term “producers” obscures how contract structures, sales 
cycles, and organizational practices within the supply chain structure where and how 
commodities are produced, distributed, and sold. What is being communicated and mediated 
between which producers is unclear. Her theory also isolates consumers and brands from B2B 
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market relationships. If brands frame the relationship between consumers and producers, they 
also shape the dynamics between businesses with which they compete and partner.  
According to Liz Moor, branding was first used as a marketing strategy to differentiate the 
identical consumer goods created by early twentieth-century mass production (2007). It is crucial 
remember that brands always exist in context with other brands. If brands are market devices as 
Lury argues, then their range of influence is not solely directed, nor limited to 
producer/consumer relationships. The fact that Intel is one of the most recognized brands in the 
world by retail consumers, despite not directly selling anything to retail consumers is evidence 
that brands function horizontally with competition and vertically within the supply chain. 
Norman Fairclough argues that the meaning of a brand is constructed in relationship to other 
brands of similar products, “contemporary market conditions require that numbers of firms 
market rather similar products; to establish one’s own product as different, its identity has to be 
constructed” (1992, 211). Lury’s assertion that brands mediate a two-way communication 
between producers and consumers misses that brands mediate between competing and supplying 
companies as well in order to create advantageous market relationships among businesses. If 
marketing is constitutive of market relationships as I have suggested following Slater (2003, 
2011) and Grossberg (2010), then understanding how brands function with competing and 
partnering brands is as important to understanding the cultural and economic function of brands 
as is the relationships between the brand and the consumer.  
The Intel brand mediates more than just the relationship between the PC consumer and the 
Intel brand. It also constitutes the market relationships between the computer manufacturers and 
competing chip manufacturers. Intel’s relationships with retail consumers extends only so far as 
it allows them to leverage demand for the Intel brand over the OEMs that manufacture PCs and 
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purchase Intel chips. It does not just frame the meaning of the microchip; it also organizes and 
shapes the meaning of computers contained Intel components. Yet Lury theorizes that brands 
perform unique functions that shape computer-mediated communication between producers and 
consumers. She argues, “I situate the brand at the convergence of media and computing, 
suggesting that the brand communicates via an interface: which is able to both reveal and 
obscure, connect and separate producers and consumers” (Lury 2011, 162). All forms of 
representation reveal and obscure. This is not a power granted exclusively to brands or strategic 
communications. The power to obscure and to reveal is at the very of core of representational 
practices through communication media. “We mean any system of representation - photography, 
painting, speech, writing, imaging through technology, drawing – which allows us to use signs 
and symbols to represent or re-present whatever exists in the world in terms of a meaningful 
concept, image or idea” (du Gay et al. 1997).   
Lury argues that scholars must view a “brand as a new media object, that is, as an object that 
emerges at the convergence of media and computing. Such an object is performative, open-
ended, distributed in time and space. It is a dynamic platform or support for a variety of 
practices” (2011, 151)8. Lury’s argument that brands produce value from consumers through 
interactivity misses two key aspects of branding. First, she theorizes that brands are market 
devices, which organize two-way communication between producers and consumers through 
participatory media technologies and specific symbols, but Intel’s branding strategy does not rely 
on two-way communication between retail consumers and Intel. Instead, Intel promotes itself as 
the most important component of personal computers to retail consumers in order to force OEMs 
to buy Intel components. OEMs are commercially and communicatively in-between Intel and 
                                                
8 Emphasis original. 
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retail PC consumers. There is no two-way communication between retail consumers and Intel 
because the Intel brand is mediated through OEMs. 
Second, categorizing the rise of brands as a specific convergence of media and computing is 
anachronistic in the development of contemporary branding strategies. Intel, which continues to 
be one of the most powerful companies and valuable brands in the world, began their current 
campaign in 1991. Intel’s microprocessor chips are the backbone of digital communication 
devices and the two-way communication Lury argues are unique features of contemporary 
branding. Yet, the branding strategies used in the “Intel Inside” campaign were foundational to 
establishing Intel’s global dominance.  There are, of course, new branding strategies enabled by 
social media and mobile communication technologies that foster communication between 
consumers and companies, e.g., customer review websites, Twitter, and Facebook. But, branding 
as a contemporary marketing practice can hardly be said to have emerged after the rise of “new 
media.” Lury does not adequately distinguish between participatory media and contemporary 
branding. Arguing that brands are a new media object describes only a portion of the cultural and 
economic functions of brands 
Adam Arvidsson defines brands as, “mechanisms that enable a direct valorization (in the 
form of share prices, for example) of people’s ability to create trust, affect and shared meanings: 
their ability to create something in common” (2005, 236). Arvidsson is useful in theorizing how 
brands generate value from consumers, but, like Lury, he too overemphasizes how producers 
generate brand value from consumer behavior without considering how brand value is 
constituted in relationships to competing brands, as well as the companies supplying goods and 
services. Arvidsson argues that contemporary branding strategies attempt to manage consumer 
behavior in the same way that companies manage employees. He writes that “managerialism” 
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has become “an immanent component of the very environment in which consumers act” 
(Arvidsson 2005, 248). Intel’s branding strategy both proves and complicates this claim. On one 
hand, it is precisely the introduction of managerial strategies that has enabled Intel to stimulate 
the derived demand used as leverage over the OEMs. On the other hand, the co-branding 
between Intel and OEMs resembles Fordist advertising more than it does post-modern cultural 
production, immaterial labor, or affect which Arvidsson claims brand managerialism operates. 
Arvidsson writes that brands operate at, “the very abstract level of ‘mood’ and ‘feeling’. Unlike 
Fordist advertising, what to do with the object, how precisely the BMW or Mercedes is supposed 
to enter social relations is never explicitly spelled out” (2005, 245). Within Arvidsson’s 
configuration brands are emotionally charged relationships between consumers and commodities 
rather than dictators of meaning or product use. Yet, Intel’s retail advertisements are educational 
and object oriented. They explicitly spelled out for the OEMs who co-brand with the Intel logo 
as well as consumers who are educated about the function of the microchip. The co-op 
advertising program dictated when, where, and under what conditions the Intel brand could be 
encountered by retail consumers. To control consumer experience, Intel used a combination of 
the Fordist object-oriented branding strategies, in addition to the immaterial and affective 
dimensions that contribute to what Arvidsson calls an “ethical surplus.”  
An ethical surplus is “a social relation, a shared meaning or, more generally, a common” 
(Arvidsson 2005, 249). Intel created an ethical surplus among consumers by demystifying the 
inner workings of PCs, and convincing consumers that Intel microprocessors were the part of the 
PC that really mattered. Intel promoted a very simple and rational message, but because 
consumers purchased PCs containing Intel chips, not the microchips themselves, Intel’s retail 
advertisements produced, a shared understanding that Intel was the best because it was 
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ubiquitous. The shared understanding that Intel was the best microchip is the ethical surplus. 
Arvidsson describes a two-fold process by which consumers are conscripted into the service of 
brand value, “brands are inserted into the life-world as means of production, and consumers are 
encouraged to use them in their production of an ethical surplus” (249). “Intel Inside” inserted 
itself into the life-world of the burgeoning market of domestic PC consumers by educating 
consumers about the function and importance of microprocessor chips. Intel’s strategy was to 
convince retail consumers that the Intel chip mattered more than the PC brand—Lenovo, Dell, 
HP, or Gateway—since most PCs contained Intel chips. In fact, early in the Intel Inside 
campaign, Intel promoted their microchips as “the brain” or “the computer inside the computer.” 
“Inside” continues to be a cornerstone of their marketing—best expressed in their current tagline 
“experience what’s inside.” Arvidsson argues that companies anticipate and control the ethical 
surplus (249). Intel anticipated that the ethical surplus would directly benefit the Intel brand, but 
they also made sure that OEMs would generate value from the ethical surplus for Intel. If 
consumers demanded Intel because it was the best, OEMs would have no choice but to buy 
microchips on Intel’s terms and conditions. Intel maintained rigid top-down control and 
delivered a consistent message to consumers: “Intel is the default microprocessor chip for PCs 
because it is the best.” Intel used the co-op program to enlist OEMs to help deliver and legitimize 
this message.  
Intel maintained the ethical surplus—the shared understanding among consumers that Intel 
was the best because it was ubiquitous—through coercion, contract stipulations, kick backs and 
payouts that kept Intel chips in nearly all the PCs sold. Scholars do not typically take into 
account such quasi-legal and illegal strategies when examining the function of brands. Yet, in the 
case of Intel, their illegal marketing practices were a key part of their strategy to leverage the 
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ethical surplus to force OEMs to produce new PCs at the pace Intel created new microprocessor 
chips. In short, Intel used consumer demand as leverage to keep OEMs buying chips on Intel’s 
terms. Intel’s concern for consumer interaction with the Intel brand, and the ethical surplus it 
produces, extends only so far as it allows them to maintain contract leverage over the OEMs who 
actually purchase their chips. Although Holt, Lury, and Arvidsson argue that brands are 
mechanisms of managerial power over consumers, they do not suggest that brands are 
mechanisms of managerial power over partners, competitors, and consumers in the constitution 
of advantageous market relationships. 
In a business-to-business context, corporate brands are premised on communication, 
negotiation, and cooperation between buyers and sellers. While the organizational consumption 
of microchips by OEMs is mired in bureaucratic and organizational practices, retail consumers 
can operate more freely in and out of market relationships. Established relationships between 
businesses can be difficult to break, especially in cases where finances become intertwined as 
was the case with the co-op advertising program between Intel and OEMs. Once Intel established 
themselves as the dominant supplier of microchips to OEMs, they used every strategy possible—
legal or not—to maintain their position as the exclusive or near-exclusive supplier of microchips. 
Similarly, once Intel successfully “educated” consumers about the importance of purchasing 
their microprocessor chips, they prevented OEMs from offering consumers a choice in 
microchips. In this case, the Intel brand prevented forms of communication between OEMs and 
customers as well as OEMs and other chip manufactures. It is not just the relationships between 
retail consumers and producers that brands mediate, obscure, and reveal. As market devices, 
brands mediate market relationships between partners, suppliers, distributors, competitors and 
consumers in order to create advantageous market conditions for the company. To put it simply, 
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not only did Intel use retail advertisements to coordinate consumer behavior to the pace of 
industry production, but their B2B marketing strategy simultaneously created the pace of 
industry production. I now outline a brief history of the PC industry to contextualize the “Intel 
Inside” campaign and Intel’s rise to dominance. 
 
 “Leading in the Pursuit of Moore’s Law”9 
In 1968, Robert Noyce and Gordon Moore founded Intel in Mountain View, CA with the 
backing of venture capitalists. Noyce and Moore started Intel after nearly a decade of success as 
founding members of Fairchild Semiconductor, a leading manufacturer and designer of 
integrated circuits. With the immediate addition of Andy Grove, Intel’s core executive team 
would be in place for the next two decades. Each of these men has been the subject of several 
biographies. Together these men are generally regarded as the titans, elder statesmen, and heroes 
of Silicon Valley10. While Andy Grove’s mantra, “only the paranoid survive” is still chanted in 
Silicon Valley, Gordon Moore’s techno-prophetic legacy is perhaps most recognizable outside 
the tech industry. “Moore’s Law,” as its come to be known, is a popular mythology about 
exponential technological growth. Taken as an immutable force of change, Moore’s Law is used 
as evidence for technologist and futurist’s utopian predictions such as Ray Kurzweil, The 
Singularity is Near (2005), Peter Diamandis, Abundance, The Future is Better Than You Think 
(2012) and Matt Ridley, The Rational Optimist (2010). Such utopian discourses relegate the 
politics and the broader cultural and ethical dimensions of technological to an afterthought, or a 
                                                
9 “Leading in the pursuit of Moore’s Law” is the second section heading title from Intel’s 2013 annual report 
executive summary. Ostensibly in the voice of CEO Brian Krzanich, the section begins with the statement, “The 
relentless pursuit of Moore’s Law is Intel’s foundation and continues to be our driving force” (Intel 2013, 1). 
 
10 For a biography of Andy Grove see, (Jackson 1998); (Tedlow 2006); (Byman 2000); for Robert Noyce see, 
(Berlin 2005); A new biography of all three was released in July, 2014 Malone (2014). The first authorized 
biography of Gordon Moore was published in 2015 by Thackray, Brock, and Jones (2015). 
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policy nuisance standing in the way of progress. Despite the bevy of statistical data presented in 
such works, techno-utopian accounts elevate Moore’s Law to a mythology of the information 
age. Like Thomas Friedman’s epigraph states, Moore’s Law represents all that was great about a 
fictionalized technological nationalism that America no longer posses (2015). 
However, Moore’s Law is more than a mythology. At Intel, it is a business model. In 1965, 
Moore claimed that based on current trends, engineers could reasonably expect to double the 
processing power of the microchip every eighteen to twenty-four months for the foreseeable 
future. Intel turned Moore’s observation about available materials, engineering, and production 
capabilities into a profit-generating principle that has guided organizational practices for 
decades. The adoption of this business model continues to shape the organization of the PC and 
consumer electronics industries. Intel has become notorious for pushing its employees to meet or 
exceed the predictive rate of Moore’s Law. In turn, both competing chip manufacturers (such as 
AMD, Cyrix, Texas Instruments) and Intel’s customers, the OEMs such as Lenovo, HP and Dell, 
have become subject to the pace of product emergence from Intel. On a company webpage 
dedicated to Moore’s Law Intel boasts, “His [Moore’s] forecast for the pace of silicon 
technology … essentially described the basic business model for the semiconductor industry” 
(Intel 2014). It is crucial to keep in mind that for all the cultural clout that Moore’s Law has 
accumulated as a mythology of exponential technological growth, one of the most formative 
moments in the history of the consumer electronics industry was when Intel structured their 
business model on Moore’s Law.   
Since the mid-1990s, popular business literature has repeatedly described Intel’s “secrets of 
success” (Yu 1998, Young 1998, Jackson 1998, Colwell 2006, Reid 2007, Lécuyer and Brock 
2010, Malone 2014, Thackray, Brock, and Jones 2015). The majority of these accounts reiterate 
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a simplistic “great-men-of-history” narrative that almost entirely attributes Intel’s success to the 
genius of Moore, Noyce, and Grove. Other books contextualize the rise of Intel within a broader 
historical account of the consumer electronics industry (Gawer and Cusumano 2002, Chandler 
2005). Gawer & Cusumano (2002) focus on the complicated relationships between businesses 
within the PC industry. Referring to Intel they claim, “we know of no other company that has 
devoted more thought and resources to platform issues and the broader problem of how to 
increase the pie for everyone while preserving a leadership position with a thriving ecosystem of 
companies” (Gawer and Cusumano 2002, 16). Platform issues are instabilities within an industry 
arising from dis-jointed technical, productive, or distributive practices. Gawer & Cusumano 
identified that in the 1980s PC industry was an over supply/under demand of microprocessor 
chips. To maintain Moore’s Law, Intel had produce better and faster chips every eighteen to 
twenty-four months, but there was no guarantee that OEMs would buy chips as fast as Intel 
could produce them. Since software and hardware components have to be carefully designed to 
work together in PCs, a great deal of coordination is required between various component, 
equipment, and software manufacturers. The pace of production for the entire industry is closely 
bound together. 
Platform issues from disjointed supply chains were an emerging production problem 
stemming from the rapid growth of the consumer PC market throughout the 1980s and 1990s. 
According to Gawer & Cusumano, when the PC industry was much smaller it did not experience 
platform issues because most manufacturers built their own components (2002, 21). As the 
industry grew, firms began to create specialized components for computers. The absence of 
standardization across the specialized component manufacturers created a vacuum of leadership 
in the industry. The renowned business historian Alfred Chandler notes that although IBM was 
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the largest business in the industry, was no longer leading industrial development. While they 
maintained a privileged position, IBM left the risky ventures to other firms and profited from 
their global market saturation (Chandler 2005). Consequently there was no clear leader in the PC 
industry in the mid 1980s. Intel not only wanted to lead, but to dominate and was eager fill the 
void left by IBM’s decline in industry leadership. Intel was ready to maximize the computational 
power of PCs by developing increasingly powerful microprocessors, but they needed to get the 
entire industry in step with their faster pace of product development.  
During the expansion of the PC market, the relationships between suppliers, competitors, 
partners, and customers had not yet crystalized into the rigid relationships found in the industry 
throughout the early part of the twenty-first century. Intel capitalized on the heterogeneous 
industry organization and positioned itself to gain influence over the pace of industry-wide 
production.11 In 1989, Intel began an unprecedented expansion from marketing exclusively to 
businesses to include retail consumers. The company’s most ambitious venture into retail 
consumer marketing occurred in 1991 with the launch of the now famous “Intel Inside” 
campaign. “Intel Inside” was more than a clever and well-timed advertising campaign targeted at 
the right audience. It was a carefully orchestrated maneuver to consolidate supplier power and 
consumer demand in a single market force. Intel consolidated market power by generating 
demand among retail consumers for Intel chips in their new PCs thereby pressuring OEMs to 
buy Intel components. Through the use of cooperative advertising campaigns with OEMs, Intel 
helped companies like Lenovo, HP, Dell and IBM sell more computers, more rapidly to retail 
customers while ensuring that those computers contained Intel components. Intel effectively 
trapped OEMs between the consumer demand for Intel components and their ability to supply 
                                                
11 Microsoft is the silent partner in this account. While Microsoft did play a key role in shaping the PC and 
consumer electronics markets, they did so from the software side. My focus here is specifically on the implications 
of the Intel Inside campaign on the larger pace of industrial production. 
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that demand. While retail ads encouraged consumers to buy PCs with the newest Intel 
microchips, the overall B2B marketing strategy was to ensure that OEMs had no choice but to 
manufacture PCs at the pace that Intel developed new microchips.  
Intel was able to curtail OEM’s ability to exert market power through a co-op ad program 
that subsidized the advertising campaigns of OEMs. In turn, OEMs had to agree to co-brand 
exclusively with Intel. The co-op advertising program created a set of dependencies whereby 
Intel leveraged advertising rebates, as well as product prices and information over OEMs. 
Partners and competitors alike allege that Intel has engaged in anti-competitive practices since 
the 1990s. Rulings by Korean, Japanese, European Union, and US Federal Trade Commissions 
support these allegations. The ongoing lawsuits challenge the legality of Intel’s marketing. 
OEMs, suppliers, and even some of Intel’s own shareholders claim that Intel imposes 
monopolistic conditions on the market. They allege that Intel’s marketing and business practices 
prevent the market from responding to retail demand for non-Intel chips, ultimately hurting 
consumers. Throughout the 1990s and 2000s, Intel wove together a set of business practices that 
allowed them to manage relationships between their suppliers, competitors and customers 
resulting in a very profitable advantage. 
 
Inside The “Intel Inside” Campaign 
In 1989, Intel sold three versions of their “86” microchips: the 286, 386, and 486. Most 
OEMs were still purchasing Intel’s 286 chip, even though Intel came out with a newer, faster 386 
chip two years before. Intel was currently bringing the 486 chip to market (Johnson 1997). 
Intel’s Marketing Director, Dennis Carter, developed the “Intel Inside” campaign in order to 
leverage retail consumer demand to force OEMs into buying the new 486 chips. Intel’s strategy 
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was designed to stimulate retail consumer demand for newer and faster computers because the 
adoption rate of new chips by OEMs was far too sluggish for what Intel could engineer and 
produce. From Intel’s perspective, OEMs were impeding Moore’s Law because they under-
estimated retail consumer’s desire for faster and more powerful computers in their homes. The 
industrial demand for Intel chips by OEMs derives from retail consumer demand for personal 
computers in which those chips are installed. This meant that it did not matter if Intel could 
produce better, cheaper, faster chips every eighteen to twenty-four months if there was no 
consumer market willing to buy new PCs at the same pace. The number of chips Intel could sell 
was limited by the number of PCs that the OEMs could sell, so Intel bypassed OEMs to directly 
encourage retail consumers to buy newer, faster PCs with Intel chips. OEMs like IBM, Lenovo, 
Compaq, Dell and HP catered to the demands of retail consumers, and Intel intended to usurp 
control over that relationship. Exploiting the economics of ‘derived demand,’ Intel inserted their 
brand between the consumers and producers of PCs. 
Intel’s first advertisement marketed to retail consumers was a stark, minimalist message 
about obsolescence. The 1989 advertisement featured a big red “X” through the number “286.” 
The spray painted “X” calls to mind the frustration with formality reminiscent of guerrilla art. 
This introductory ad was meant to encourage existing retail consumers to ask for the new 386 
chips when buying new computers (Johnson 1997). This was part of a multi-tiered marketing 
strategy that included ads in trade magazines, pamphlets, and technology briefs for business 
customers and TV commercials for retail consumers designed to demystify the complexity of 
PCs (Clark 1993). Regarding the connection between the B2B and retail components, campaign 
architect Dennis Carter said, “In general all of our merchandising is focused on business-to-
business. Even the company’s TV campaign is B-to-B advertising” (Clark 1993). Here, Carter 
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notes that the new demand for Intel chips generated by retail consumers would have pressured 
OEMs to purchase more Intel chips. Intel was trying to usurp control of the product chain from 
OEMs by attempting to directly convince retail consumers that the brand of microchip was as—
if not more—important than the brand of the computer. Brands do not exist in a vacuum, but 
rather in relation to other business in the industry and market. Had Intel not encountered so much 
resistance by OEMs in pursuing Moore’s Law as their business model, they might never have 
begun marketing to retail consumers.  
Intel is by no means the first component manufacturer to succeed in creating derived 
demand through what is known as “ingredient branding.” Ingredient branding is a strategy 
whereby a component or ingredient manufacturer such as a microchip manufacturer, markets 
itself to retail consumers in order to put pressure on the manufacturer of retail products, such as 
computers, to buy its microchips over a competing company (Norris 1993). Ingredient branding 
is relatively common in the food industry but had never been used in electronics12. It is important 
to note that the PC market was still in the early stages of development when Intel began “Intel 
Inside”. Intel “educated” retail consumers on personal computers, which were still a new and 
highly advanced piece of technology working its way into homes. In 1990, prior to settling on 
the tagline “Intel Inside,” the agency Dahlin, Smith & White in Salt Lake City, Utah created a 
series of ads touting Intel as “The Computer Inside.” 
                                                
12 For example, NutraSweet™ was very successful for a time in convincing consumers they made the best sugar 
substitute and companies co-branded with the NutraSweet™ logo, (Norris 1993). 
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Figure 2.1 (left) Intel’s “X 286,” print ad, 1989. Image from Johnson, Bradley. 1997. "INTEL-LIGENCE INSIDE." 
Advertising Age's Business Marketing no. 82 (7):1-3. 
 
Figure 2.2 (right) Intel’s “The computer inside,” Original printed in Time Magazine on February 11, 1991. Image 
courtesy of John W. Hartman Center for Sales, Advertising & Marketing History at Duke University.  
 
These graffiti ads attempted to educate a broader base of consumers while hinting at Intel’s 
rebellious practice of bucking their traditionally low place in the product chain pecking order. 
“‘The aim is to take away the fright,’ [according to] Mr. Carter, ‘to make technology accessible 
and approachable.’ Intel wants PC users to understand technology” (Clark 1993, 19). While 
many industry and marketing experts were skeptical about Intel’s strategy of stimulating 
consumer demand, Intel proved quite successful at convincing consumers that demanding an 
Intel chip was the most important decision they could make when purchasing a PC.  
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   When Intel began running the “Intel Inside” campaign in 1991, the company’s net revenue 
was $4.7 billion, of which $14 million was spent on advertising (Intel 1991). By 2013, their net 
revenues ballooned to $52.7 billion and they shelled out $1.9 billion on marketing (Intel 2013). 
Overall the semiconductor industry amassed $305.6 billion in global sales in 2013 (Rosso 2014). 
During the twenty-two years of growth between 1991 and 2013, Intel spent over $35 billion in 
self-promotion and subsidies for their customers advertising budgets.  
 
Figure 2.3 Intel advertising expenditure by millions, 1990 – 2013. Data from Intel Annual Reports 1971-2013. 
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Figure 2.4 Intel revenue in billions, 1971 – 2013. Data from Intel Annual Reports 1971-2013. 
 
Most of the $35 billion went to the co-op advertising program designed to give their B2B 
customers the financial means to expand their respective markets for PCs and thus increase net 
demand for Intel’s chips. The co-op program works on a quid pro quo basis. Companies that 
purchase the minimum amount of chips (which in 2014 was 400,000 units) are eligible to receive 
rebates on their chip purchases. The rebates are a conditional advertising subsidy. This means 
that the rebate money can only be used to purchase advertisements. Furthermore, the logo must 
appear in all of the subsidized advertisements and externally on all PCs sold with Intel chips. To 
create a memorable brand recognition, Dahlin, Smith & White, created the iconic “Intel Inside” 
logo featured on computers and in advertisements, as well as a five-tone chime that has been 
identified as the most recognized branded sound in the world—Bum...bum-bum-bum-BUM 
(Heussner 2010). 
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By 1993, Intel had solidified its reputation as the industry leader and titan who would 
ferociously defend their interests when challenged. A former Intel marketer identified only as 
“Chapman” commented, “Money, fear, and intimidation. Intel has a monopoly right now and by 
and large, they want to ensure that their customer base stays in line and does not deviate to 
opposition that are starting to form in the marketplace. They’ll use every technique—legal, 
allocation, new product information—to keep people in line” (Clark 1993, 16). In the same 
Business Marketing article which honored Intel as the “business marketer of the year” another 
PC executive is quoted saying, “But PC manufacturers, who buy Intel’s 486 chips—there’s 
virtually no other source—likewise feel Intel’s marketing muscle. Few risk alienating Intel so 
they suffer in silence” (Clark 1993, 14). The marketing muscle Chapman and the other executive 
refer to indicates that Intel used a variety of tactics such as lawsuits, information control, and 
withholding products, as ways to manage market relationships with competitors and customers. 
The co-op program was both a carrot and a stick. 
In 1991, the co-op program began offering a 5% rebate toward print advertising in 1991. In 
1995, Intel started subsidizing broadcast TV commercials and by 1996, Intel was rebating 6% of 
the money PC makers spent on chips. When PC companies applied that money toward 
advertising, Intel paid half the cost of print ads and two-thirds of the cost of broadcast TV 
(Johnson 1996). In January of 1997, Intel debuted their iconic “bunny suit” ad during the Super 
Bowl. The ad was a 30-second spot that featured highly stylized visuals, dancing, and a 
Rockettes inspired kick line set to the sound track of the 1978 Disco hit “Shake Your Groove 
Thing” by Peaches & Herb. A narrating voice tells viewers, “We brought the new Pentium II 
processor to New York to show people the amazing things it can do for today’s software. As you 
can see, they really got a kick out of it.” The bunny suits became a minor cultural phenomenon 
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and Intel eventually trademarked the name BunnyPeople™ to capitalize on the merchandizing 
possibilities. The ad placement for the commercial cost $2.4 million and marked Intel’s Super 
Bowl advertising debut. 
Including rebates, Intel spent over $1.2 billion on advertising in 1997 in conjunction with 
the launch of the Pentium II chip (Intel 1997). However, because of the co-op program, Intel’s 
$1.2 billion investment went much farther than any other company’s advertising money. In total, 
the PC industry spent a total of $202 billion advertising PCs in 1997. Through the co-op 
program, the “Intel Inside” logo appeared on 80% of the ads (Johnson 1997). Without the co-op 
program Intel would have had to spend almost $162 billion to appear in 80% of the PC 
advertisements that ran in 1997. With the co-op program they spent only $1.2 billion for the 
same amount of brand exposure. Combined with exclusivity agreements that prohibited OEMs 
from running ads that even mentioned competitor’s chips, such as AMD or Cyrix, the Intel logo 
appeared on the vast majority of PC ads seen by retail consumers. This “dominance by ubiquity” 
helped Intel become the default standard for microchips in the consumer marketplace 
The coordination between Intel and OEMs was particularly evident through the Pentium II 
launch. Intel made large advertising placements with trade publications and popular business 
periodicals promoting the new Pentium II chip. For example, the May 7, 1997 issue of the Wall 
Street Journal (WSJ) featured a two-page spread that announced the launch of the “next chapter 
in PC technology.” Digital, NEC, Compaq, Hewlett Packard, and Gateway 2000 also ran ads in 
the same section that day. NEC and Gateway are notable in that both companies already featured 
a Pentium II logo in the ad, while the Digital, Compaq, and HP still featured the Pentium I logo. 
This suggests that both NEC and Gateway had already fulfilled purchasing requirements for the 
Pentium II chip prior to Intel’s public launch and they were permitted to use the new Pentium II 
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logo in their ads. Gateway went so far as to run a tongue-in-cheek ad on the page following 
Intel’s two-page spread that asked readers, “You don’t have the new Pentium® II processor by 
now? Well, what are you waiting for?” The Intel Pentium II ads ran for three consecutive days 
while the co-op ads peppered the WSJ for weeks. The campaign ran in other publications as well 
such as, BusinessWeek, which featured an in-depth story about the Pentium II launch. This issue 
included full-page, full-color Intel ads targeted at business consumers. Small growing brands like 
NEC and Gateway gained market share and exposure by partnering with Intel, especially as the 
Intel brand became more recognizable. Similarly, Intel s gained market share by helping small 
companies grow. 
 
 Figure 2.5 (left) Intel Pentium II launch advertisement from BusinessWeek May 26, 1997. p30.  
 
Figure 2.6 (right) Gateway/Intel co-op advertisement in Wall Street Journal, May 7,1997. pA9.  
 
Intel utilized the co-op program to help expand the overall demand for PCs while ensuring 
that those PCs contained Intel chips. The co-op program dramatically increased Intel’s 
advertising presence and provided Intel with leverage over the OEMs. Intel used their leverage 
over OEMs to gain significant advantages and enormous market share over competing chip 
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manufacturers. The Intel brand is not just a symbolic container, or an interface enabling two-way 
communication that mediated supply and demand. It is an intricate articulation of power that 
generates an ethical surplus that shapes the entire PC industry by making Intel the default 
microchip for PCs. By the early 2000s, competitors, customers, suppliers, even shareholders 
began to question the legality of Intel’s marketing and business practices and it is to those anti-
competitive allegations that I now turn.  
 
Co-opt Marketing and Intel’s Anti-competitive Business Practices 
The co-op advertising program provided the basis by which Intel developed an ostensibly 
mutually beneficial relationship between itself and its OEM customers. However, within just a 
few years the program became a mechanism of domination by which Intel leveraged consumer 
demand for the Intel brand and created a microchip monopoly. Bradley Johnson questioned the 
quid pro quo of the co-op advertising program in 1997, “Is this co-op marketing, or co-opt 
marketing, with a component maker orchestrating customers’ marketing and media decisions?” 
(1997, 23). According to Johnson, Intel exerted influence over the advertising campaigns of the 
OEMs that took the rebate money. He goes on to quote an executive from one of Intel’s OEM 
customers who said, “The fear is you become so dependent on the extra money that you build 
plans around it” (23). After this particular executive started receiving rebate checks upwards of 
$2 million his company took the money away from the marketing department and included it in 
their bottom line. At which point, not doing business with Intel became impossible because his 
company was too dependent on the rebate money from Intel. After years of participation in the 
co-op program, IBM and HP both withdrew from the co-op program in 1994 because they 
wanted to break free from Intel’s grip. However consumer backlash and product confusion was 
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so great that by 1996 both companies returned to the program (23). In the course of market 
research by HP and IBM they discovered that consumers reported seeing Intel logo on the 
computers, even though the logo was not there. The Intel brand’s ethical surplus was so great 
that HP reasoned that if consumers thought they were seeing the Intel logo when they were not, 
HP might as well receive the rebate money for co-op promotions. The Intel brand had such an 
affective resonance with consumers that even when the logo was absent the ethical surplus—the 
shared meaning among consumers that equates Intel’s brand ubiquity with Intel having the best 
microchip—remained attached to PCs.  
The former CEO of Intel’s industry rival Advanced Micro Devices (AMD), Hector Ruiz 
recounts even more troubling incidents of impropriety in his biographical exposé, Slingshot: 
AMD's Fight to Free an Industry from the Ruthless Grip of Intel (2013). Ruiz claims that Intel 
gave Japanese corporation Fujitsu market development funds between $25 and $30 million per 
quarter to exclusively conduct business with Intel (Ruiz 2013, 74). In another case from 2002, 
Intel paid NEC Inc. ¥3 billion per quarter (a little over $20 million at the time) to limit AMD’s 
Japanese market share to single digits. Ruiz claims that these “market development” funds were 
common payouts by Intel to create exclusive or near-exclusive supplier/manufacturer 
relationships. Intel made the development funds contingent on purchasing exclusively Intel 
products, effectively shutting AMD and other competitors out of the market. In other cases, 
AMD tried to form partnerships with HP, Compaq and Dell to launch new products and offer 
consumers the option of purchasing PCs with AMD’s microprocessors, which by all standard 
industry measures were both faster and cheaper than Intel’s. Intel threatened to cut off companies 
entirely if they sold or advertised computers with AMD chips. Eventually in 2005, AMD pursued 
anti-trust lawsuits against Intel in Japan and the United States (Ruiz 2013).  
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Between 2005 and 2011, scrutiny over the legality of Intel’s marketing intensified around 
the world. During that time, a series of legal measures were taken against: Intel was investigated 
by the European Commission (inquiry began in 2001), the defendant against AMD’s anti-trust 
lawsuit filed in both Japanese and US courts, and the defendant in no fewer than 83 other class 
action lawsuits from suppliers, customers, and other distributors  Intel was also embroiled in 
derivative lawsuits from at least five different individual and collective Intel shareholders, a 
lawsuit brought by the attorney general of the State of New York, an investigation by the Federal 
Trade Commission, and an investigation by the Korean Fair Trade Commission. The lawsuits 
were variations on the same theme—Intel’s marketing practices were illegal, anti-competitive, 
and harmful to consumers. Intel’s annual report from 2013 summarizes. 
In general, they contend that we improperly condition price rebates and other discounts on our microprocessors 
on exclusive or near exclusive dealing by some of our customers; and they allege that our software compiler 
business unfairly prefers Intel microprocessors over competing microprocessors and that, through the use of our 
compilers and other means, we have caused the dissemination of inaccurate and misleading benchmark results 
concerning our microprocessors. (Intel 2013, 92)  
 
The allegations were that Intel unfairly influenced and coerced their consumers exclusively 
conduct business Intel, but that Intel also created advantages through technical means in their 
components and falsely advertised information on that technical advantage. Plaintiffs argued that 
Intel used the co-op program to force competition out of the marketplace by placing stipulations 
on price, distribution, and creating all-or-nothing supply contracts that granted Intel control over 
the market. Industry and global market context are crucial in understanding how Intel’s brand 
functions economically, politically, and culturally. The lawsuits points to the fact that brands are 
not just mediators of supply and demand, or containers for symbolic exchange and shared 
meaning. The Intel brand articulated relationships of power over competitors, customers, and 
consumers in the creation of monopolistic market conditions. 
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Government regulators from Japan, Korea, and the EU all concurred with the anti-
competitive allegations, imposed fines, and instructed Intel to change their marketing strategies. 
Intel was found guilty of monopolistic practices and fined $55 million by Japan in 2005; $20 
million by the Korean Fair Trade Commission in 2008; and $1.5 billion by the European 
Commission in 2009. All totaled, the fines levied by Japan, Korea, and the EU for a decade and a 
half’s worth of monopolistic practices amounted to significantly less than Intel’s $2.6 billion 
marketing budget for 2005. After nearly four years of legal battles and over a hundred million 
spent in legal fees by Intel (Clark 2009), AMD was ultimately forced to settle out of court in 
2009 for $1.25 billion without Intel having to admit any wrong doing. The lawsuit ended all legal 
proceedings between the two companies (Ruiz 2013). As of 2015, AMD and the shareholders’ 
cases have been settled while many of the other class action suits are still ongoing. 
In 2010, Intel agreed to a settlement with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), which 
recognized that Intel’s marketing and business practices were illegal. The settlement claimed that 
Intel violated Section 5 of the FTC Act. This meant the Intel did not have to admit to any 
wrongdoing and they would not be responsible for punitive damages from the companies they 
inhibited in the market—nor was Intel subject to any fines. The FTC recognized that the payouts 
and exclusive conditions that Ruiz described had occurred and were illegal. Intel’s marketing 
practices were anti-competitive. Intel had been paying customers not to do business with its 
competitors. While the FTC settlement received mild coverage in the press (Wyatt and Vance 
2010, Whitney 2010, Clark 2010), it did not affect public awareness or perception of the Intel 
brand. The story of Intel’s success is much more than the history of its clever retail 
advertisements. Rather, it is a harsh account of an industry titan using its brand to constitute 
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advantageous market relationships and by doing so creating a pace of technocultural emergence 
with profoundly negative ecological and cultural problems.  
 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have argued that the “Intel Inside” campaign contributes to the pace of 
emerging consumer electronics by establishing Intel’s business model as the default pace of 
production for the consumer electronics industry. I have also argued that brands facilitate the 
management of partners, competitors, and consumers. Theories of brands by Holt, Lury and 
Arvidsson focus on exclusively on corporate control over consumers. Without considering 
brands in the context of business partners and competitors it is difficult to see how the flashy 
Pentium II ads, the friendly chime tone at the end of TV commercials, or the clever Gateway co-
promotions did more than simply stimulate the desire for “new” products in the minds of 
consumers. That a large corporation attempted to create a monopoly is not particularly 
surprising. The crucial point here is that Intel was successful in creating a monopolistic supply of 
microchips, as international regulatory bodies have repeatedly ruled. In doing so, Intel 
implemented their business model—Moore’s Law—as the default pace of emergence for new 
consumer electronics. Intel used retail advertisements as part of their B2B marketing strategies. 
An important step in unpacking the unified category of “producers” is recognizing that retail 
advertisements can serve multiple corporate goals besides simply promoting products. 
Emphasizing the multi-faceted functions of retail advertisements demands that studies of retail 
advertising and branding practices clearly demarcate which companies have what kinds of stakes 
in the marketing strategies. In this chapter I have shown that through B2B marketing a single 
component manufacturer of microchips established an industry-wide pace of product emergence 
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by coercing OEMs to produce new PCs Intel’s pace of production. In the next chapter, I will 
examine how the industry’s largest tradeshow—the International Consumer Electronics Show 
(CES)— creates an industry-wide pace through which “innovative” technologies are developed, 
marketed, and sold to consumers. More than simply promoting the new consumer electronics as 
an inevitable future, B2B marketing practices at CES orchestrates the bodies of attendees, 






Chapter 3: Spectacles, Bodies, and Emerging Technologies at the 
Consumer Electronics Show  
 
 
Figure 3.1 A Consumer Electronics Association promotional poster located outside Eureka Park at CES. 
 
 
Every year industry professionals from all over the world descend on Las Vegas during the 
first full week of January for The International Consumer Electronics Show (CES), the consumer 
electronics industry’s largest tradeshow. In 2014, CES hosted over 160,000 attendees and 3,700 
exhibitors, from 140 countries, all crammed into 20.6 million square feet of exhibition space. 
Nowhere is the intersection of technocultural change, consumerism, and business-to-business 
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marketing more pronounced than at CES. The event is managed by the Consumer Electronics 
Association, a professional organization that handles the industry’s market research, promotions, 
and lobbying. On their website, the CEA promotes the show as, “The world’s gathering place for 
all who thrive on the business of consumer technologies. Held in Las Vegas every year, it has 
served as the proving ground for innovators and breakthrough technologies for more than 40 
years—the global stage where next-generation innovations are introduced to the marketplace” 
(CEA 2014). While a few consumer electronics companies hold solo exhibitions, such as 
Apple’s MacWorld, these events are consumer-focused and offer little insight into B2B 
marketing. CES draws a diverse range of participants from the smallest third-party accessory 
manufacturers in in East Asia to industry giants like Intel, Qualcomm, and Cisco. Occurring 
annually, CES sets the industry rhythm whereby new products are tested, promoted, and released 
to retail consumers.  
At CES, the pace of technocultural emergence is clearly stated on a wall poster outside 
Eureka Park, which redundantly claims, “What’s in homes in 5-10 years is in here now.”13 In 
Eureka Park, an area designated specifically for start-up companies, new businesses display their 
emerging products in the hope of attracting the attention of press and investors who might help 
them catapult their new products into the “next big thing.” The poster suggests a direct link 
between discourses of the future and the consumer electronics industry’s business models. The 
future is premised on the continual return of “new” mass-market consumer technologies at 
regular intervals. The poster designates a specific path of technocultural change: from the 
industry tradeshow to consumers’ homes. The poster outlines when products will arrive—in 5-10 
years. The emerging technologies in Eureka Park signify the “inevitable” technocultural future 
created by the consumer electronics industry. The poster reminds its readers that technocultural 
                                                
13 See figure 3.1. 
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change is a highly coordinated and controlled process. And then it reminds them again. And 
again.   
In this chapter, I argue that the B2B marketing practices at CES produce an annual spectacle 
of a technocultural future that facilitates emerging product’s transformation from technological 
innovation to mass-consumer electronics. B2B marketers transform a discourse of the future into 
a spectacle by choreographing bodies—despite their limitations— and extracting images of 
workers and attendees, while hiding precarious laborers. Methodologically, I spent four days as a 
participant observer at CES. Through my freelance graphic design and advertising business, I 
was able to register as an “industry affiliate,” in the category of “advertiser.” I conducted 
research in two primary ways. First, I explored the show floor, photographing relevant details 
and observing attendee, exhibitor, and laborer behavior. Second, I engaged in casual 
conversations with individuals at CES and in transit to and from show. During casual 
conversations, I disclosed that I was a Ph.D. candidate at UNC-Chapel Hill conducting research 
as soon as it was expedient.  
Theoretically, I draw upon cultural studies of technology, specifically the work of Carey 
(1983, 1970, 1973), Balsamo (2011), and Sharma (2014). B2B marketing at CES attempts to 
organize the retail market for consumer electronics six to eighteen months in advance of product 
releases. Thus, discourses of the future are a dominant marketing strategy found at CES that help 
structure the conditions of retail markets. Carey and Quirk write that “the future” was not a place 
people eventually found themselves but a "cultural strategy for moving or mobilizing or arousing 
people toward predefined ends by prescribed means” (1973, 150). Promotions and materials 
displayed at CES consistently claim that attendees are in the future, while at the tradeshow. The 
discourse of the future is powerful enough to draw 150,000 people from around the world to 
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CES every year. Once at CES, managerial power envelops the bodies of attendees in a temporal 
and spatial organization that transforms a futuristic discourse into the spectacle of a 
technocultural future. The spectacle of CES then functions as a marketing device through which 
the annual event establishes an industry-wide pace of product emergence. Drawing on Sarah 
Sharma’s analytic of “power-chronography,” I use the creation of the spectacle as a starting point 
to interrogate the ways in which B2B marketing practices differently mobilize, care for, and 
privilege bodies. In contrast to dominant theories of the spectacle and of marketing, I argue that 
at CES, bodies and materiality are essential to creating the spectacle of a technocultural future. 
After providing background context for CES and outlining the theories informing my analysis, I 
demonstrate that B2B marketing at CES creates a rhythmic pace of emerging technocultures in 
four ethnographic vignettes: “CES: Hurry up and Wait,” “Finding/Funding Respite,” 
“Qualcomm SmartHome and the Corporate Dream of a Perfect Day,” and “AMD: A Marketing 
Disarray.”  
The first vignette, “CES: Hurry up and Wait,” chronicles my arrival at CES and explore my 
acclimation to the disorienting experience of constantly hustling and waiting. What becomes 
clear during my first few hours at the show is that CES is spectacular, mundane, and terribly 
exhausting. Attending CES is a constant exercise in patience and forced queuing. The pressure to 
move quickly and see more provides an unsettling contrast. As I will show, the forced queuing is 
a mechanism of temporal and spatial control that allows companies to generate value through 
market research, and trap attendees into the exhibitor’s spectacle alongside its employees and 
subcontractors. In this way, attendees standing in line become part of the booth spectacle and are 
conscripted into the service of the company and brand.  
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“Finding/Funding Respite” details the show’s exhausting pace and the difficulties of finding 
places of rest. CES exhibitors exploit the absence of communal areas and leverage attendees’ 
exhaustion by offering respite in exchange for audience participation. As a captive audience, 
attendees must listen to sales pitches and participate in market research. The commercial 
intersections between time and body occur for attendees and exhibitors alike. Weary attendees 
and exhibitors take advantage of padded carpets in booths and “free” massages or espressos in 
order to keep their bodies moving at CES’s designated speeds and patterns. 
“Qualcomm SmartHome and the Corporate Dream of a Perfect Day” describes an 
eponymous “smart home” exhibit that boasts of a new cooperative effort to connect everything 
from wine chillers to talking teddy bears into a single interface. I consider Qualcomm’s exhibit 
alongside Lynn Spigel’s (2005) and Davin Heckman’s (2008) analysis of smart homes. I point 
out how Qualcomm’s SmartHome exhibit does not promote a consumer’s dream, but rather a 
corporate dream of an employee’s perfect day. Under the guise of convenience, networked home 
appliances and surveillance mechanisms expand managerial power over home and family life 
while reproducing capitalism’s normative temporal order. 
 “AMD: A Marketing Disarray” is a brief, but powerful, counter example to the common 
assumption that marketing is always highly organized, expertly planned, and well executed. In 
the AMD booth, there were no “captains of consciousness” at work, only worn-out employees 
and subcontractors apathetically promoting a disjointed set of marketing messages. I describe 
how one exhibitor in particular demonstrated a potential form of resistance to the spectacular and 
temporal forms of power to which she was subject. The AMD booth, and this exhibitor, 
demonstrate how B2B marketing does not require ideologically hailed subjects, but is instead 
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comprised of individuals both complicit in and subject to the alienating forces of global 
capitalism. 
 
Glass Cages, Spectacles, and Time 
When one looks at the spectacle of CES in terms of work culture, rather than consumer 
culture, the structures of corporate control, managerial power, and alienation are as perennial as 
the futuristic discourse is for consumers. CES temporarily employs hordes of bus drivers, 
subcontractors, food servers, and janitorial staff to prepare and maintain the 20 million square 
feet of exhibition space for tens of thousands of marketing workers and attendees. Turning the 
discourse of the future at CES into a spectacle requires that bodies be present and visible in the 
exhibition space in order to legitimize the image of the future. In order to create the spectacle, 
CES must do more than promote technocultural futures once a year to the general public. It must 
extract the image of bodies in the exhibition space despite any limitations on the bodies in order 
to create both the justification and content for media coverage of CES. As a B2B marketing 
event, the function of CES is to transform marketing discourses about technological innovations 
into a spectacle of the future. Then through the annual cycle of emergence create an industry-
wide pace at which technocultures are reproduced over time. 
The Consumer Electronics Association has turned what was once an otherwise 
unremarkable tradeshow in the 1970s into a powerful marketing promotion for the entire 
industry. The exhibitions are bolder and more flamboyant than at other industry tradeshows. The 
gaudy booths, keynote speeches, and over-the-top presentations are designed for three audiences: 
the attendees of CES, the journalists covering the event, and the future consumers in the general 
public.  Although retail consumers are a key target audience, CES is ostensibly closed to the 
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general public. In order to attend CES, I had to register as a freelance advertiser, which classified 
me as an “industry affiliate.” Qualifications to be considered an “industry affiliate” are broad and 
very inclusive requiring only an image of one’s business card and information that is largely 
unverifiable. For example, I had to answer some basic questions about the finances of my 
freelance business and how much influence I exerted over my clients’ advertising purchasing 
decisions.  
Regardless of the attendance restrictions, CES is a highly visible spectacle garnering heavy 
news and entertainment coverage geared to the very public that is forbidden to attend the show. 
The spectacular fashion in which B2B marketing, technological change, and consumer culture 
converge is specifically designed to draw public attention to an otherwise mundane industry 
event. Media coverage of the industry-only event primes the consumer markets for emerging 
technologies that will be available in the next six to eighteen months. As their annual “sneak 
peak of the future,” CES uses news coverage to promote individual companies and products. 
Network and online coverage regularly features top ten lists of new products and often highlights 
the “gee-whiz” factor of forthcoming gadgets (Mashable 2014, CNET 2014).  
 News coverage magnifies the spectacle of the show by perpetuating a discourse in which 
the future is defined by emerging consumer technologies. Of the reported 160,498 individuals at 
CES, 6,008 were identified as “press” attendees. Pre-show coverage and post-show analysis hype 
CES as the pinnacle of technology. The news website theverge.com offers characteristic 
coverage of CES through its “best of show” summary, “Another year. Another CES. Another 
chance to find out what it feels like to truly be alive. Alive and in Las Vegas. In Las Vegas and at 
the Consumer Electronics Show — a phantasmagoria of light, sound, and electricity. Actual 
electricity, and the kind of spiritual, psychic kind that only happens but once a year” (Verge 
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2014). James Carey and John Quirk note that discourses of the future and emerging technologies 
are often infused with a “secular religiosity” (1970, 220). At CES and through the media 
coverage of it, the spectacle of the future is an industry wide-marketing strategy designed to 
organize retail markets for the rhythmic transformation of technological innovations into mass-
market consumer electronics.  
CES popularizes technological innovations before they are available for consumer markets. 
The discourse disseminated at CES and in the media coverage repeats a constant refrain that the 
future is made present at CES in order to reinforce the idea that experiences of time are 
controlled by the consumer electronics industry and capitalism more generally. However, it is 
through the spectacle of workers and attendees that CES makes the future present in order to 
reproduce technocultures over time as a strategy of “future world making” (Balsamo 2011). 
Workers and attendees legitimate the discourse of CES’s technocultural future by simply being 
present in the exhibition space. Yet CES spaces are a highly controlled architecture. Despite the 
crowds that meander on their own accord, the choreography of bodies continually makes visible 
those bodies that matter while hiding the labor necessary to create the spectacle of a 
technocultural future. Simply put, the discourse of the future at CES could not become the 
spectacle without the sheer volume of bodies filling the convention center halls and the invisible 
labor that facilitates them.  
Sharma’s In the Meantime (2014), offers a materialist analysis of how time is experienced 
differentially in contemporary global capitalism. She argues that capitalism invests in some 
bodies at the expense of others, and that people’s experience of time is a structuring form of 
social difference (Sharma 2014). Sharma describes how capitalism’s differential investment in 
bodies and time creates a normalizing temporal order. At CES, the lines of difference and 
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privilege separate marketing workers, attendees, and the precarious laborers who staff and 
maintain the facilities. However, when one considers the double consumer gaze to retail 
consumers and audiences of CES’s media coverage, the differential investment in bodies within 
global capitalism becomes more evident. The value of marketing a CES’s technocultural future 
to middle and upper-class audiences and future consumers is measured against the value of 
marketing workers, laborers, and attendees in terms of the differential contributions bodies make 
to the spectacle. Accordingly, each group differentially experiences visibility, time, and privilege 
in relationship to consumer electronics. Marketing workers perform the crucial function of 
maintaining the temporal organization by linking the highly valuable consumer to the lowly 
valued laborers. B2B marketing workers specifically maintain the linkages between retail sellers, 
distributors, manufacturers, and suppliers—all of which both maintain and are subject to the very 
temporal order they create. 
Bodies of workers and consumers are choreographed according to how they produce value 
within capitalism. Sharma argues that the choreography of bodies is kept in motion through a 
temporal architecture, “Temporal architectures consist of technologies, commodities, policies, 
plans and programs as well as the labor of others” (2014, 139). Temporal architecture is designed 
to keep bodies moving at the designated speeds in which capitalism deems them valuable. At 
CES, exhibitors and attendees are speed up and slowed down according to the demands of the 
CES spectacle. Crucially, the spectacle of the future is constructed by extracting an image of 
marketer’s and attendees’ bodies while hiding the precarious laborers. The temporally 
differentiated bodies produce an image of capitalism that is not Baudrillard’s hyperreal 
detachment from the referent (1994). Nor is the image simply capitalist ideology condensed into 
image form as Debord argues (1994). Instead CES’s spectacle of the future is an image of the 
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business-to-business workings of the consumer electronics industry extracted from specific 
bodies in motion maintained by a temporal architecture. The discourse from the Consumer 
Electronics Association claims that people at CES are experiencing the future. The news 
coverage mediates the temporal differentiation between show attendees and those excluded 
consumers by promising access to that future through consumption in just a few months. In 
short, B2B marketing at CES legitimizes the spectacle of the future by extracting image from the 
most valuable bodies. Whether through coffee, padded carpets, or even the right pair of shoes, 
exhibitors and attendees visibly combat exhaustion in order to keep pace at CES, while 
precarious laborers invisibly facilitate the spectacle. 
In order to describe the function of managerial power over exhibiters and other marketers at 
CES I turn to Yiannis Gabriel’s concept of the “glass cage.” Gabriel retheorizes Max Weber’s 
“iron cage” of bureaucracy through Debord’s Society of the Spectacle and concludes that the 
ubiquity of the consumerist logic and image fetishization have altered bureaucratic structures and 
practices (2008). Gabriel argues that “the iron cages of modernity are gradually displaced by the 
glass cages of our times, the consumer emerges as a crucial cultural archetype, driving 
production but also offering a model for action, thinking, and imagining that has started to 
permeate other spheres of life” (2008, 322). Glass is both a metaphor and a medium that can 
frame, as well as trap, the workers inside the cages. Gabriel theorizes that “the image of such a 
cage suggests that it may not be a cage at all, but a wrapping box, a glass palace, a container 
aimed at highlighting the uniqueness of what it contains rather than constraining or oppressing it. 
Glass, then, is a medium perfectly suited to a society of spectacle, just as steel was perfectly 
suited to a society of mechanism” (2008, 314).  
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As a metaphor, the glass cage connotes that contemporary workers are not just commodified 
(in labor time), but that they must reflect corporate values, and live the brand at all times. By 
being on display, managerial power subjects workers to the logic of the company brand and 
colonizes worker’s bodies to produce an image of the corporation for consumers. At CES, 
employees who work in the exhibition booths are the living embodiment of their company’s 
brand. Booth employees are on display at all times and subject to a doubled consumer gaze. The 
attendees, investors, distributers, affiliates, and analysts on the show floor comprise one level of 
consumer gaze at CES. Workers, attendees, and exhibitors at CES are subject to a second form 
of the consumer gaze that is filtered through the contemporary news media. This second level of 
the consumer gaze is what transforms CES from an industry tradeshow into a spectacle  
As a medium, the glass cage simultaneously traps and displays the worker as a subject of 
managerial power. Gabriel writes how the worker is caught between the dual logic of trapping 
and framing, “shared features of the glass cage of work and the glass cage of consumption are an 
emphasis on image, an invisibility of constraints, a powerful illusion of choice, and an ironic 
question mark as to whether freedom lies inside or outside the glass. Above all, there is an 
ambiguity as to whether the glass is a medium of entrapment or a beautifying frame” (2008, 
311).  
Gabriel’s concept of the glass cage is useful for understanding managerial power at CES, 
but he overemphasis the representational power of the spectacle without attending to the 
materiality of bodies in the glass cage. In the glass cage time is a powerful connection between 
representation and bodies that needs to be rethought within Gabriel’s framework. In Society of 
the Spectacle, Debord carefully outlines the relationships between the spectacle and time. He 
argues that the spectacle is bound up in three forms of temporality: the transformation of cyclical 
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time into labor-time, the ruling class’s power over history, and the pseudo-cycle of capitalist 
rhythms. All three forms of temporality manifest at CES. In the first instance, the value of time is 
tied directly to the value of labor in the workers who staff the booths and the laborers who 
maintain the facilities. In the second, CES’s ubiquitous proclamations of an inevitable future 
relegate the present to merely future’s history. Rather than framing the show as a test of market 
potential for forthcoming products, promotional discourses at CES temporally isolate the space 
of the show from the present—which exists outside the event space. CES promotions express the 
idea that consumer markets control the past, present, and future. Finally, as an annual event that 
is always in the same place, CES operates as pseudo-cycle of capitalism. As a ritual, CES comes 
off as an annual pilgrimage of the “digital age” disfigured by a fusion with consumer holidays 
like Black Friday. Through Sharma’s “Power Chronography” I address the manner in which 
managerial power and the spectacle intersect through bodies at CES. I provide an account of the 
B2B marketing practices that contribute to the pace of emerging technocultures through the 
annual spectacle of CES.   
 
CES: Hurry Up and Wait  
The Consumer Electronics Show started when I arrived at McCarren International Airport, a 
little after 10 pm on Monday, January 6. I first observed that standing in lines would dominate 
my experience at the show. Lines formed for everything: food, water, the bathroom. There were 
lines to talk to people, to go to places, and to leave places. My inauguration into CES-style 
queuing took place at the CES badge pick-up station inside the airport terminal. When I took my 
place at the end of the line around 10:30 pm it was several hundred feet long. Additional airport 
staff was called in to help manage the crowd and prevent breaches of line etiquette—which were 
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surprisingly common at the airport, but not so much at the actual show. This suggests that the 
practice of queuing at the tradeshow is a normalized and respected part of the culture of CES. 
After waiting in line for about an hour, I received my badge and was ready to head to the 
Excalibur, one of the cheapest official conference hotels. I selected Excalibur because it was 
along the Las Vegas Monorail and offered shuttles to travel back and forth the convention center. 
Using public transportation would maximize my opportunities to talk to CES participants. I got 
into line for the first shuttle service I saw. Almost immediately, several people queued up behind 
me. I heard a man sarcastically say to his fellow traveller, “CES needs an innovation in line 
technologies.” I laughed a little. I appreciated his playful cynicism about innovation and 
technology. More importantly, I appreciated his preview of what was in store for me in the days 
to come. His comment revealed how bodies are enmeshed in specific temporalities at CES. At 
the tradeshow people were slowed down or sped up depending on where they were going, what 
they were doing, and what forms of value could be extracted by the relative speed.  
When I finally arrived at my hotel room—a little after 1:00 am—I examined my badge in 
greater detail. There were two major sponsors on the badge. On the lanyard, the Sony name is 
repeated every couple inches on the lanyard, while the name Qualcomm is printed on the plastic 
holder for the paper and chip portion of the badge (see figure 3.2). The badge also contains a 
concealed Radio-Frequency Identification chip that allows companies to track who enters and 
leaves their booths. Qualcomm’s tagline, “Experience the Future of Mobile Technology” is 
featured prominently on the badge. Qualcomm’s logotype, tagline, and advertisements were 
emblazoned throughout the show. Qualcomm’s promotions were especially visible in public 
spaces such as huge window banners at the hall entrances, as well as posters, flyers, pamphlets, 
and even benches. 
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Figure 3.2 Front (left) and back (right) of my official CES badge and lanyard. 
 
The next morning, I hurried to catch an early shuttle to CES, but instead found myself 
waiting in my first line of the day. After standing in line for a little while, I turned to talk to the 
women behind me. Her name was Africa Allah. She was outgoing and friendly and we quickly 
struck up a conversation about CES. She had been covering the show for eight years as a 
journalist for DIYRadioCast.com. She was quick to offer advice to a first-time conference 
attendee. Number one on the list was to wear a good pair of shoes. She informed me that the 
rubber soled Eccos I specifically bought for the show on the advice of the CES beginner’s guide, 
would not be enough. I would need gel inserts as well. She also advised me to formulate a plan 
of attack or I would never get through all 20 million square feet of exhibition space in four days.  
Shoes are an important part of the technocultural assemblage that mediates bodies, and 
forms of temporal power at CES. Slack and Wise note how shoes are a taken-for-granted 
technology that is crucial to our experiences in our daily environments. “Another way of 
thinking about this is the fact that we are often not aware of our shoes, they are just part of our 
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feet, though our choice of shoe affects how we stand or move, affects our height or even how our 
feet relate to the ground” (Slack and Wise 2015, 209). The right shoes, or as I learned, the right 
inserts, are part of a “temporal architecture” (Sharma 2014). The shoe is a technology (and 
commodity) that enables conference-goers to adapt their bodies to the conditions of the 
tradeshow. For example, since there was almost 20 million square feet of concrete-floored 
exhibition space and only four days to explore it, attendees must divide the exhibition space by 
their time to create a speed at which they experience the show. Keeping pace at CES involves 
temporally negotiating the space of the show by standing in line and then hurrying to the next 
exhibit. Attendees at CES spend hours on their feet walking from place to place and standing in 
line. I would soon discover that there were few places to rest at CES. One reason may be that the 
spectacle of the show needs to have a dynamic and active crowd of people to fill the massive 
exhibition space. The spatio-temporal order demands that bodies be in constant motion. 
Sedentary bodies lounging in chairs would undercut the image of technofuturistic dynamism. 
Even when standing in line, I was merely moving just slow enough to participate in market 
research. Attendees’ bodies are temporally and spatially ordered so that companies can generate 
value from them through market research, sales pitches, and their visual presence; crowds beget 
crowds. The temporal architecture of the show is a microcosm of global capitalism. Businesses 
are simultaneously obsessed with their image and brand while they ignore the limitations that 
bodies might place on the construction of the image. Sharma describes how the temporal 
architecture is built on a hierarchy of value and embodied experiences of time. She writes, 
“Whether manifest in napping pods, yoga at the desk, or a slow resort holiday, this temporal 
architecture continuously confirms and maintains the same structures of power that drain, tire, 
and exploit other people’s time, while elevating one group’s sense of temporal importance” 
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(Sharma 2014, 139). The right pair of shoes with inserts, like Sharma’s Yoga at work, is a crucial 
technology that articulates my body to desired temporalities of CES by mediating exhaustion. 
“Yoga, when practiced in the office actually, bends and bonds individuals to better fit within the 
various temporal requirements of late capitalism” (Sharma 2014, 21). 
 Africa and I spoke for about fifteen minutes, which took us all the way to the show. She 
asked where I was starting: North Hall or South Hall? I had no idea and no plan. I asked where I 
should start? She was playfully vague. So I decided to take the first stop and start at the entrance 
to the South Hall. Informational signposts line the bus stops with bus schedules and CES 
promotions that read, “they say the future does not fit in a box.” I maneuvered around the crowd 
lined up to receive their badges and for the first time glimpsed the visual scale of the CES (see 
figures 3.3 and 3.4). As I slowly walked through the main entrance to South Hall, I took tentative 
steps, not sure what to expect, or really which direction to go.  
 
Figure 3.3 (left) Bus shuttle stands outside South Hall. Photo by author.  
 
 Figure 3.4 (right) Main entrance to South Hall. Photo by author. 
 
I did not have to walk very far before the sights and sounds of CES overwhelmed me. The 
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building was full of intricately designed booths, two and three stories tall, carefully installed 
architecture, and automobiles. I noticed that some of the booths had mini-conference rooms set 
up where people held business meetings and conducted sales. Many large booths had second 
levels or separate sections for meetings. Some exhibitors went so far as to literally build glass 
cages/meeting rooms to advertise how much business their company was conducting (see figures 
3.5 and 3.6). This physical manifestation of the glass cage brings Gabriel’s theories to the 
surface. Is the glass a cage or a beautifying frame? Does the image of the employee reflect the 
ideology of the brand? The image of a group of businesspeople meeting in a glass conference 
room is so generic that a search of the keywords, “conference room” and “glass” on the stock 
photo site, itsockphoto.com, returned a number photos that are indistinguishable from the glass-
walled conference rooms at CES. Figure 3.5 is a stock image called “perfect alliance” and the 
description reads, “A group of businesspeople having a meeting” (iStock 2015). The imagery is 
so ubiquitous that its embodied reproduction at CES shows just how normalized and powerful 
the scene is for global capitalism. The multiple, identical tables with equally generic looking 
businesspeople conjures the image of an infinity mirror. The people on display seemed to 
conduct their business without consideration for the gawking crowds hustling past the glass 
cages. Transforming workers into a spectacle subjects them to the gaze of the attendee. The 
workers are idealized inside the glass walls precisely because they are emblematic of 
contemporary corporate culture. The company frames these workers as ideal employees who 
conduct the day-to-day business oblivious to the epicenter of the world’s largest technological 
exhibition. These workers reify idealized types of contemporary workers who can avoid the 
distractions to focus on the task at hand—being the image of the company. 
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Figure 3.5 (left) Stock photo “perfect alliance” courtesy of istockphoto.com and Getty images. 
 
Figure 3.6 (right) A glass cage of B2B marketing workers at CES. Photo by author. 
 
After a few hours, I eventually left South Hall 1 and made my way over to Central Hall. The 
southern most ends of Central Hall and the South Building are connected via an industrial 
section of crates, machinery, and large vehicles. Astro-turf green carpet marks the path between 
buildings. The contrast between the industrial hinterland connecting the buildings and the clean 
corporate futurism inside is a stark reminder of how much artifice goes into constructing the 
arrangements of booths inside the large halls.  
 
Figure 3.7 Industrial space between South and Central exhibition halls at CES. 
  
At the entrance to the Central Hall I noticed a food truck serving sandwiches. There were 
only a few people in line so I decided that I would stop and eat lunch. This was one of only two 
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times at CES that I was able to buy food without waiting in a long line. I did not realize it at first, 
but my approach to food and water was survivalist. I always carried water and some kind of 
granola or candy bar with me and I looked for opportunities to eat when I had the best access. 
Regardless of hunger, I soon realized that accessing food, water, and resting places was an 
important part of managing oneself at CES.  While food and water were not exactly scarce, the 
shops selling food always had long lines, which meant less time spent at booths. Finding 
someplace to sit and eat was considerably more difficult. 
After buying lunch from a food truck parked between buildings, I looked around for 
someplace to eat and for the first time I noticed how few places there were to sit anywhere at the 
show. A few people were sitting on unused equipment as makeshift lunch chairs. I ended up 
sitting on the seat of a small battery powered machine that I suspected was used to move 
equipment around inside the buildings. It was not a very good spot to eat lunch, but under the 
circumstances, I found the chance to get off my feet quite a relief. Africa was right! My shoes 
alone would not be enough. My feet were already beginning to hurt and I had only been walking 
around for a few hours.  
After lunch, I moved cautiously through the aisles of Central Hall until I reached the booth 
for the audio systems company DTS. It was a large, gaudy booth. Wood paneling accented 
different contours of the architecture and a giant replica of a horizontal smart phone framed a 
stage at the north end of the booth. A live DJ filled the space with music from a stage inside the 
larger-than-life size smartphone. Attendees crowded around small circular pods in front of the 
stage. Despite the loud volume of the music, the circular pods featured a new model of 
headphones that created an audible illusion of surround sound. People had the option of listening 
to the ambient music or through DTS headphones.  
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 The “screen” of the giant phone was open in both the front and the back so one could move 
past the booth and look back on the performance. The effect was that of watching a video of a DJ 
performing to a large crowd on one’s own smartphone (See figures 3.8 and 3.9). The dimensions 
of the stage and phone were such that it created and very realistic and compelling illusion—
especially when wearing the headphones.  Debord describes the politics of creating deceptive 
images, “Since the spectacle’s job is to cause a world that is no longer directly perceptible to be 
seen via different specialized mediations, it is inevitable that it should elevate the human sense of 
sight to the special place once occupied by touch; the most abstract of sense, and the most easily 
deceived, sight is naturally the most readily adaptable to present-day society’s generalized 
abstraction” (1994, 18). Through the uses of scale and perspective, the booth created the worker 
as image. The DJ is fixed inside the frame of the phone where one expects to find a glass 
touchscreen. The women dancing are sometimes inside the frame and sometimes outside the 
frame suggesting that their sexual images are embodied, as the glass frame does not cage them. 
“It is as if the door of the cage is open, yet as soon as we cross it, we find ourselves in a new 
cage” (Gabriel and Lang 2006, 318). The female dancers’ “freedom” to transgress the glass 
barrier and move outside the stage heighted the consumer gaze upon their bodies. The DTS 
booth drew significant media attention, but it required both the performers and the attendees to 
create the spectacle. The attendees’ bodies become the image of the DJ’s crowd. Figure 3.9, 
shows the audience trapped by the “beautifying frame” on one side as much as the DJ and 
dancers are on the other. While one of the more literal examples of the spectacle and consumer 
gaze at CES, the DTS booth embodies the doubled process through which bodies are 
transformed into image at the show and through media coverage.  
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Throughout the show, I constantly saw people sleeping in their booths, on the floor, and 
under stairwells. Other attendees did not seem to mind, and I never once overheard anyone 
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deriding the sleepers. It all seemed quite normal. In response to the mass exhaustion, companies 
set up massage chairs or staffed massage therapists as ways to entice people into their booth. 
Some companies, like Chevy and Qualcomm, offered free coffee and espresso. The lines for 
coffee and massages were considerable and while I often wished to take advantage of the 
offerings, I always opted to keep walking and see more of the show. The need for respite 
conflicted with the pace I had to maintain at the show. There were virtually no common areas to 
sit as nearly every square foot of space was paid for and branded. Once in a while I would come 
across a lone bench in the middle of nowhere, but these were always occupied. Respite is 
privatized at CES. From the padded carpets in the expensive booths to the lack of public seating, 
there is almost nowhere for attendees to rest unless they step into a booth and listen to a sales 
pitch. It is the modus operandi of CES to wear attendees and exhibitors down and make them 
vulnerable enough to receive marketing messages.  
When I walked into Central Hall, the large scale of the booths immediately struck me. 
While South Hall also had large booths, Central Hall contained massive booths that felt like they 
took up an entire city block. In one giant, booth a big Cisco logo floated above the entrance with 
the tagline “Tomorrow Starts Here”. The Cisco booth featured a number of different sections 
where “the future was being created,” but the highlight of the booth was the “TED-talk-
modeled” presentations that Cisco marketers gave every thirty minutes (see figure 3.10). The 
Cisco booth contained no printed material and only directed attendees to their websites for more 
information on their exhibits. When I stepped into the Cisco, booth the thick, padded carpet 
immediately relieved the pressure on my sore feet.  
My professional experience designing tradeshow booths helped me understand the 
construction of the booth experience. The expensive booths often take advantage the attendees’ 
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weariness to create a captive audience. Seasoned companies will shell out hundreds of thousands 
of dollars to create elaborate booths where conference-goers might rest after walking around on 
concrete floors all day. Large company booths carefully construct marketing tactics around these 
conditions. One can rest their feet, if they listen to a pitch, or fill out a market research survey. 
Few marketing opportunities are wasted when a short reprieve can be exchanged for attention. 
Even something as simple as padded carpet provides relief. Especially in those first few minutes 
after I went from walking on concrete to padded carpet, I felt my skepticism and critical distance 
recede ever so slightly, but not for long, as I could hear the promotional talk from the other side 
of the booth.   
 
 
Figure 3.10 Cisco presentation on the “Internet of Everything.” Photo by author. 
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Figure 3.10 shows the miniature stage where the Cisco presentations are given to people 
seated on small, backless cubes. Cisco spokespeople talked about how the “Internet of 
Everything” would fuse the possibilities of big data with the real world of things. Yet, big data 
provides no reprieve for the body. Big data will not adapt the pace and the pattern of an industry 
modeled on Moore’s Law to better suit the bodies laboring and consuming within it. The 
industry will create gadgets—like the ones that populate the FitnessTech area—to force bodies to 
adapt to the pace and pattern of the technoculture it produces. The consumer electronics industry 
creates both the pace and the technologies to keep the pace for those individuals who provide the 
most value to capitalism (Sharma 2014). Slack and Wise have pointed out that the goals of 
technological progress are no longer about satisfying the needs of bodies, but seek to overcome 
the limitations of the body (2005). The consumer electronics developed to adapt bodies to the 
conditions of capitalism are displayed at CES. The padded carpets and massage chairs are 
technologies to keep bodies moving at the pace of emerging technocultures. At CES  the 
temporal architecture exhausts bodies in order to create captive marketing audiences. 
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Figure 3.11 Inada exhibition booth with massage chairs. 
 
Figure 3.11 is an image of the Inada exhibition booth, one the privileged rest stations. The 
booth is a ring of massage chairs anchored by a single large advertisement in the center. Inada 
exhibitors casually stroll through the booth letting the massage chairs work on the body and 
maintain the temporal order at CES. The advertisement features a middle-aged white man sitting 
in a massage chair relaxing in a motion blurred Times Square. The text on the ad reads, “No 
matter what the world throws at you, find your quiet place.” The advertisement suggests that 
space and speed are variables of control. The ad distracts from the fact that the massage chairs 
are part of the temporal architecture. They rejuvenate the body so that it may continue to operate 
within capitalism’s temporal order (Sharma 2014). 
Sharma argues that the bodies of frequent business travelers are seemingly irreplaceable and 
need to be maintained while bodies of workers who labor on behalf of business travelers do not, 
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“while capital develops at the expense of bodies, it makes clear which bodies will be taken care 
of. These technologies of time maintenance reinforce the idea that subjects of value—here the 
frequent business travelers—cannot be easily replaced, but the secondary labor they depend on 
can” (2014, 51). In fact, the visibility of staff and maintenance workers disrupts the space. On 
many occasions, I noticed staff waiting patiently so not to interrupt the briskly walking crowds 
moving from booth to booth. To CES, the bodies of staff and maintenance workers are not the 
ones that matter. I was afforded access to these technologies of time maintenance because of my 
class position as an attendee. The time and body of an industry affiliate are worth more under 
capitalism’s temporal order than the facility maintenance laborers. Not only is staff and 
maintenance labor devalued and made to be invisible, but within the futuristic exhibitions of 
next-generation cleaning robots their bodies are rendered obsolete. The massive crowds that 
were enamored by the demonstrations of cleaning robots scrubbing, vacuuming, and sweeping 
floors paid no attention to the janitor pushing the wheelbarrow full of garbage past the demo. 
 
Qualcomm SmartHome and the Corporate Dream of a Perfect Day 
Qualcomm had one of the biggest booths at CES and hordes of attendees flooded the 
expansive floor plans. There were three formidable lines, two for interactive exhibits and one for 
coffee. I opted to check out the SmartHome interactive exhibit, which featured Qualcomm’s 
vision of the “Internet of Everything.” Curious about Qualcomm’s vision for a smart home, I 
hopped in line. It did not take long for Qualcomm to capitalize on my “down time” in the queue. 
The line was designed to wrap around the side of the exhibit so that market researchers could 
easily access attendees while they were in temporary stasis. Market researchers were going 
through the line offering something “free” in exchange for filling out a survey. I eagerly 
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volunteered as I wanted to get the full experience of the show. I was also very curious about 
Qualcomm’s marketing techniques and what market research data they were gathering.  
As I filled out the survey, it became very apparent that this survey was meant for someone 
who had already spent a fair amount of time in the booth. Qualcomm’s survey asked about my 
favorite part of the exhibit, how I would rate my experience, and asked for general comments 
about what I had seen or done. The survey used a 1-10 Likert scale to rank my level of 
enjoyment, although there was some room for free-form responses. I completed it as thoroughly 
as I could, and made sure to note that I had not actually experienced much of the booth besides 
standing in line. I later learned that my experience was standard procedure in large booths. 
Companies would trap people in line with the lure of coffee, to see an interactive demo, or free 
giveaways, and then conscript them into market research regardless of qualification. I had only 
just arrived in the Qualcomm booth and had no idea what the booth was like, nor did I have any 
time to form an opinion of it. Perhaps that was the point.  
Kay, a German tech investor who stood behind me in line, finished his survey at the same 
time I did. We were given a choice of tokens. We both looked a little confused and ambivalent 
about the choice between a highlighter and breath mints. We both opted for the breath mints. The 
breath mints came in a plastic case in the shape of a house with the logo for AllJoyn – a 
conglomeration of corporations using open source principles to connect devices throughout the 
home. I would soon learn all about it in the SmartHome exhibit. I asked Kay what he thought 
about the survey, and he replied, “I don’t really know. They wanted to know what I thought of 
the booth, but I haven’t seen anything yet.” I knew the feeling. I asked if he had seen anything at 
the show that he particularly liked, and he said that he was very underwhelmed at what he had 
seen so far. He thought that most of the technologies he had seen at the show were pretty 
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mundane. He said, “We have a saying in Germany: ‘These things are just lying in the street.’” I 
asked him to clarify to make sure that I properly grasped the idiom. He replied, “All these 
technologies are already available and quite common.” The line continued to move as we 
discussed which technologies were being promoted as new. Given that we were about to enter 
Qualcomm’s vision for the future of the home, I mentioned the “Dream House” promotions in 
the US during the 1950s that showed the automation of everything from cooking to cleaning. He 
nodded as we stepped from the cacophony of the showroom floor into Qualcomm’s 
soundproofed Smart Home exhibit.  
Davin Heckman writes, “bound up in a dialectic which pits the future against the past, the 
narratives which have historically been used to sell smart homes are positioned in an uneasy 
rhetorical position. In general, advertising narratives tend to offer consumers access to things that 
are lacking, inviting people to improve their lives through commodities” (2008, 9). Smart homes 
were a prominent theme at the 2014 CES. Qualcomm had the most elaborate exhibition, but 
aspects of smart homes were demonstrated at Panasonic, Whirlpool, and numerous other booths. 
Generally these smart homes involved integrating computers, interactive touchscreens, and data 
to existing kitchen and home appliances on the market. Heckman notes that in examining smart 
home promotions one must consider how such technological changes transform the familiar, 
everyday practices of domestic life, “The paradox of the smart home is that these improvements 
are to be both spectacular and comforting. They must embody a compelling new way to do 
ordinary things … the key is to preserve the ordinary, but to modify it in an interesting way” 
(2008, 9).  
When I entered Qualcomm’s SmartHome exhibit, I immediately felt underwhelmed. Kay 
and I entered the SmartHome exhibit with a group of about ten other men. We found ourselves in 
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the middle of an open floor plan approximately ten feet wide by twenty-five feet long that 
included a kitchen at one end and a living room at the other. The kitchen featured brushed 
stainless steel appliances, an island, and cabinets. A wine chiller was built into the kitchen island 
and further signaled the class position of the ideal homeowner. The living room featured a large 
flat screen TV, a couch, surround sound speakers, and the whole place was covered with track 
lighting. It felt upper middle class, techno savvy, and very Ikea. After fumbling with the 
biometric door lock for a moment, the pitchman went to work. He extolled the benefits of a 
connected home that fused data and lifestyle. He bragged that anything that could be 
electronically controlled was connected through a smart device. The lighting could be brightened 
or dimmed at the push of a button, music could play and volume controlled, even the temperature 
of the wine chiller could be programmed with a smart phone app. Personal presets could be 
programmed so that when the door unlocked through biometric thumbprint, one’s 
preprogrammed setting for ambiance would automatically engage. The idea was that after a long 
day of work one could return to the perfectly preset levels of lighting, music, temperature, and 
enjoy a glass of properly chilled wine. Qualcomm’s Smart Home appeared to be a glorified 
remote to control light, sound and temperature in the home.  
None of the individual technologies were particularly unique. Instead, Qualcomm touted an 
interconnected interface as its great achievement. Their market research had identified that no 
home featured all new products from a single manufacturer. The pitchman said, if homes only 
contained a single brand, networking individual devices together would be easy, but the real 
world is different. The devices in people’s homes come from different manufacturers, have 
different interfaces and programming, and are rarely all new. The real trick Qualcomm had 
achieved was to combine efforts with other companies and manufacturers to create a 
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standardization through which these various devices could easily interface. While Qualcomm has 
been pushing into various markets, such as mobile microprocessor chips, for some time now, the 
company is best known for pioneering cellular network technologies. The company has had 
much success networking a complex infrastructure of disparate components. AllJoyn was a joint 
standardization effort by a large group of technology companies which all have a vested interest 
in collaborating to carve out niches in their various markets. AllJoyn is a wireless “Rosetta 
Stone” that allows a homeowner to simultaneously turn up the volume of the TV, while turning 
down the temperature of the wine chiller. As the pitchman worked the audience trying to elicit 
awe for Qualcomm’s “technological innovation,” I snuck glances at Kay to try to parse his 
reactions. Was he impressed, or was this exactly what he meant by things “just lying in the 
street?”  
Heckman argues that “an extended look at the middle-class American home reveals an 
interesting model of cultural development that can be broken down into three eras of 
domesticity, characterized by space, time, and information” (Heckman 2008, 9). In his 
framework, space is the first order of the domestic. Then, by applying time to space one is able 
to extract additional value through mobility and speed. Finally, the integration of information 
into the spatio-temporal ordering of the home creates “an expression of narrative space (a 
conception of space through time with meaning)” (Heckman 2008, 10). The culmination of this 
development in domestic practices and consumerism “brings us closer to the idea of ‘the Perfect 
Day’—a technologically enhanced vision of everyday life, freed from obstacles and oriented 
toward the pursuit of consumer satisfaction” (Heckman 2008, 10). Qualcomm had networked the 
existing consumer technologies in the kitchen and living room. It had set a biometric system of 
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identification that could recognize and implement specific settings of temperature, lighting, and 
music, as one walked in the door.  
Individually driven technocultural developments articulate consumerism, technology, and 
temporal forms of power and attempt to bring about “the Perfect Day.” The unit of a “day” 
constructs a dominant consumer temporality of quotidian life. “Perfecting” a routine within that 
temporality depends on a fantasy of technologically enhanced practices free from labor. In 
freeing the consumer from the time constraints of labor, the perfect day aims to extract value 
from time through consumption and consumer control. “These technologies add to the 
colonization of space as an element of time, in that they speed up movement and thus force more 
stable notions of space to yield value which was previously unimagined” (Heckman 2008, 11). 
The addition of information communication technologies into the fabric of the home articulates 
the “Perfect Day” as a narrative that gives meaning to the spatial and temporal organization of 
the consumerist dream. “Home computers were particularly instrumental in advancing the 
home’s evolution as an electronic environment, both enabling and inspiring attempts at 
household robots, artificially intelligent games, and networks within the home, all of which 
reflected an ever-increasing desire to bring many functions in the home into greater harmony” 
(Heckman 2008, 39). While AllJoyn networked a disparate array of consumer goods through a 
unified interface to control the home, it became clear that this was a fantasy of individual control. 
Qualcomm’s spokesperson never discussed the inevitable conflicts that might arise in a family 
home where multiple people have different individual preferences. It was a fantasy of individual 
control that ignored the inevitable negotiations that occur in cohabitation. If one person is hot, 
while another person is cold, does the technology resolve that conflict with a median temperature 
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or is that left up to the people (or person) who controls the interface? Whose music choice wins 
out when one person is in the mood for Chopin and someone else wants to hear Sleater-Kinney? 
In Designing the Smart House (2005), Lynn Spigel argues that current trajectories in smart 
houses constitute bodies as a data producing objects. This posthuman dwelling no longer simply 
provides comfort and shelter for the body; instead, it integrates the body into normalized and 
quantified parameters through measurement, analysis, and feedback. “Here, as elsewhere, the 
smart house offers a curious inversion of the relations between people and their things. 
Intelligent agents become more lifelike (as they take on a series of cognitive and motor tasks) 
while humans become more ‘thing-like’ (as they submit their bodies to check-ups, judgments 
and repairs)” (Spigel 2005, 409). Spigel notes that “updating these promotional techniques for 
the digital age, corporations such as Panasonic, Philips and IBM offer similar public and/or 
corporate exhibits of smart homes that allow them to test their user technology interface and also 
help to promote their corporate vision” (2005, 406). Despite that many home appliance and 
consumer electronics companies have been prototyping smart homes for decades, the smart 
house received great attention in 2014.  The persistence of smart home exhibits raises an 
obvious, but crucial, point about corporate visions for smart homes. Smart home exhibits are 
corporate visions not consumer dreams. “If the central spaces of monopoly capitalism – the 
factory, store and office – turned social relationships into object relations, these post-Fordist 
homes of the future turn object relations into social relations. In the smart house, things relate to 
things” (Spigel 2005, 411). Or as Cisco, Intel, and Qualcomm, term it—the Internet of 
Everything. 
Spigel argues that smart houses invert Veblen’s “conspicuous consumption” (1899) by 
making time and bodies inside the home subject to the demands of work through digital 
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communication technologies. Conspicuous production is “the ultimate paradox, then, is that the 
postmodern luxury home has become the ultimate work terminal – a place where the resident is 
in a perpetually interactive state of preparedness – never allowed to simply ‘waste time’” (Spigel 
2005, 415). Even more than ensuring workers are not “wasting time” at home, “in the smart 
home the resident is meant to be seen working all the time” (Spigel 2005, 415). Spigel pairs 
“conspicuous production’ with another term meant to capture the dynamics of digital 
surveillance and work culture. “The partner to conspicuous production, performative 
communication allows people to demonstrate their labor value as social actors in a networked 
world. The important point is that we need an audience in physical space for our communicative 
acts in cyberspace” (Spigel 2005, 416). Spigel’s term, performative communication, was part of 
the cyberspace theory that grappled with the “new forms of space” emerging through networked 
digital communication devices (Robins 1999). Though such debates of cyber/real space are not 
as central as they once were, Spigel’s idea of performative communication relies on a schism 
between action and visibility of action. One can diligently work in one’s home, but it is the data 
generated by the smart home that renders production outside the factory or office visible.  
The Qualcomm SmartHome uses networked digital communication devices to remove 
obstacles that limit managerial power, rather than render work visible through data. In the 
SmartHome, the assumption is that one is working, or recuperating from work, and does not need 
to be troubled by mundane or bothersome tasks like turning on the lights, setting the temperature 
or tucking the kids into bed. The conspicuousness of work is not the central consideration as 
more and more business practices are mediated through mobile and digital communication 
devices. Qualcomm’s SmartHome designers are concerned with controlling every environment 
in which employees conduct business. Digital communication technologies in Qualcomm’s 
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SmartHome are not used to bridge an audience gap in productivity in the home; they are 
constitutive of the very conditions of work-life. 
Slack and Wise (2015) discuss an example of how gender shapes technocultural contexts in 
the home. They cite Ruth Cowan’s More Work for Mother (1983), “which traces the history of 
what have been labor-saving technologies in the home: electric dishwashers, clothes washers and 
dryers, refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, and appliances in general. The purposes of these 
technologies was to accomplish strenuous tasks with less effort and time, and make life easier” 
(Slack and Wise 2015, 200). Cowan discovered that these technologies shifted expectations of 
cleanliness and brought new tasks into the home that “actually increased the amount of time 
women spent laboring” (Slack and Wise 2015, 200). These intersections in gender, technology, 
and culture in the home point to how the “Perfect Day” and Qualcomm’s Smart Home are 
premised on individualism and consumer choice. The cultural complexities and disparate forms 
of family life that exist in homes are practically incommensurable with the technocultural future 
they promote. It was as if Qualcomm designed the home for a single person. At least I thought so 
until we entered the next room. 
As the tour moved into the next room, I snuck beside Kay and asked him what he thought. 
He shrugged and gave a sound of modest displeasure. I asked, “Is this what you meant by ‘lying 
in the street.” He said, “Exactly. Nothing there was new or interesting.” While Kay may have 
been looking for something that was, as he put it, “revolutionary, not evolutionary,” Qualcomm 
presented a very ordinary home that could be increasingly controlled through a streamlined 
smartphone interface. Qualcomm’s “Perfect Day” attempted to be both ordinary and novel, but 
seemed to have a hard time striking a convincing balance. 
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We entered into a young child’s bedroom. Although Qualcomm limited an overtly boyish 
aesthetic, it was still vaguely masculine. Surveillance was the main feature of the child’s room in 
the smart home of the future. From the creepy talking stuffed bear that seemed right out of the 
nightmarish sci-fi fantasy film AI, to the Wi-Fi based tattletale software, the kids room was an 
exercise in tele-parenting. The talking teddy bear could tell the child, “I Love You” or “Good 
Night” if the parents were working or watching TV. Through the bear, an absent (or neglectful) 
parent could virtually tuck their child into bed. The system would also alert parents if the child 
was watching YouTube instead of sleeping, by sending an alert to parents that was trigged when 
the router accessed web addresses. The tele-parenting apparatus of Qualcomm’s SmartHome 
prioritized surveillance over care with the tattletale router and supplanted attention for distraction 
through the talking teddy bear, all so that the parents’ work schedules would remain unabated by 
the hassles of child-rearing. None of the male attendees seemed impressed by this display, and 
all the “annoying, misbehaving kid” jokes from the Qualcomm spokeswoman fell disastrously 
flat. 
In the child’s room, tele-parenting technologies maintained what Sharma calls a “normative 
temporal order” (Sharma 2014). Qualcomm transformed the teddy bear into a technology of time 
maintenance for busy corporate workers. Both the talking teddy bear and the tattletale Wi-Fi 
router were promoted as tools for managing children’s bedtime routines. A Wi-Fi enabled stuffed 
bear could replace the “troublesome” routine of tucking a child into bed. Parents are then able to 
fold children into capitalism’s existing temporal order. If mom or dad is away on a work trip, 
they can still perform parental duties, thus not upsetting, or challenging the demands of 
managerial power. The talking teddy bear mediates the child’s experience of capitalism’s 
normalizing temporal order, which places a high value on the mobility of corporate workers like 
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the “Global Kinetic Elite” (Armitage 2002) or the “frequent business traveler” (Sharma 2014). 
Sharma’s research on business travelers’ reveals a discourse about time oriented around concerns 
with “work-life balance, humanizing travel, emotional intelligence, time maximization, and most 
important, the increasing speed of life” (2014, 39). The talking teddy bear and the tattletale 
router are technologies of time management that can integrate into the existing temporal 
architectures of workers. Children who are online past their bedtime can be better managed 
through surveillance. Of course, limiting a child’s access to the Internet is not considered 
because it would undermine the utopian discourse that surrounds consumer technologies. These 
tele-parenting technologies project the fantasy of technological control onto the child-as-object 
and disarticulate the family into discrete consuming units “independently” capable of exercising 
their power of choice. Qualcomm’s Smart Home is slightly different than Heckman’s “perfect 
day,” or Spigel’s “conspicuous production” in that Qualcomm’s Smart Home represents a 
corporate vision of the consumer dream. It is the corporate dream of a perfect workday, in which 
family and home life acquiesce to managerial power. Qualcomm’s Smart Home suggests more 
about the corporate dream of the perfect day for its workers than it does about consumer’s dream 
of a perfect day. Perhaps that is exactly why the booth attendees found such little humor in the 
jokes about misbehaving kids. Many of them were likely frequent business travelers who missed 
being able to tuck their kids in at night and resisted the idea of yet another technology that would 
make being away from their families “more convenient.” 
 
AMD: A Marketing Disarray 
To say that AMD’s booth was underwhelming is an understatement. I walked into a small 
tent that was located in a parking lot across from the main exhibit halls, which was only slightly 
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larger than the SmartHome exhibit. It felt like a nightclub that was once popular but is now 
decades from being part of the scene. That is probably what I should have expected from a 
company whose market share hovers in the upper single digits. Even though AMD is Intel’s 
largest competitor, the company’s biggest windfalls in the last fifteen years have come from 
lawsuit settlements with Intel. Both attendees and exhibitors seemed less than enthusiastic about 
being in the booth. In the center of the booth was a counter with a row of empty chairs. Behind 
counter one woman stood directly in front of the doors and another woman sat at the far edge. 
Seats lined the back wall and monitors displayed a variety of demos for attendees to try. 
Everything was white with bright lights that changed from blue to purple. Attendees sat to my 
left trying out games on computers that featured AMD’s new microchip, designed specifically 
for high-end computer gaming and graphics processing. A number of different taglines covered 
the walls: “Enabling today, inspiring tomorrow.” “Welcome to the Revolution,” “Reinventing 
the Tablet Experience,” “Push Limits,” “Discover Possibilities” and “Inspiring Embedded 
Innovation.” AMD’s slogans were some of the most obfuscating examples of corporate 
marketing that I had encountered in over ten years of working in marketing. The AMD booth 
lacked a unified message about the company and its products. 
An even larger game demo was staged behind me. Three large screens provided a 180-
degree gaming environment. For something that should have been a lot of fun, no one seemed 
particularly engaged. I walked around the booth entirely unnoticed until I reached the center 
counter located in front of the door where I had arrived. At this point I had only been in the 
booth about five minutes. A woman asked me if I would like to take a survey. Before I could 
even say yes, she informed me that the survey came with a free t-shirt. Like the Qualcomm 
survey, the questions were a combination of Likert Scale and written responses asking about my 
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experience in the booth. I answered honestly, saying that I was confused and underwhelmed and 
had not been in the booth very long before being asked to fill out an exit survey. When I 
finished, the woman gave me a “free” t-shirt. The t-shirt featured the character “Thief” from 
Darkhorse comics and came with a free sample issue of the comic. I inquired why a business that 
sells microchips to computer manufacturers would choose to cross promote with a character 
from a small comic book publisher. The woman who had conscripted me into the market 
research had no idea and confessed that she did not work for AMD. I would need to talk to 
someone else who she said would know the answer. The AMD employee sat apathetically with 
her head buried in a tablet. I could not tell if she was working or playing a game and her hand 
gestures did not immediately clue me in either. Speaking to the AMD employee, the first woman 
said, “this gentleman was wondering about the Thief promotion.” As if my presence, and/or the 
presence of the first woman were entirely an unwanted distraction, the AMD employee looked 
up at me grimacing. I explained that I was a PhD student studying B2B marketing at CES and 
was curious about why AMD chose to do the Thief promotion. The AMD representative told me 
that, “it is just a free comic thing,” and turned her attention back to her tablet without further 
acknowledging my presence. It was unclear if she was annoyed by my question, did not know 
the answer to it or simply did not care to answer it. If filling out the exit survey did not compel 
me to leave the booth, that interaction certainly did. What struck me most about this interaction 
and the AMD booth in general was a feeling of disarray. No one knew what was going on and 
people working the booth seemed apathetic and disinterested. Compared to other booths at CES, 
AMD seemed scattered and disorganized.  
What is clear is that the bodies of marketing workers in the AMD booth were representing 
the image of the brand. In this case, perhaps the woman’s ambivalence toward me was the 
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visual-information service worker’s equivalent to a factory slow-down. Was she resisting being 
trapped in the glass cage? This employee was indeed both trapped physically by the desk in the 
middle of the booth and displayed by the glass cage metaphorically. She sat in the middle of the 
booth, visible from 360°. She was subject to my gaze as a consumer and the gaze of everyone 
else in the booth. Perhaps that was what I found so off-putting in the initial moments after the 
interaction. I was viewing her as an image to be consumed, expecting her to “live the brand,” and 
asking her to put my questions above her own tasks. I was expecting her to reproduce the 
temporal organization of power that valued my time over hers. As an attendee, I was the one 
reproducing the spectacular power that both trapped and displayed this woman through my very 
presence in the booth regardless of whether or not I considered my own subjective experience as 
a participant observer or an industry affiliate. Her ambivalence to my question about the comic 
book promotion was perhaps the most unscripted encounter I had at the show. Perhaps in 
resisting the temporal order that valued my time above hers, she was simply focusing on doing 
her job instead of becoming the image of AMD. 
 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have shown that the B2B marketing practices at CES produce a spectacle 
of the future by extracting the image of workers and attendees in order to create an industry wide 
pace at which technological innovations can transform into technocultures. I have also argued, 
through the work of Sarah Sharma, that the spectacle of the future is an image of the consumer 
electronics industry that relies on the differential privileging of retail consumers, marketing 
workers, attendees and precarious laborers’ bodies. Baudrillard and Debord theorize the image 
and spectacle in ephemeral terms, but at CES, the spectacle stresses the materiality of the body 
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by speeding up and slowing bodies down so as to extract value in accordance with the needs of 
an industry-wide marketing strategy. In the previous chapter, I described how the campaign of a 
single company reshaped the organization and pace of production for the consumer electronics 
industry. In this chapter, I have shown how B2B marketing practices at CES coordinate pace at 
an industry wide level through the annual spectacle of the future. In the next chapter, I examine 
claims from marketers that big data is the inevitable and desired technological change in day-to-
day marketing work. I argue that big data discourse facilitates the rapid adoption of and reliance 
on digital communication technologies to coordinate the exchange of goods and services 
between businesses. I show how big data marketing practices encounter little resistance from 
marketers—regardless of whether workers feel alienated or empowered by technological changes 
in marketing work—because big data promises to help marketers create less intrusive 







Chapter 4: The Future of Big Data and the Value of Marketing Work 
“Marketing used to be smoke and mirrors. To some extent it still is today. It’s one of the reasons why have 
actually stayed in marketing. It’s become a less disingenuous function and a less disingenuous profession 
because of data. One of the reasons why I got so involved with data, is because I felt like it would help me tell 
my story more effectively help me to sit down with my CFO, and say, ‘This is the value that I’m providing in 
this organization.’ Technology is helping us.” Alex Krawchick, Director, Demand Marketing and Lead 
Management at HireVue14 
 
“It’s [technological changes in marketing] big for all the reasons I just talked about with the advent and rapid 
pace of technology. The fact is that I will likely go stir crazy before 2020, because if it just started hitting me in 
2010, I figure I’ve got maybe 10 years before I really go off the deep end.” Greg Norton, President, R+M15 
 
Alex, the Director, Demand Marketing and Lead Management at HireVue and Greg, 
President, R+M, have opposite reactions to the rapid technological changes in marketing work. 
While Alex revels in the pace of emerging technocultures, Greg laments the incessant reskilling 
that comes with constantly changing technologies. Yet both are marketing professionals are 
excited that “big data” will be the next technological change in marketing work. In the thirteen 
interviews I conducted, these marketing professionals described their experiences, ideas, and 
personal philosophies about marketing. Some told me stories about the types of jobs they have 
done, and professional goals that he or she would like to accomplish. Others imagined the future 
of marketing and waxed poetically about its fundamentals. Several marketers reiterated that, “at 
the end of day” something essential always pulsed at the core of marketing practices even if 
“everything was changing because of technology.” Contradictions permeated the stories I heard. 
A few of the marketers used DVR technologies to fast-forward through advertising, while others 
both hated and loved the digital surveillance that produces the market research data on which 
                                                
14 Alex Krawchick, personal interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, July 2, 2014, Cary, NC. 
 
15 Greg Norton, personal interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, June 24, 2014, Durham, NC. 
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they rely. Some outright dismissed complaints that advertising is intrusive or manipulative, while 
others justified it as the price one pays when interacting with popular media. Still others readily 
admit their disdain for advertising, which pushes unwanted commercial solicitation upon people. 
But the marketers I interviewed shared one thing in common: they believe that “big data” is the 
inevitable technological future of marketing. Big data will allow marketers to be more efficient, 
less intrusive marketers and will finally prove the value of their labor.  
 In this chapter, I demonstrate the manner in which the big data discourse in marketing work 
contributes to the pace of emerging technocultures by promising that the adoption of more digital 
communication devices will solve problems in the day-to-day work of marketers by expanding 
surveillance and data mining capabilities within organizations. Big data marketing is only the 
most recent marketing technology to appear in over thirty years of rapidly changing production 
technologies. Marketers have seen the research, creative production, and dissemination 
technologies transition from specialized tools and accompanying skills to common digital 
consumer electronics. Surveys and focus groups have given way to the unstructured data on 
social media. The artistic craft of producing page layouts by hand, professional photography, and 
illustration has given way to the Adobe Creative Suite. While traditional media—TV, Radio, 
Print—are still dominant advertising platforms, mobile and web-based platforms have 
proliferated marketing channels while disrupting many assumptions advertisers held about 
“captive/active” audiences.  
Consumer electronics in the workplace is not new, but the specific ways in which the pace 
of emerging technocultures shapes marketing work through consumer electronics is unique. 
Claude Fisher’s America Calling (1992) and Dan Schiller’s How to Think about Information 
(2007) describe the telephone’s initial use as a business communication technology. The 
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telephone only became a consumer technology when bandwidth increased and the gendered bias 
against domestic “idle gossip” subsided just enough for telephone companies recognize the retail 
consumer’s market potential. Schiller identifies that business users of the telephone are a 
forgotten phase in the historical narrative of the now ubiquitous consumer electronic (2007).  
Similarly, computer use was originally limited to highly skilled professionals in 
corporations and universities, and it was only in the 1980’s that the general user—unfamiliar 
with computer coding—gained access to the personal computer (PC) (Friedman 2005, Kelty 
2008). What is important in terms of technocultural history is that the computer and the 
telephone—now ubiquitous technologies—have returned to the workplace as consumer 
electronics in the form of laptops and smartphones. Yet as consumer electronics, computers and 
smartphones are designed to become rapidly obsolete. Recalling Braverman, the struggle for the 
industrial worker was to adapt to the deskilling brought on by increasingly automated production 
technologies being implemented by management. For today’s marketing worker technological 
change is influenced less by management, and influenced more by the consumer electronics 
industry-wide pace of product emergence. When consumer electronics are used as production 
technologies and rapidly become obsolete in the work place, workers who rely on them must 
adapt to changing hardware and software platforms to perform many basic job functions. For 
marketers this means learning how to advertise on changing media platforms, learning new 
creative production software, and creating new research methodologies. Regardless of the 
positive or negative feelings marketers have toward technological changes in their day-to-day 
work, they believe an increasing use of data and analytics will prove the value of their work and 
allow them to create more personalized and less intrusive advertisements. A big data 
technocultural future in marketing work unites the spectrum of marketers from those who feel 
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alienated by the pace technocultural change to those who feel empowered by it. Joseph Turow 
(2011) and Mark Andrejevic (2013) independently write that big data enabled marketing 
practices subject consumers to social and economic harm. In Daily You (2011), Turow examines 
consumer value, identity and personalized promotions leading to new forms of social 
discrimination. In Infoglut (2013), Andrejevic argues that in an age of information overload, big 
data and a decline in symbolic efficiency create new forms of affective manipulation. While 
Turow and Andrejevic address the political concerns of big data from a consumer’s perspective, 
I focus on the ways in which the discourse of big data marketing facilitates the expansion of 
surveillance practices and the reliance on big data analytics in marketing work culture. 
Ultimately, the rise of big data marketing will make organizations and the structure of B2B 
relationships more reliant on digital communication technologies—which will ensure a continual 
demand by organizations for new consumer electronics that facilitate data gathering and 
surveillance practices.  
 
Big Data and Technological Changes in Marketing Work 
Despite their respective focuses on big data and marketing, neither Digital You, nor Infoglut 
offer a definition of big data. Developing clear definition of key terms, such as “big data” is 
crucial to identify the specific practices for analytical clarity. Recently, Couldry and Turow 
(2014) point out that marketers have used data throughout the twentieth century. The difference 
between data and big data is the increasing volume of information gathering sources through 
digital communication technologies and the varied forms of data they create, aggregate, and 
store. Coupled with increasingly sophisticated software programs, retail and business-to-business 
marketers have developed new ways to analyze, commodify, and apply the information to shape 
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markets. Couldry and Turow summarize Steve Smith, the editorial director at MediaPost, to 
distinguish the difference between data and big data. “What has changed now is not just scale 
and cross-channel inputs, but the sheer speed and accessibility of data as it moves to the cloud 
and becomes present on any device anywhere” (Couldry and Turow 2014). Similarly, in the 
interview I conducted with Alex, he explained that big data is “big” because it compiles data 
from multiple databases and greatly expands the variables and information used to analyze 
consumer behavior. While marketing has a very long history of relying on information to target 
demographics, the forms of data and the manner in which it is generated depends entirely on the 
medium—whether it is TV, print, or web.  
According to marketers, the proliferation of media outlets and advertising channels has 
rendered audiences and customers less “captive” and more difficult to target. While the era of 
captive families gathering around the TV for prime time shows has long past, the “liberation” of 
audiences through participatory media has given marketers access to data that was unimaginable 
even a few years ago. The consumer electronics industry has produced a massive array of digital 
communication technologies in the last three decades that have reorganized how and where 
marketers target audiences. Consumer electronics, such as PCs, laptops, and digital cameras, 
have replaced specialized production technologies in the marketing industry, such as Rubylith 
layout materials, AVID video editors, and photolithographic processes. However, the rapid pace 
at which consumer electronics become obsolete means that marketers need to constantly re-skill 
through on-the-job training—often self-taught. At the beginning of their careers many of today’s 
advertising veterans were cutting out pictures by hand, taping together layouts, and making 
educated guesses about where and how audiences were interacting with promotional media. 
Today, digital production technologies and sophisticated software have been adopted as the 
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industry standard and have created new sectors of marketing work such as digital content 
creation, social media marketing, and online research. Web-based data collection, customer 
relationship management, and marketing automation software provide a host of new information 
gathering and research tools for marketers to analyze consumer behavior in both retail and B2B 
contexts. Nearly all of the marketers I interviewed identified the role of big data as an important 
tool helping them become more efficient and less intrusive marketers. These marketers believe 
that big data will not help them cut through the clutter of ads that saturate the media landscape—
rather, it will help them eliminate the clutter completely. 
In his recent work Infoglut (2013) Marc Andrejevic argues that in the age of infoglut, big 
data enables the creation of strategic communications—such as commercial and political 
advertisements—to produce affective truths that bypass reason and discourse. However, 
Andrejevic misattributes the decline of symbolic efficiency and rise of affective truths to the 
technological conditions of infoglut. He does not account for the fact that marketers have 
employed affective strategies premised on widening the gulf between words and things long 
before the age of infoglut. The affective history of marketers escapes his analysis because 
Andrejevic is over-invested in analyzing consumer subjectivities. Considered from the 
perspective of marketing work I show that big data is welcomed by marketers, less because it 
enables them to create affective truths (they have been attempting that since the early twentieth 
century), but because big data will help them reduce the amount of superfluous advertising, 
streamline marketing work, and quantify the value of their labor. Whether big data will actually 
reduce the amount of advertising is a claim to be taken quite skeptically. Nonetheless, the fact 
that marketers think that big data will help reduce superfluous advertising accounts for the sway 
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big data holds in the industry. Despite the fact that many marketers feel alienated by the pace of 
technocultural change, they seem eager to adopt big data marketing as “the next big thing.”  
Many of the marketers I interviewed described a disdain for advertising which they say 
pushes unwanted promotional messages to people. From their perspective, unwanted 
advertisements are part of the problem with marketing. These marketing workers reasoned that 
creating personalized ads more relevant to audiences would reduce the industry’s reliance on 
generic unwanted ads. In this scenario, big data is the technological change in marketing work 
that will enable marketers to connect people and products with far greater accuracy and 
efficiency. At the same time, big data marketing will generate quantitative data that marketers 
can use to demonstrate the return on marketing investment to clients and corporations. Big data 
marketing solves practical concerns in the day-to-day work of marketers by presenting a win-win 
scenario. The discourse of big data marketing promise to prove the value of marketing work at 
the same time it will create higher quality and more accurate marketing messages. In that way, 
the benefits of adopting—and encouraging their clients to adopt—more and more digital 
communication technologies that enable surveillance and data gathering practices does out weigh 
any lingering concerns over privacy that marketers may have from their own experiences as 
consumers. 
 
Questioning/Quantifying the Value of Marketing Work 
 The discourse of big data is rapidly reorganizing the conditions of day-to-day marketing 
work because of the promise of quantifying the value of marketing work. Marketers are eagerly 
turning toward big data because they historically lack the ability to quantify the value of their 
work. Interviewees described situations in which the expertise of agencies and independent 
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consultants was regularly called into question after they had been hired. Marketers working 
within organizations also have difficulty proving the value of their work to their co-workers and 
superiors. During the thirteen in-depth interviews I conducted with marketers across the industry 
many expressed specific frustrations over the difficulty of proving the value of marketing work. 
Greg Norton, President of R+M, a brand experience agency in Cary, NC describes incidents of 
clients contesting the value of his work. 
 Everybody’s a marketer, ergo I don’t really need a marketer, because everyone’s a marketer. So in some ways 
we have to figure out how to validate our existence, that what we say really has impact. … I’ve not met a client 
that does not art direct. I’ve not met a client that does not think they know design. I’ve not met a client that does 
not think there are better, smarter brand manager, or brand experience creator. They all think they are.16 
 
Greg’s expression “that everyone thinks they can be marketer” is so prevalent precisely 
because interactions with marketing are an everyday experience within consumer culture. 
Theorists argue that contemporary consumers express incredibly high levels of reflexivity 
towards advertising and consumption (Miller 1987, 2012, Lury 2011, Smart 2010, Littler 2008, 
Binkley and Littler 2008). The high levels of reflexivity, dispositions, and attitudes toward 
marketing and advertising are not limited to consumer subjectivity. While not everyone is a 
marketer, most people have extensive experience with marketing as consumers. Beverly Murray, 
the founder and CEO of R+M, describes the consumer dispositions to marketing work. “You 
have to chuckle when people say I’m not affected by advertising, or I don’t buy into branding, 
whatever they say. I’ve had CEOs tell me don’t ever use the word brand. It’s worthless to me.”17  
Courtney Tompkins is an independent marketing consultant in Des Moines, Iowa who 
provides full-service strategy, creative, and media buying for local and regional clients. She 
recounts a recurring problem when buying advertising placement her clients.  
                                                
16 Greg Norton, personal interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, June 24, 2014, Durham, NC. 
 
17 Beverly Murray, personal interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, July 7, 2014, Cary, NC. 
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Well, sometimes it’s an ongoing battle. They’ll say, ‘oh, we don’t want to do it this way or why would you do it 
this way?’ It can be as simple as print buying, and they want to second-guess where I’m going to buy their ads. 
Then it’s just a matter of explaining to them that I’m buying this because it reaches this audience that we have 
determined that we are trying to reach. Just because your friend advertises in this magazine that does not mean 
that’s where you should advertise.18  
 
As an independent consultant, the value of her work and expertise matters a great deal as 
she moves from client to client. According to John Lane, vice-president of strategy and creative 
at Centerline Digital in Raleigh, NC, there is a constant refrain from clients questioning 
marketers’ value and expertise throughout the advertising and marketing industry. While 
Courtney is an independent consultant, Centerline is a mid-size agency that employs 140 people. 
Yet, both Courtney and John describe the same problem of proving their expertise and value. 
Frustrations over the value of marketing work are not limited to just consultants or agency/client 
relationships. Friction between sales people and marketers is common inside organizations as 
well. All corporate workers face an incredible professional pressure to receive credit for 
generating revenue for the company. Will Waugh, lead on interactive marketing in SAS 
America’s marketing division, interacts with potential customers before handing their 
information over to the sales teams, who handle contracts and negotiations. Since his work is 
funneled into the sales department, tracing his impact on revenue is difficult. “Marketing is there 
to create interest, create demand. Sales thinks of themselves and they are there to close deals.”19 
Marketers have historically lost the contentious piece of corporate battleground for credit in 
generating revenue from sales conversions.  
We do demand and lead generation up front. It gets into a presales environment you got to demo the software. 
You’ve got this hand off where you’re not really playing anymore. You could because you have some 
behavioral data and you’ve got some automated processes. Perhaps you can do some things there. Most cases 
you have this long sales cycle. We could pass a lead and like a year and half later that lead might turn into a 
deal. A lot of people will have touched it. And when you tried to say, ‘hey we played a part’ the ROI gets a little 
fuzzy… We say, ‘we have this much impact on revenue. We generated this many leads.’ And they always 
                                                
18 Courtney Tompkins, phone interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, June 21, 2014, Urbandale, Iowa. 
 
19 Will Waugh, personal interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, February 25, 2014, Cary, NC. 
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question it. It’s always questioned, not by CEO and CMO fortunately, but it is always something sales looks at 
and goes, ‘Alright. I don’t know if you did, but if you say you did, that’s great.’20  
 
The internal organizational pressures to take credit for revenue is especially intense when 
different divisions of the company try to justify their value within the organization. Other 
marketers I interviewed who had worked in corporate marketing departments corroborate this 
account. The relationship between sales and marketing can be incredible contentious. Will, Alex, 
and Beverly described how new software and data tracking capabilities can change the ways in 
which marketing work is valued within companies. Will explained that, at SAS, shared software 
interface facilitates the transition of lead development from the marketing team to the sales team 
closing the deal. According to Alex, technologies of self-surveillance and data tracking will 
better demonstrate the value of marketing labor within organizations: “Marketing today has a 
much closer tie to being held to revenue generation, versus advertising or brand which had a 
really distant association with a seat at the financial table.”21 While the discourse of a big data 
technocultural future promises to quantify the value of marketing practices, it also presents big 
data as the next inevitable technological change in marketing work. 
 
Marketing Work in a Changing Technoculture 
The discourse of a big data technocultural future permeates marketing work culture because 
it is presented as a seemingly natural technological progression. Marketers distinguish between 
old and new media by the form and volume of audience behavior data that media generate. Old 
Media is “old” because it does not automatically produce data. New media is “new,” because it 
produces massive amounts of data for marketers. The volume and breadth of data produced by 
                                                
20 Ibid. 
 
21 Alex Krawchick, personal interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, July 2, 2014, Cary, NC. 
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social networking and online behaviors is new for marketers, who have previously relied on 
polling, focus groups and surveys. Marketing practices and communication media technologies 
have mutually developed the commercial media system in the United States (Marvin 1988, 
Williams 2003, McChesney 1993). Marketers typically describe print, TV and radio as 
“traditional media,” or “old media,” while social media, websites, and mobile platforms are 
considered “new media.” For marketers, the dichotomy of old and new media is still a crucial 
distinction despite having been roundly deconstructed by media historians (Marvin 1988, 
Gitelman 2006, Gitelman and Pingree 2003, Bolter and Grusin 1999). Marketers use different 
prices and placement models to distribute commercial messages through broadcast, print, and 
social media. For example, TV advertising time during the Superbowl is the most expensive for 
traditional. In 2014, thirty seconds of airtime for an advertisement during Superbowl XLVIII 
cost $4 million and was estimated to reach 108 million viewers (Siltanen 2014). One of the most 
expensive online (new media) advertisements during the same time period  was for the keyword 
“insurance.” Every time a user clicked a link for the word “insurance” the sponsoring company 
paid Google $54.91 (wordstream.com). The action of clicking the link ensures an accurate 
measurement of ad effectiveness. Hypothetically, if 108 million people clicked on an insurance 
company sponsored link, it would cost the insurance company about $5.5 billion dollars. The 
difference is that in a TV broadcast, not all of the estimated 108 million people who watched the 
Superbowl actually saw the ad, and even fewer paid attention, and only a tiny fraction will 
remember that they ever saw it. Market research companies such as The Neilson Company create 
statistical analyses to estimate the value of mass-market advertising broadcast. Google sells 
AdWords on an auction system to determine the costs companies are willing to pay every time a 
user clicks on a sponsored link (among other measurements such as CPM, cost-per-mil or cost-
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per-thousand viewers). CPC, or cost-per-click, and CPM advertising measurements generate 
immense amounts of data. Different pricing systems and data gathering practices for commercial 
channels reinforce distinctions between “old media” and “new media” and entrench the 
terminology in marketing work.  
Regardless of marketers’ interaction with new media, interview subjects did not describe the 
work they do as contributing meaningfully to the cultural forces of technological change. 
Instead, interview subjects used a passive voice, rather than an active or collective one, when 
referring to technological changes in marketing work. They expressed technological change 
using comments such as, “the whole world has gone this way,” “big business is big business,” or 
“that’s just the way things are.” Andrejevic broadly outlines the technological changes to which 
the marketers’ sentiments are directed. 
The amount of mediated information – that which we self-consciously reflect upon as information presented to 
us in constructed and contrived formats (TV shows, movies, newspapers, Tweets, status updates, blogs, text 
messages, and so on) via various devices including televisions, radios, computers, and so on – has surely 
increased dramatically, thanks in no small part to the proliferation of portable, networked, interactive devices. 
(Andrejevic 2013, 4) 
 
Alex described the changing technological landscape he has experienced over the course of 
his seventeen-year career.  Alex has worked a number of jobs in marketing and advertising 
including media buying, campaign management, marketing services sales, and has also held 
several upper management marketing jobs within companies. He has devoted his career to 
leading changes in technology and marketing. Alex describes a fundamental shift in marketing 
and technology, “I think at the crux of the issue, we previously thought about technology as a 
‘nice to have.’ Now it is the backbone of everything that we do.”22 The changing marketing and 
technological landscape invigorates him. It is why he still works in marketing. He revels in the 
challenge to make marketing more accountable through technology and data. “Frankly, I think 
                                                
22 Alex Krawchick, personal interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, July 2, 2014, Cary, NC. 
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within ten or twenty years we will think of marketing very differently at the very least. If not 
marketing, as we define it today, we will either change the name to be something else, or maybe 
marketing will exist within each function of the organization.”23 Alex envisions a corporation 
that strategically communicates and coordinates—both internally and externally—a coherent 
brand message across different departments within the organization. For him, marketing is much 
more than promotion; it communicates and connects every aspect of employee action within a 
company. 
A technocultural future of marketing work defined by big data offers Alex a solution to his 
career-long problem of demonstrating the value of marketing labor. He thinks that using big data 
and predictive analytics, he will be able to anticipate consumer desires without resorting to 
intrusive mass-market advertising. Armed with surveillance technology and analytics, Alex will 
then be able to track and quantify his value through the same metrics that enable him to create 
more targeted ads. In theory, Alex would be able to link his marketing practices to a specific 
amount of revenue by tracking the impact of marketing in developing a potential customer into a 
customer. Big data provides Alex with key information about potential customers that informs 
his approach to personalized marketing messages at the same time he gathers data from the 
interactions with potential customers. The data allows Alex to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
marketing practices in order to quantify where and when investing in marketing generates 
company revenue in the customer life cycle. Alex recalls, “ [it has] evolved quite a bit since I 
started my career. Marketing used to be smoke and mirrors. To some extent it still is today. It’s 
one of the reasons why I have actually stayed in marketing. It’s become a less disingenuous 
                                                
23 Ibid. 
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function and a less disingenuous profession because of data.”24 For Alex, a big data 
technocultural future is progress for marketing. He is so sure that big data is the future of 
marketing that he is currently pursuing a Masters of Science in Predictive Analytics from 
Northwestern University to “get ahead of the curve.”  
Alex is not the only interview subject that expressed genuine enthusiasm for marketing 
technology. Will, marketing lead at SAS, also expressed many of the same sentiments as Alex. 
They are both voracious readers of the latest marketing industry and tech news, and they relish 
operating on the front edge of emerging practices and technologies. Before working at SAS, Will 
began as a copywriter and worked in marketing strategy, media buying, and content management 
for the Association of National Advertisers. Will shared his thoughts on marketing and 
technology: “I mean if you don’t understand technology, whether its marketing automation 
platform, e-commerce platform, content management systems, some sort of reporting analytics. 
If you don’t understand that, and probably how all those things work, you’re irrelevant.”25 For 
Will and Alex, marketers need to live at the same pace of technological changes.  
Slack and Wise describe the pervasiveness of the technological progress myth within 
American culture: “For many people, technology connotes progress; they encounter the word 
with enthusiasm, participating in a belief that new technologies make our lives better” (Slack and 
Wise 2005, 97). Alex and Will are invigorated by technological change and see it as a source of 
empowerment and identification. However, as Slack and Wise note, technology is polysemic and 
is often met with jubilation by some and resistance by others (2005). They write, “For others, 
technology connotes economic hardship; they encounter the word with dread, believing that 
                                                
24 Alex Krawchick, personal interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, July 2, 2014, Cary, NC. 
 
25 Will Waugh, personal interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, February 25, 2014, Cary, NC. 
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technology refers to the expensive things in life they would like to have but cannot afford, or to 
the objects responsible for the loss of a job” (Slack and Wise 2005, 97). 
While many of the technological changes apply across retail and business-to-business 
sectors of the marketing and advertising industry, the big data iteration of the sales pipeline, or 
buying funnel, remains exclusive to B2B marketing. B2B Marketers use the terms “buying 
funnel” and “sales pipeline” to describe the lengthy process of finding potential customers and 
tracking their step-by-step progress toward becoming a customer. It takes months—often years—
to identify, pursue, and transform a potential customer into a partner business. In order to 
manage the process, marketers enact a series of data gathering, tracking, and analytic procedures 
to quantify and streamline the process. In fact, Alex’s and Will’s entire jobs are to manage the 
process of identifying and verifying potential customers, and moving them through different 
stages of interest until sales takes over and “closes the deal.” Huge amounts of data are generated 
to analyze, coordinate, and predict the buying cycles of business customers. While buying 
funnels are designed to efficiently identify and convert customers, the data generated by the 
funnel does not passively assess market conditions or consumer behavior. Buying funnels 
actively constitute the technocultural conditions of a B2B market by filtering, sorting, and 
assessing customer potential through a valorization regime.  
B2B marketers use big data buying funnels because it often takes many months or years 
of actively working with a potential customer before a sale is complete. Companies want to 
predict the return on their investment. Business Marketing Association (BMA) describes the 
B2B buying process in greater detail, “The purchase of most business products is a multistep 
buying process. A vice president of manufacturing does not clip a coupon and order a $35,000 
machine by mail. First he asks for a brochure. Then a sales meeting. Then a demonstration. Then 
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a 30-day trial. Then a proposal or contract” (BMA 2013). In cases when an immediate, direct 
sale is not likely, companies may choose maintain a relationship with a potential customer in 
case a business opportunity arises later. Colin Dodd, creative strategist at Red Hat, explained 
that, “it might take someone 10 years to decide to buy from us. So a good chunk of their career 
we want them to be aware of us, to gradually trust us, and to buy us when the time is right.”26 
Eventually Will passes a lead off to the sales team, “we could pass a lead and like a year and a 
half later that lead might turn into a deal.” The technocultural strategies used to manage the 
lengthy B2B timelines distinguish B2B from retail marketing.  
In The Daily You, Joseph Turow argues that reliance on data-gathering and predictive 
analytics within retail marketing transform methods of market segmentations into regimes of 
social discrimination (2011, 6). For Turow, these marketing strategies will ultimately become a 
defacto form of social isolation for consumers who do not fit the most profitable data profiles. 
He argues that data discrimination will eventually transform the individual’s relationship to 
society at large, “This sobering new world: into the twenty-first century the media-buying 
system’s strategy of social discrimination will increasingly define how we as individuals relate to 
society—not only how much we pay but what we see and when and how we see it” (Turow 
2011, 8). While Turow describes the potential for big data marketing practices to constitute 
individual social experiences, the buying funnel similarly creates the discursive terrain through 
which business customers are conscripted into market relationships. Potential business customers 
are often evaluated in terms of long-term profitability, cost of acquisition, and return on 
investment. B2B marketers use big data in the buying funnel to measure, but in doing so, they 
constitute the conditions of market relationships between businesses. In their capacities as 
managers of buying funnels, Alex and Will determine which customers enter into partnerships 
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with their companies. Far from simply distributing promotional messages, these B2B marketers 
use big data and predictive analytics to actively create market conditions. 
If Alex and Will enthusiastically adopt technological changes in marketing, Greg is on the 
opposite end of the spectrum. He is exhausted and alienated by the pace of technological changes 
in marketing. The necessity of adapting his skill set and his company’s service offerings, while 
trying to keep pace with changing technological trends in marketing, seriously strains his ability 
to run a small business. “Technology, in the realm of marketing, exponentially impacts the media 
we have to work with in the ways that people can interact with those media. The biggest thing 
that nailed us is the constant pace of change in technological innovation. It’s so hard for us to 
keep up with.”27 The technocultural changes in marketing practices massively disrupt his and his 
employees’ workflow. Greg laments that constant reskilling undermines his ability to become 
“an expert in his craft.” He never has a chance to refine his marketing skills since he always is 
learning new ones.  
Greg’s language of “craft” is reminiscent of Braverman’s description of the alienation felt 
by deskilled industrial workers. However, it is important to distinguish between deskilling 
industrial laborers and reskilling white-collar workers. When management introduced automated 
machines that replaced craftwork with isolated tasks, deskilled industrial workers became 
alienated from their labor (Braverman 1974). Deskilled industrial workers lost autonomy and 
control over their own labor process. Constant reskilling alienates workers by perpetually 
preventing them from mastering their labor tasks. In short, reskilling prevents the formation of a 
craft-level mastery of the production process—be it a coppersmith or, in Greg’s case, a brand 
manager. Where deskilled industrial laborers were increasingly subject to managerial power 
because they lacked craft skills and could be easily replaced, reskilled white-collar workers have 
                                                
27 Greg Norton, personal interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, June 24, 2014, Durham, NC. 
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to keep pace or become irrelevant. At an operational level, Greg constantly negotiates changing 
work practices for his employees, pricing their work, cost-flow benefit analysis of technological 
investments, new skill training, and a host of other changes internal to the company. 
Technocultural changes in marketing work reorganize internal company practices but they also 
shift expectations and external relationships with clients.  
Every five years our industry completely reinvents itself. It forces you and I to have to relearn everything to 
figure out, how do I now go out and try to help people understand how to leverage all these possible media in a 
way that is best for what they are trying to accomplish, the type of audience that they’re going after, and the 
marketplace that they serve, and their competitive set, and the budgets they have to work with, and the 
resources in terms of staff they have to manage those financial resources…28 
  
At that point in the interview Greg paused and admitted that, “listing all those things off just 
stressed him out.” It is the pace of change, rather than the technologies themselves, which 
alienates Greg from his craft. Rather than management deskilling workers by introducing new 
industrial production technologies in the workplace, marketing workers reskill themselves to 
conform to the pace at which new consumer technologies reshape their work culture  From 
Greg’s perspective marketing is the craft of disseminating information about goods and services 
to potential customers through multiple communication channels. He longs to become an expert 
in connecting his client’s products with the right audiences through the right media channel. The 
rapidly changing forms of communication enabled by digital communication technologies have 
forced him to invest his energy in learning new channels rather than becoming an expert in 
navigating existing channels. Having to constantly reskill to adapt to emerging media alienates 
Greg from his core job of connecting people with products.  
Alex, Will, and Greg described pace of technocultural change from the perspective of 
marketing strategists. Marketers in the creative production side of the industry have also 
encountered constant re-skilling. Beverly, the CEO and founder of R+M, started her career as a 
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graphic and product designer at a time when computers were a new production technology for 
designers. She did much of her work by hand and the process of preparing files for professional 
printers was incredibly tedious.  
Amberlith and Rubylith! That was before technology, before the Mac. Back in the day, how you would create a 
mechanical? It was with a knife, and a board and with Rubylith, there was no knocking out something with the 
computer, it was all done by hand. There was no print type out, there was cutting galleys, and wax machines 
and all that stuff. So I was really fortunate because when my career started in the mid-80s, it was at the time 
when the big typesetting machines, Mergenthalers, and phototypositers were the systems I worked on. I was 
very fortunate that when I started, I actually saw that birth happen and that huge shift to the digital. That has 
really been my career, because I’ve been so fortunate, I’ve seen it ago from the old way, to the new way, to the 
only way.29 
 
Beverly revels in the technical changes in graphic design production over the course of her 
twenty-six years in marketing. When she began her career page layouts were painstakingly 
constructed multi-media art pieces that required more fine art than computer skills. Graphic 
designers would carefully cut, and paste images and text blocks together. With InDesign, and the 
rest of the industry standard Adobe Creative Suite, contemporary designers can digitally 
accomplish in minutes what used to take hours by hand. Shawn Gillen, executive creative 
director at Center Point, describes the influence of consumer production technologies replacing 
professional production technologies, “Take editing, video editing, 15 years ago you had to have 
$100,000 AVID machine, and somebody been trained to use that machine. Now you can do it in 
iMovie and it is the same quality.”30 The types of production technologies that Beverly and 
Shawn describe, such as Photolythography and AVID machines, were professional production 
hardware systems that required specialized knowledge to properly run. They are not software 
technologies such as iMovie that are designed as consumer technologies and cross-purposed for 
professional production. 
                                                
29 Beverly Murray, personal interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, July 7, 2014, Cary, NC. 
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Digital production technologies have made many creative jobs easier and significantly 
expanded the possibilities for print, web, and multi-media design. However, many of the same 
digital content production technologies, which are now standard features of smartphones, tablets 
and laptops, have contributed to destabilizing the value of professional production work. For 
marketing creatives, keeping pace with emerging technologies mean learning the latest software 
platform or upgrading hardware. The consequent reskilling requires creative to cultivate different 
skill sets that valuable to clients, which often no longer need to hire professionals to edit high 
quality videos.  
Colin, creative strategist and a 30-year veteran of marketing who currently works for 
RedHat, explained how the integration of data and analytics has reshaped copywriting practices. 
His sense of alienation is visible when he describes how the rise of big data has changed the craft 
of copywriting. 
I see myself in the middle of two distinct eras. I was at the very end of traditional advertising and the very 
beginning of whatever it is becoming. It’s an insecure time for people my age in this line of work because there 
are a lot of people who could write this stuff. When you’re given the clues: it’s got to say this, it’s got to be this 
long. It’s not what’s true about my company and what’s true about the person I’m talking to, that was an art. If 
you had facility with that, you could charge for it. It was a thing. It’s not so much anymore.31 
 
For Colin, copywriting used to be a subjective art of finding shared truths between business, 
products, and people. Colin explained that his philosophy of marketing developed from reading a 
popular book by Tibor Kalman, a marketing and design guru, early in his career. He refined his 
philosophy while working at Weiden and Kennedy (Nike’s long-time agency of record). 
Phil Night who started Nike, he believed in better athletic performance through innovative technology, or 
whatever. That was true about them. Every athlete has the desire to improve. That’s what’s true about them… 
What’s true about the company and what’s true about a person, or about the people, that shared truth, that’s how 
you explain your brand. It’s what’s true about you in terms of what’s true about them.32 
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Colin enjoyed finding “shared truths” between businesses and customers. He noted that 
many companies try to fabricate a shared truth, “if this whole thing is gonna work, it has to be 
true.” He no longer finds the authentic connections between companies and consumers or other 
businesses. Instead, he follows market research data that tells him what he is supposed to say. At 
the beginning of his career the work was never driven by data. “When they first started 
measuring how many clicks they got on ads. We were all really mad and were like, ‘You can’t 
judge an ad by responses!’ Well, of course you can.”33 Colin has adapted his copywriting 
techniques to the changing data-driven parameters of his work. Rather than artfully crafting a 
thought-provoking headline, he now swaps words until the right number of characters fits the 
designated space. To be sure, operating in spatial constraints for word or character lengths was 
always part of copywriting, but now such constraints dominate his work.  
So a lot of the creativity, as someone my age understands it, is not really there. You’re not really free. On the 
other hand there’s creativity in solving a puzzle. Thank god I get to still do a little bit of that. And when it 
works, and they know it works… you know that it’s delivering. You know that it is selling because of that. That 
makes your life easier. It means you are not gonna get replaced. And you know that you’re not going to get 
replaced because you have results. Best of times, worst of times to be a creative in marketing.34 
 
 The data analysis reports he receives today do not help him find shared truths. Colin pines 
for work that authentically connects people and commodities in the hope of fulfilling desires. For 
him, although good marketing can be humanistic, data-driven marketing introduces an affective 
distance by quantifying the value of his work. By invoking Charles Dickens’ classic 
revolutionary novel A Tale of Two Cities Colin expressed a pained acceptance regarding the rise 
of big data. Dig data marketing provides Colin the quantified information to justify the value of 
his work at the same time it robs him of the aspects of him work he genuinely enjoyed. The 
opening of A Tale of Two Cities opens by listing defining contradictions of the late eighteenth 
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century. Rereading the opening passages in contemporary contexts the dichotomies continue to 
define political stakes of technological change. “It was the best of times, it was the worst of 
times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was 
the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the 
spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before 
us…” (Dickens 1859). The themes in this chapter exemplify the Dickensian motif of the 
contradictory appearances of technological change. Information was everywhere; reason was 
nowhere. Technological change alienated us; more technology saved us. Colin’s invocation of 
Dickens is fitting given Roland Marchand analysis on the role of advertising copywriters in the 
early twentieth century, “Some copywriters compared the purposes and challenges of their craft 
to the labor of Shakespeare, Stevenson, and Dickens” (Marchand 1985, 26). 
 
Conclusion 
In contrast to the large corporate, big data, neuro-marketing described by Andrejevic and 
Turow, small companies like R+M and independent consultants are often left out of analyses of 
marketing work. Moreover, boutique agencies and consultants are more often subject to the pace 
of technological change, despite their complicity in producing it. For example, Courtney 
Tompkins, a full-service consultant, described the difficulty of keeping pace with the changes in 
social media. She works primarily with local and regional clients who have small media budgets. 
Courtney constantly adapts to the changing algorithms in social media, which shift who sees 
what content. For example, changes in Facebook’s newsfeed algorithm upset established 
practices of connecting companies and customers.  
The way that Facebook keeps changing every week is a little frustrating. Once you got their algorithm figured 
out, and your outreach is working, they change everything. They reduce your organic reach, and it messes with 
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how you’re trying to reach people. That’s why my main focus is just trying to keep up with the online 
platforms, because they’re changing so much.35  
 
Courtney’s frustrations indicate that software updates can be as, if not more, important than 
hardware updates when it comes to technocultural change in marketing work. Courtney tries to 
build and maintain connections between local businesses and their customers. She does not have 
a million dollar neuro-marketing research budget to perform F-MRI scans that ostensibly provide 
insight into consumer attention and message construction. The obstacles faced by small 
companies and individuals are in important piece of the overall picture of B2B marketing’s 
function within capitalism. Critical scholars of advertising and consumerism must be careful not 
to characterize marketers only with descriptions of the largest companies. Glossing over the 
different scales of businesses, geographies, and cultural contexts misses the complexity of 
communication technologies in the day-to-day experience of marketing workers. Further, 
recognizing the importance of small businesses and individuals in marketing points to political 
possibilities that can upset the dichotomy between consumer demand and corporate social 
responsibility as sites of market interventions.  
In the previous chapter on the Consumer Electronics Show, I described how the bodies of 
marketing workers and attendees were the key to reproducing the annual spectacle of emerging 
technologies despite the limitations of bodies. In this chapter, I have examined the rise of big 
data in terms of the changing technologies in the culture of marketing work rather than its 
political and social effects on consumers. Yet, big data and predictive analytics are a 
technocultural future that is still in its formative stage. Joseph Turow believes that policies can 
be implemented that slow or halt the spread of big data and predictive analytics among 
businesses and marketers. He urges that “we need to understand the industrial forces that are 
                                                
35 Courtney Tompkins, phone interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, June 21, 2014, Urbandale, Iowa. 
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defining our identities, our worth, and the media environments we inhabit so that we can decide 
what, if anything, to do about them. Academics, advocates, and government leaders must know 
enough about this business and its workings to be able to ask hard questions and formulate 
realistic policy suggestions when they are needed” (Turow 2011, 9). Policy measures designed to 
limit the spread of big data in marketing work will inevitably fail to achieve the goal as long as 
big data continues to be seen as such a positive for marketers workers. The promises of big data 
unites the spectrum of marketers from those who feel alienated to those who feel empowered by 
the technological changes that have defined marketing work for the last thirty years. Marketers 
are eager to adopt this latest technological change because discourse of big data promises to 
create more personalized and less intrusive ads and finally prove the value of marketing work. 
The adoption of big data by marketers and organizations contributes the pace of technocultural 
emergence by increasing the reliance on digital communication technologies to structure the 
market for goods and services between businesses. 
In the next chapter I describe how some privileged marketing workers—a consultant and an 
agency president—resolve a conflict between their identities as marketing workers and their anti-
consumerist politics. While anti-consumerist identity politics are primarily theorized as 
consumer-based practices, I describe how two marketers develop anti-consumerist politics from 
their critical responses to the pace of emerging technocultures and introduce anti-consumerist 





 Chapter 5: Anti-consumerism in Marketing Work: The Mom-Marketplace and B Corps  
Ilina Ewen and Greg Norton are marketers who criticize the pace of technocultural 
emergence in contemporary consumer culture in ways that echo Zygmunt Bauman’s Consuming 
Life (2007). Their skeptical responses have turned into anti-consumerist politics that conflict 
with their capitalist identities as marketing workers. Ilina, a branding and marketing consultant, 
believes that technological changes are happening too quickly which leave no time to reflect on 
the implications. Greg, president of brand experience agency, R+M, thinks, “we have become a 
society of over consumers.” He believes that companies across industries can reduce ecological 
pressures created by the pace of over consumption if they are freed from managing themselves 
exclusively in financial terms.  For all their anti-consumerist politics, Ilina and Greg are still 
marketers. At some level, they reproduce the very forms of consumerism they criticize.  They 
contribute to the saturation of commercial messaging across the media landscape and the 
acceleration of product turnover at the same time they are subject to the very market pressures 
and industry pace their work facilitates. Due to the fact that marketers produce messages, 
imagery, and ideas designed to facilitate commerce, many anti-consumerist politics—which 
attempt to alter consumer culture—conflict with traditional marketing work that reproduces and 
reinforces dominant forms of capitalism. Nonetheless, for Ilina and Greg, anti-consumerist 
identities link critical responses to the pace of technological emergence with the cultural 
influence they exercise as marketers.  
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Yet, Ilina and Greg are relatively privileged marketing workers. Ilina is a branding and 
marketing consultant and largely in control of her owns means of production as a consultant and 
blogger. She left her nine-to-five corporate job to become a consultant so that she could have 
more time to raise her kids. She exerts a high level of control over her working hours, schedules, 
and client selection than is available to most marketing workers. Part of Ilina’s work facilitates 
the success of local, “mom owned” businesses as a consumer on two levels. As a consumer she 
purchase their products and services, and as a marketer she consults on marketing and branding 
strategies. The “mom-marketplace” is an alternative economic practice that resists global 
patriarchal capitalism by attempting to locally transform cultural and economic possibilities for 
mothers. Greg is the President of R+M, a brand experience agency in Cary, NC. He is 
managerial power. Greg embraces alternative economic possibilities by certifying his company 
as a Benefit Corporation, also known as B Corps. B Corps elevate sustainability, community, and 
employees over profitability. Greg’s corporate environmentalism and Ilina’s local, gender/family 
politics are examples of anti-consumerist identity politics that contradict their work as traditional 
marketers. In their capacity as privileged marketers Ilina and Greg integrate their anti-
consumerist politics into their work by creating sites of identity investment. The sites of identity 
investment—the mom-marketplace and B Corps—undergird intervention strategies against the 
pace of technocultural emergence that resolve a conflict between anti-consumerist politics and 
traditional marketing work. 
Recognizing the linkage between anti-consumerist practices and identity within the culture 
of marketing work reveals potential forms of resistance and alternative economic practices by 
those whose work constitutes market conditions. While, anti-consumerism is primarily theorized 
as a political practice performed by consumers and activists (Binkley and Littler 2008), B2B 
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marketing can be a site—in addition to consumers and corporate social responsibility—in which 
political and social interventions within markets can occur.  Ilina and Greg are experts at “telling 
us what sorts of identities we can become – and how” (du Gay et al. 1997, 39). As experts who 
construct messages that help retail and business consumers  relate to commodities, they are 
uniquely positioned to forge their own identities through the very processes of identification they 
foster in their marketing work.  
Du Gay and Salaman (1992), and Fleming and Spicer (2008, 2003) see the intersection of 
consumerism and the workplace as an ideological phenomenon generating new forms of worker 
resistance. Yet Ilina’s and Greg’s anti-consumerism evades ideological explanations that rely on 
a strict dialectic of acquiescence/resistance to managerial power because they are privileged 
marketers. While their source of alienation is the pace of emerging technocultures in marketing 
work, through their privilege they escape the feelings of alienation from diffuse forces of 
technocultural change. They do so be creating new sites of identity investment that unite their 
anti-consumerist politics and their marketing work. Larry Grossberg’s “mattering maps” offers 
and important critique to arguments that rely on ideologically theories of resistance and identity 
The concept of mattering maps theorizes that individuals differentially invest their affective 
energies in an array of sites through which they forge a sense of self (Grossberg 1992). Analyzed 
through mattering maps, the “mom marketplace” and B Corps are revealed to be sites of identity 
investment through which Ilina and Greg resolve conflicts between their anti-consumerist 
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Consumer and Marketing Worker Identities  
In the culture of marketing work it is common for marketers to integrate their experiences 
and identities as consumers into their marketing work. Marketers are experts in creating the 
messages that help shape consumer identities and their dual role as consumer and producer of 
commercial messages creates reflexivity between the two. Ilina addressed this reflexive 
relationship when she described how luxury goods made from the same materials as less 
expensive brands can be artificially valued through branding. Greg’s passion for outdoor 
adventure consumer goods drove his decision to make his company more sustainable. Roland 
Marchand notes that the advertising men of the 1920s reproduced their lives in the social 
imagery used to advertise products. Advertisements during that era reflected a white, 
heteronormative, suburban family life, because those were the dominant experiences of the men 
who created advertisements (Marchand 1985). Thomas Frank argues that in the 1970s 
advertising firms began hiring artists and writers from the counter culture movement in order to 
respond to the rising cynicism toward mass consumer culture. In addition to coopting counter 
culture ideas, 1970s advertisers developed reflexive promotional strategies and urged audiences 
to play along, rather than resist, commercial culture (Frank 1997). For both Marchand and Frank, 
the identities of marketing workers are entwined with their identities as consumers in specific 
historical and cultural contexts.  
Similarly, cultural studies scholars argue that the act of consumption produces and 
reproduces culture anew, noting that advertisers communicate a range of meaning and uses. John 
Storey neatly summarizes the cultural studies perspective. “I have used the term ‘cultural 
consumption, not, as in its usual usage, to refer to the consumption of culture (that is, the 
consumption of something already identified as culture), but to make the point that cultural 
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consumption produces culture” (1999, xii).  The landmark work, Doing Cultural Studies (1997) 
offers an important framework for examining the relationship between advertising and identity. 
In Doing Cultural Studies, Paul du Gay et al. write, “Advertising, of course, is an economic as 
well as a representational practice. Its aim is to make people buy the product, to increase sales 
and thus maximize profits. But it is also a cultural practice because, in order to sell, it must first 
appeal; and in order to appeal, it must engage with the meanings which the product has 
accumulated and it must try to construct an identification between us – the consumers – and 
those meanings” (1997, 25). Marketers attempt to articulate the product to the consumer through 
processes of identification whereby the consumer seeks to reproduce or transform the systems of 
meaning the advertising has represented: “If the Walkman advertising is successful in forging an 
identification for itself with these groups and lifestyles, then after a time it comes to stand for or 
symbolize them, culturally” (du Gay et al. 1997, 25). By using commodities in social contexts, 
consumers perform signifying practices that transform, reproduce, or produce new meanings. 
Consumers develop a relationship between the commodity and a sense of self by reflecting upon 
the range of potential meanings of the commodity for themselves and others (du Gay et al. 1997, 
39).  
Cultural theorists of consumerism argue that identities emerge through a contingent 
articulation of reflexive processes through which they negotiate the meanings of commodities. 
However, workplace identification occurs when workers negotiate the tensions between 
managerial power and worker autonomy (Braverman 1974, Burawoy 1979). Fleming and Spicer 
summarize the stakes of workplace identification, “when the goals of the organization 
(management) and workers are aligned, a positive identification process will ensue whereby 
subordinates invest their sense of self and personality in the motives and desires of superiors” 
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(2003, 165). However, worker identity is rarely limited to an employee’s relationship to their 
firm. Instead, worker identities are situated intersubjectively through communication, power, and 
organizations (Mumby 2001). Land and Taylor argue that the appropriation of specific worker’s 
interests and values can contribute to the production of corporate brand value: “By incorporating 
the cultural identities and values of some employees into the brand, life-interests and leisure 
activities become productive of brand value, thus qualitatively reconfiguring the relations 
between ‘work’ and ‘life’” (2010, 396). Du Gay and Salaman point out that “the relations 
between ‘production’ and ‘consumption’, between the ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ of the corporation, 
and crucially between work and non-work based identities, are progressively blurred (Sabel, 
1990)” (1992, 624). For du Gay and Salaman, this blurring of the lines is attributable to the 
powerful spread of discourses of the market, which reduce all social and political relationships to 
buyer/seller transactions (1992, 622). In the case of Ilina and Greg, their positions of privilege 
allow them to choose to incorporate their own cultural interests and values into their identities as 
marketing workers at the same time they view their social and environmental critiques through 
the lens of the market interventions. 
Institutions and relationships of power outside the site of employment also shape worker 
identification. For example, Carla Freeman’s High Tech and High Heels (2000) focuses on 
worker and social identities of women at the historical nexus of colonialism and geo-politically-
charged tech industry in the Caribbean. She argues that “culture and worker’s gendered 
subjectivities must be taken into account in conceptualizing labor markets, labor processes, and 
the macro-picture of globalization” (Freeman 2000, 3). In the case of female Caribbean tech 
workers, clothing and fashion emerge as important forms of professionalism that animate their 
work culture. They constructed their “Pink Collar” identities through dress codes that made 
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formal attire important for women in a  “No-Collar” industry (Ross 2004). Such gendered labor 
practices leads Freeman to argue that scholars must consider the creation of worker identities 
alongside other forms of identity construction within specific cultural and historical contexts of 
global capitalism (2000, 4).  
Fleming and Spicer point out that the most intimate and personal habits of workers cannot 
be isolated from late capitalism: “What we take to be our most intimate and personal habits and 
dispositions cannot be separated from the political economy of the postindustrial labour process 
and late capitalism” (2003, 160). In following their argument one must look at the broader forms 
of corporate power, globalization, and neoliberalism to understand the different articulations of 
power that reorganize identification inside and outside of organizational contexts. Fleming and 
Spicer (2003, 2008) have argued that strategies of worker resistance no longer rely on collective 
organization. Instead, individualized strategizes, or coping mechanisms, aim to create a space for 
individual identity or an inner-self. Strategies like dis-identification and self-alienation can 
distance personal investment and individuality from work cultures. Ultimately such cynical, 
ironic, or apathetic strategies nonetheless reproduce the discourse and relationships of 
managerial power, “Cynicism is a way of escaping the encroaching logic of managerialism and 
provides an inner ‘free space’ for workers when other avenues for opposition have dried up” 
(Fleming and Spicer 2003, 160). They follow Zizek  (1989) to explain the exploitative 
ideological function. They write, “even if we do not take things seriously, even if we keep an 
ironical distance, we are still doing them” (Fleming and Spicer 2003, 163).  
Fleming and Spicer’s explanation of cynical distancing relies on a split between 
subjectivity and bodies, which conceptualizes ideological consciousness distinctly from material 
bodies. They point out, “Du Gay and Salaman (1992) and Willmott (1993), for example, 
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interpret cynicism as an unplanned ideological phenomenon that unobtrusively reproduces 
relations of power because cynical employees are given (and give themselves) the impression 
that they are autonomous agents, but they still practise the corporate rituals nevertheless” 
(Fleming and Spicer 2003, 160). Fleming and Spicer build from this conscious/body split to 
argue that it does not matter so much what our inner selves feel and think, as long as worker 
bodies continue to reproduce managerial power capitalism is winning (Fleming and Spicer 2003, 
161). If Fleming and Spicer are correct that capitalism only needs to colonize one’s discursive 
practices—leaving one’s “inner self” free to cope through irony and cynicism—the “inner self” 
necessarily draws upon other institutions, subjectivities, and forms of power. Worker identities 
are reflexive and contingent not just on an inner sense of self developed outside the workplace, 
but from other social institutions or cultural practices. “Such ideational distancing gives workers 
an important sense of ‘self-outside-power,’ allowing the corporate machine to get on with its job 
and commandeer the ‘reality’ of the organization's productive system” (Fleming and Spicer 
2003, 164).  
Fleming and Spicer offer a hypothetical example of a McDonald’s worker who wears a 
McShit t-shirt underneath her uniform, but performs her duties efficiently nonetheless (2003, 
166). In this case, the McDonald’s worker constitutes her inner self through the reflexive 
consumption of the McShit shirt as a commodity. Rather than generating a sense of “self-
outside-power,” cynical distancing strategies rely on alternative structures of power or 
institutions through which workers can articulate a different identity. As a strategy of resisting 
managerial power, cynical distancing is not a question of imagining one’s “self-outside-power,” 
it is a matter of displacing one’s sense of from work into alternative forms of power. However, 
not all worker’s have equal access to alternative institutions outside of the workplace Ilina and 
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Greg are privileged workers who feel alienated by a diffuse force of technocultural change rather 
than oppressive management. Rather than an ideological phenomenon in which the schism 
between inner/outer selves is maintained through acts of resistance/acquiescence to forms of 
power, privileged workers—such as consultants and small business managers— can invest their 
sense of self, their identities outside work, or their personal politics into their work. As privileged 
workers Ilina and Greg invert Fleming and Spicer’s framework when they incorporate their anti-
consumerist politics into their work identities as acts of empowerment to escape alienation.  
Jo Littler suggests that complex sites of identification can be examined through Larry 
Grossberg’s “mattering maps.” She writes that mattering maps can, “define where and how one 
can and does invest, and where and how one is empowered, made into an agent’ (Grossberg 
1992, p. 82, p. 398, Grossberg 1997, p. 368)” (Littler 2005, 232). When looking at the 
conflicting types of identity formations one needs to be able to account the manner in which 
strategies of affective empowerment draw upon and differentially invest in a range of other 
identities and meanings. Grossberg writes, “these ‘mattering maps’ are like investment 
portfolios: there are not only different and changing investments, but different intensities or 
degrees of investment. There are not only different places marked out (practices, pleasures, 
meanings, fantasies, desires, relations, etc.) but different purposes that these investments can 
play. They “tell” people how to use and how to generate energy, how to navigate their way into 
and through various moods and passions, and how to live within emotional and ideological 
histories” (1992, 82). Returning to the McShit shirt example, the hypothetical worker invests her 
energy into the act of purchasing and wearing the shirt beneath her uniform in an act of affective 
empowerment. For Grossberg, matter maps are not merely a process of identifying sites of 
investment but also how they are invested with energy. He writes, “Mattering maps involve the 
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lines that connect the different sites of investment; define the possibilities for moving from one 
investment to another, of linking the various fragments of identity together. They define not only 
what sites (practices, effects, structures) matter but how they matter” (Grossberg 1992, 82).  
For example, Ilina’s, mattering maps might include: motherhood, ethical consumption, 
local economies, marketing and pragmatic solutions to dilemmas. The mom-marketplace 
becomes an important site of affective investment because it resolves the conflicts between her 
anti-consumerist politics and her marketing work by creating alternative economic possibilities 
in response to global patriarchal capitalism. Through the mom-marketplace, Ilina attempts to 
ethically and pragmatically reshape capitalism on locally impactful scale. Supporting and 
promoting the mom-marketplace is also an act of affective empowerment because her actions 
articulate a site of investment that allows her to escape a sense of alienation and live a more 
authentic life. Grossberg explains the connection between empowerment and affective 
investment, “Empowerment here refers to the reciprocal nature of affective investment: that is, 
because something matters (i.e., one invests energy in it), other investments are made possible. 
Affective empowerment involves the generation of energy and passion, the construction of 
possibility” (1992, 85).  
Greg’s mattering maps highlights ecological impact of the pace of emerging 
technocultures. His mattering map might include the environment, sustainable resource 
management, success in business, and ethical business practices. Certifying his company as a 
Benefit Corporation publically demonstrates R+M’s commitment to environmental politics and 
ensures that his employees practice his anti-consumerist politics. For Greg, B Corps allow him to 
feel that he is making a difference in slowing down rapid resource use. He is able to use 
marketing to reduce the ecological impacts by changing his and his clients’ business practices. 
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Certifying R+M as a B Corp allows Greg to differentially invest in the sites on his mattering map 
to escape feeling alienated by the pace of technocultural emergence. 
Grossberg calls for cultural studies of economics find, “ways of studying the contextual 
construction and specific economies” (2010). Drawing on cultural studies, I see the mom-
marketplace and B Corps as attempts to create alternative economic possibilities in opposition to 
what Ilina and Greg perceive to be dominant economic practices in global capitalism. For Ilina, 
capitalism’s normative temporal order is fundamentally patriarchal when it divests from child 
rearing and unfairly discriminates against women and mothers. Mom-owned businesses are a 
form of economic alternatives on a local scale and in sync with women and family temporal 
needs. For Greg, escaping the pace of change and stemming the over-consumption of ecological 
resources requires the adoption of alternative business models that enable sustainable, employee, 
and environmentally friendly practices, even if they are less profitable. While the mom-
marketplace and B Corps are economic formations within dominant capitalist markets and 
economies, I read them as alternative economic practices. Ilina and Greg use their positions as 
privileged marketers to enact their anti-consumerist responses to the pace of emerging 
technocultures and attempt to create new possibilities in opposition to dominant forms of global 
capitalist markets.  
Celia Lury and Jo Litter independently argue that despite that anti-consumerist movements 
first emerged as radical responses to global capitalism, local, ethical, and socially conscious 
consumption are now mainstream consumer habits. They suggest that both radical and 
mainstream forms of ethical consumptions can still be viable political interventions into 
contemporary consumer culture. Celia Lury writes that “ethical consumption emerges in a broad 
spectrum of practices, organizations and initiatives, and addresses a wide range of issues, 
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including working conditions, fair trade, animal welfare, human rights and environmental 
concerns” (2011, 177). Similarly, Jo Littler writes, “Ethical consumption, fair trade, consumer 
protests, brand backlashes, green goods, boycotts and downshifting: these are all now familiar 
consumer activities - and in some cases, are almost mainstream” (2008). When consumer choice 
is the mode of anti-consumerism, the linkage between consumption and identity is bound up in 
the ethical-political frameworks of individuals. Lury summarizes Barnett et al. (2005) by 
describing how ethical consumption is consumer choice with a sense of responsibility, “this 
model combines an emphasis upon individual choice with a sense of responsibility to others so 
that ethical consumption is easily defined in terms of a choice made to accept a wider scope of 
responsibility towards both human and non-human others and to act upon that acceptance 
through one’s identity as a consumer” (Lury 2011, 181). Yet Littler notes, ethical consumption 
as a mode of activism runs the risk of advocating forms of political engagement reliant on—and 
in some cases worse—than the very object of intervention (2008, 77). Increasing reliance on a 
consumer’s politics of choice is dangerous because, as Jeremy Gilbert argues, “Contemporary 
consumerism is tightly linked to the hegemony of neoliberalism and its institutional promotion of 
‘choice’” (2008).  
For Lury, anti-consumerism and identity politics have their limitations as mechanisms of 
social change, but that is not the only way that anti-consumerism and identity can be politically 
engaged. She writes, “Ethical consumption practices increasingly draw attention to the 
mobilization of publics constituted in commodity networks connecting diverse actors (human 
and non-human) across vast distances. In such a politics, the category of consumer as an 
individual identity is not a useful starting point” (Lury 2011, 213). Lury’s characterization of 
anti-consumerist coalition building practices is too limiting. Littler argues that, “identity politics 
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of reflexivity in anti-consumerist texts can work to focus on the nature of the ties between 
consumers and producers, between consumer behaviors, and to sketch mattering maps which 
engender alliances” (2008, 89). For Gilbert and Littler, forms of anti-consumerism must foster 
relationality outside the market and cultivate an organization of society beyond simply the 
buyer/seller relationship. Littler warns, “for a potential threat of anti-consumerist identity politics 
is that it might degenerate into the quasi-pathology of consumer heroism or individualized forms 
of consumer activism, rather than emphasizing the relationships and connections between 
consumers and producers (and consumers and consumers)” (2008, 77). Cautionary warnings are 
important, but there is further need to explore forms of anti-consumerism that attempt reshape 
markets by attempting to formulate alternative economic possibilities.  
I have previously suggested that through Slater and Grossberg, we can examine marketing 
as actively constituting market relationships. As marketers, Ilina and Greg use their own 
identities as consumers and their knowledge of the consumer identification processes to 
introduce their anti-consumerist politics into markets. Creating sites of affective investment that 
unify conflicting anti-consumer and marketing worker identification is an act of affective 
empowerment for them. Taken together, Ilina and Greg resist what they see as dominant  
capitalist practices and enact a form of anti-consumerist practice within marketing work that 
generates alternative economic possibilities. 
 
Investing in the “Mom Marketplace” 
Ilina has 25 years experience in marketing. She holds a Masters of Science in Marketing 
from Northwestern University and is the author of “Dirt and Noise – a blog by a politically left 
leaning mom of two boys.” In the course of our interview she describes an alternative economic 
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practice called “the mom-marketplace” in which mothers actively seek and support other local, 
mom-owned businesses. By participating in the “mom-marketplace” as a consumer and by 
promoting it as a marketer, Ilina attempts to transform patriarchal capitalism from the inside. She 
envisions and endeavors to create a cultural and economic organization that is more supportive 
of mom-owned local businesses.  
Ilina believes we are all products of branding and marketing. She speaks with an 
authoritative tone of a seasoned industry veteran, but maintains a reflexive distance from the 
ideological traps of marketing and prefers pragmatism to skepticism. She critiques the popular 
discourse in which people deny their susceptibility to marketing by drawing attention to the fact 
that commercialism and consumerism are inescapable parts of our culture. For Ilina, given the 
inescapability of consumer culture, consumers must understand the implications of their choices. 
Consumers need to recognize that companies track browsing history and try to manipulate 
consumers, and critically read commercial media as such. As a marketing professional, she 
comes to terms with the harsh truth of consumerism—its all a psychological game to make a 
profit.  Ilina chooses to knowingly, and reflexively, become a willful change agent within the 
system rather than merely be subject to it. She explained the impossibility of ethical consumption 
within global capitalism, “It’s how I try to live my life, but I understand it’s virtually impossible. 
If could only buy from companies that stand for what I stand for, I couldn’t make a damn thing. I 
couldn’t buy a damn thing. You know it’s so frustrating.”36 
However, Ilina is frustrated by more than jut the deadlocks of ethical consumption. She 
thinks that the pace of technological change prevents any level of thoughtfulness over the 
implications of emerging technologies: “We don’t actually stop, and approach anything at any 
level of thoughtfulness. It seems to be very willy-nilly so we’ll have to jump on the bandwagon 
                                                
36 Ilina Ewen, phone interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, July 1, 2014, Raleigh, NC. 
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and we just jump from one bandwagon to another, it’s not slow enough to be thoughtful.” Even 
though Ilina tries to be even handed in her assessment of rapid technological change noting that 
it has positive dimensions that open up new avenues for marketing, she has reservations about 
big data and privacy, “It’s still a little creepy for me, where you might walk by a store, and your 
smartphone is going to start ringing and say, ‘Hey, those shoes that you were looking at online 
are now on sale here.’ Things like that are going to be a little big brother-ish… You know I 
realize that there’s no such thing as privacy, but I don’t want to be reminded of it.” Despite her 
frustrations as a consumer and reservations as a marketer, the only reasonable response is to 
understand the system. “A lot of it is the philosophy of caveat emptor. Know what you’re getting 
into. If you’re going to shop online, and you’re going to browse online, then you’re going to 
know that those shoes are always going to pop up in the sidebar in an ad. That’s just how it 
works.  … I think at some point we have to embrace how the world is evolving.”37 
Ilina recounted a shopping incident that occurred when she and her husband were first 
married to demonstrate her claim that everyone is the product of branding and marketing. 
I think that we are all the products of marketing and branding. We might all think we’re above it, that we are too 
smart for it but it’s baloney. It’s baloney! … My husband, who is the ultimate contrarian, when we are first 
married in Chicago, we went to the grocery store together. We were buying cornstarch. That is a commodity 
through and through. I brought the store brand, and Todd said, “Oh, no. We need to get Argo.” I said, “Why do 
we need to get Argo? It costs more but the ingredients are the same.” He said, “Because that’s what my mother 
used growing up.” You are a product of branding. Right there. He ate his words. I think there is all this 
skepticism, cynicism, negativity about, “Oh, I’m not going to fall prey to marketing.” We are all human beings 
and it’s all a psychological game. We all make purchase decisions based on something irrational. Those are our 
emotions and that’s what branding and marketing play into.38 
 
When she claims that “we” are all products of marketing and branding, she does so 
collectively, rarely saying “I”, “you” or “them.” Her insistence on the collective association 
indicates her acknowledgement of consumerism’s totalizing reach in life. She asserts her 
professional expertise as a way of demonstrating her insider knowledge how consumer culture. 
                                                
37 Ilina Ewen, phone interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, July 1, 2014, Raleigh, NC. 
 
38 Ibid. 
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While “we” are all unassuming products of branding and marketing, Ilina recognizes the 
manipulation and takes action to avoid it.  For her, an insider knowledge of marketing and 
branding is a form of affective empowerment in consumer culture. When talking about branding 
and marketing, Ilina has a tendency to tell stories about the men in her life. In these anecdotes 
She describes her husband and her father as the dopey, male consumers unaccustomed to the 
feminine world of consumption, whereas her two sons are characterized as being all-too-savvy 
regarding commercialism—lessons learned from growing up with a professional marketer for a 
mom. She speaks with hints of motherly pride when she indicates that her sons are getting an 
education in navigating consumer culture.  
In fact just last night at dinner we were having a conversation about branding. My boys are 9 and almost 11. I 
said branding is all about the customer’s experience. So much of it is psychological, like McDonald’s in blind 
taste test scored better than Starbucks for coffee. People will pay for Starbucks coffee because they’re the whole 
shi-shi coffee shop, versus the nasty fast food behemoth McDonald’s. It’s all branding.39  
 
Rather than simply reiterating a story about the experience of consumer sovereignty when 
selecting coffee, Ilina’s lesson to her sons pulls back the veil of psychological coercion that 
shapes the customer experience, and thus reconfigures the power her sons will have as 
consumers. She indicates her ability to see through the manipulation when she uses the phrase 
“it’s psychological” or “it’s all branding” because she is an expert in attempting to shape how 
consumers think and feel about products. However, insider expertise does not simply flow from 
marketing professional to expert consumer. The intersection between consumer and marketing 
worker identity is more complex.  
As an entrepreneurial mother of two who left a traditional corporate nine-to-five job to 
raise her children, Ilina’s identity as a mother and consumer also shapes her identity as a 
marketing professional. Ilina invests her energy into the mom-marketplace as both consumer and 
                                                
39 Ibid. 
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marketer to create a unique identity intersection on her mattering map between marketer, mother, 
and consumer. 
The biggest one [ethical consumption campaign] that I’ve seen, and that I can fully stand behind, is the shop 
local, small-business owner angle. If given the same product, and you can buy it from a small business owner in 
the community versus a big box store, when the price differential isn’t usually that great, I think it makes sense 
to definitely support your locally-owned businesses. Because I do tend to work with smaller, locally owned 
businesses, it’s something that if they don’t bring it up to me, I bring it up to them. A lot of them are women-
owned businesses. It means something to say we are local, women-owned business. Support us. People might 
not know that. That happens in the “mom marketplace” a lot. In neighborhoods, blogs, and Facebook groups 
people will say this is a mom-owned business let’s go support her … That’s definitely something that happens 
word-of-mouth. Word-of-mouth power among moms is huge. Huge. It’s true that moms make the world go 
round … we kind of feel like we are in the same boat. We want to support each other.40  
 
Ilina “fully stands behind” the intersection of her ethical consumption framework and her 
identities as a mother, consumer, and marketer. On the one-hand, as a consumer, Ilina enacts her 
anti-consumerist politics by seeking out mom-owned, local businesses to disrupt global, 
patriarchal capitalism. On the other hand, as a marketer, she encourages her clients, when 
appropriate, to foster the “mom-marketplace” as a mechanism through which they collectively 
seek to create a supportive cultural economic organization for other entrepreneurial and 
consuming mothers. Ilina avoids feeling alienated as consumer or worker by investing her energy 
into the mom-marketplace because it is local, slower, and aligns her temporal and gender 
politics. Rather than pressure mothers to sacrifice family life for their careers, Mom-owned 
business are more likely to resist patriarchal capitalism’s pace and gender discrimination.  
Fostering the mom-marketplace empowering. Ilina is able to access the mechanisms of cultural 
and economic power for herself and others whose processes of identification overlap with hers. 
She uses the specificity of her unique position as a marketer and consumer to enact her anti-
consumerist politics. Thus, the “mom-marketplace” becomes a powerful site of identity 
investment through which Ilina attempts to transform patriarchal capitalism. 
 
                                                
40 Ibid. 
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Be the Corporation You Want to See in the World 
Greg Norton is the President of R+M, a brand experience agency that specializes in health, 
well-being, and social responsibility. He has made a big push in 2014 to certify R+M as a 
Benefit Corporation, also known as a “B Corp,” a signal of his commitment to sustainability, 
quality labor practices, and responsible partnerships with other businesses. “B Corps” is an 
emerging business model designed to create alternative economies. “B Corps” is short hand for 
two different designations — Certified B Corporation and Benefit Corporation. “Certified B 
Corporation is a certification conferred by the nonprofit B Lab Benefit corporation is a legal 
status administered by the state” (Lab 2105). Founded in 2006, B Lab lobbies for state legislation 
that recognizes Benefit Corporations as a legal alternative to “C” or “S” corporations. The main 
differences between C corps and S corps are that C corps pay corporate taxes and individual 
income taxes. S corps, pay no corporate incomes tax and are taxed entirely through individual 
income taxes. S corps also place limitations on number and kind of shareholder stock a company 
can distribute. Therefore, S Corps are more likely to be proprietor or family-owned businesses. 
In lobbying states to adopt B Corp as a legal tax filing status, B Lab seeks to create alternatives 
to the fiduciary mandates, which dictate that C and S Corp managers must put shareholder profit 
above all other company goals. B Corps are unique in that they create legal protections for 
company mangers to make employee, community, or environmental focused decisions that may 
be less profitable: “As benefit corporations, business leaders and investors have a new freedom 
to make decisions that are in the best interests of society as well as their bottom line, and we – as 
citizens, customers, workers, and investors -- have the tools to identify and support them” (Lab 
2105).  
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Through B Lab certification or legal designation, B Corps publically commit to make 
company decisions based on factors other than finances alone. The pledge allows corporations to 
make long-term, environmental, or employee-centric decisions even if they are less profitable.41 
B Corp proponents see themselves as taking up the mantle of the triple bottom line—people, 
profit, and planet—with one major difference, B Lab is working to develop the legal protection 
necessary for companies to emphasize people and planet over profits. Critics argue the triple 
bottom line is an unachievable goal as long as CEOs of publicly traded companies were bound to 
pursue shareholder value above all else (Elkington 2015). Registered B Corp is now a legal 
designation in thirty states across the US. “More than 1,200 businesses, from 40 countries and 
more than 120 industry sectors, have already joined the B Corp community -- encouraging 
companies to compete ‘not just to be the best in the world, but to be the best for the world’” 
(Elkington 2015). Some of the better known certified B corps are Patagonia, Ben and Jerry’s, and 
Etsy. According to proponents, B Corps are genuine attempts to make businesses fulfill a 
positive social role. “The commitments that these companies are making aren’t just rhetorical. 
Whereas a regular business can abandon altruistic policies when times get tough, a benefit 
corporation can’t. Shareholders can sue its directors for not carrying out the company’s social 
mission, just as they can sue directors of traditional companies for violating their fiduciary duty” 
                                                
41 The B Corp mission statement comes in the form of a revolutionary manifesto; B Lab declares the goals of 
Benefit Corporations in their “Declaration of Interdependence.” 
• We envision a new sector of the economy which harnesses the power of private enterprise to create 
public benefit. This sector is comprised of a new type of corporation —the B Corporation — which is 
purpose-driven, and creates benefit for all stakeholders, not just shareholders. 
• As members of this emerging sector and as entrepreneurs and investors in B Corporations, we hold 
these truths to be self-evident: 
o That we must be the change we seek in the world. 
o That all business ought to be conducted as if people and place mattered. 
o That, through their products, practices, and profits, businesses should aspire to do no harm 
and benefit all. 
o To do so, requires that we act with the understanding that we are each dependent upon another 
and thus responsible for each other and future generations. (Lab 2015) 
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(Surowiecko 2014). By freeing company managers from exclusively finance-driven decisions, B 
Corps may also be able to prevent hostile takeovers of small companies by large corporations. 
In 2012, Ben and Jerry’s became, “the first subsidiary of a publicly traded company to 
become a B Corporation, a new kind of corporate entity that’s legally allowed to consider social 
good as well as shareholder good when making business decisions” (Goldmark 2012). Ben and 
Jerry’s is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Unilevar—one of the largest brand holding companies in 
the world. As such, Ben & Jerry’s exists in a tricky legal space. They are a B Corp, and not 
driven by shareholder profit, but they are wholly-owned by a C Corp, which is bound to 
shareholder profit. It has been reported that Ben and Jerry’s could have avoided Unilevar’s 
hostile takeover if they were a legally recognized B Corp at the time. “For similar reasons, 
benefit corporations are far less vulnerable to hostile takeovers. When Ben & Jerry’s was 
acquired by Unilever, in 2000, its founders did not want to sell, but they believed that fiduciary 
duty required them to. A benefit corporation would have had an easier time staying independent” 
(Surowiecko 2014). Critics argue that B Corps emphasis on social, humanitarian, or 
environmental responsibility can be a negative for start-up companies. “Smith was initially 
advised not to register Cotopaxi as a B Corp but to convert later because it would be hard to get 
investors. He’s glad he ignored that advice because the B Corp. designation was authentic to his 
company’s brand and mission and VC investors picked up on that authenticity, which helped 
attract rather than repel investors” (Foremski 2015). Smaller companies benefit from certification 
even if a company is not in danger of hostile take over, or in need of venture capitalist funding. 
At R+M, B Corp certification provides internal benchmarks and external documentation 
that the company “lives their brand.” When describing the firm’s decision to spend more money 
for sustainably produced new carpet for their office, Beverly, the founder of R+M, said, “if you 
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asked one of our clients, ‘do you think R+M would consider the sustainability of the fabric and 
the production when purchasing the carpet?’ They would say ‘Yes, I would be surprised if R+M 
did not consider that.’ And that’s correct. I think we’re working really hard to live our brand.”42 
She notes that B Corp certification provides benchmarks that they use to measure their own 
progress toward environmental, ethical, and labor goals. Despite pursuing B Corp certification, 
Beverly seems less enthusiastic about the certification process than Greg. She noted Greg and 
another employee, “probably spent three months going through this extensive evaluation and we 
still have many more points that we need to earn. We’ve earned enough that we can now 
purchase our certification. We have earned the right to donate money to them.”43 Her comments 
suggest that Greg’s enthusiasm is driving R+M’s B Corp certification process. She indicates that 
as along as clients know that R+M lives its own brand, they do not need to publically display it. 
“We spent an extra $3,000 to make sure that we could choose a carpet for this agency that met all 
the criteria, including the fact that we felt like we made the right sustainable choice. Again that’s 
a value that we knew we wanted to feel. But you don’t see that, we don’t have it written on the 
front door, ‘by the way, carpet sustainably chosen.’”44 North Carolina does not legally 
recognizes B Corps as a tax filing status, nor is R+M big enough to warrant the legal protections 
afforded by the designation. Nonetheless, the certification process for R+M is used internally to 
benchmark company actions, and externally as a marketing device for them.  
C Corp certification is a detailed commitment that requires annual recertification. “B Corps 
are certified by the nonprofit B Lab to meet rigorous standards of social and environmental 
performance, accountability, and transparency” (Lab 2105). In B Lab’s certification assessment, 
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companies must comply with B Lab’s established standards including, employee vacation and 
community support, refuse and recycling chain of custody, energy consumption, and corporate 
partnerships. If the would-be B Corp passes the assessment, they are then able to purchase the 
annual recertification, which correlates to the amount of the business’s revenue.45  
Greg explains why he is excited about B Corps,  
“Essentially what they are, are companies have raised their hand and said we will no longer be slaves to every 
decision having to be about fiscal responsibility decisions. There are many things that need to be taken into 
consideration with the health of our world besides fiscal responsibility. B corporations are raising their hands 
and claiming independence from fiscal responsibility. We as the leadership of the company can make a decision 
that may not be the fiscally smartest decision. I’m going to use this supplier, even though they may be more 
expensive, but the way in which that supplier is managing the chain of custody around materials they’re taking 
out of our office is true to a healthier world. It’s true to a healthier environment. It’s true to better recycling. It’s 
true to all of the things that make this a better place to live.” 46 
 
Certifying R+M as a B Corp is Greg’s attempt to create alternative economic possibilities 
that intersects his anti-consumerist, environmental politics, and his identity as a marketing 
worker. Greg’s desire to “be a force for good” oscillates between his identity as a consumer with 
anti-consumerist politics and his identity as a manager of a branding agency that focuses on 
health, well-being, and social responsibility. Greg laments that he is unable to affect the type of 
change he wishes as an individual, middle-class consumer on a large scale. Instead, he leverages 
his work as a marketer to further his individual anti-consumerist and environmental politics by 
creating alternative business models, reconfiguring internal company practices, working to 
eliminate a company’s ecological footprint, and by facilitating the marketing for other B Corps.  
I absolutely believe that I am not now, nor will I be tomorrow, be making so much money that I can buy the 
chain of islands in the Galapagos. Not going happen. As much as I love the Patagonia guy—he’s amazing—I 
won’t be the Patagonia guy. What impact can I have, if I can’t be the Patagonia guy? I’m making enough to eat 
well, and travel when I want to travel. How am I helping a business of people to contribute and encouraging 
them to contribute in every way they can, to be a force for good?”47 
 
                                                
45 If revenue is under $1 million, the fee is $500. Between $100 million and $1 billion the fee is $25,000 (Lab 2015). 
 
46 Greg Norton, personal interview by Adam Richard Rottinghaus, June 24, 2014, Durham, NC. 
 
47 Ibid. 
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Greg’s push to certify R+M as a B Corp articulates the spheres of consumption and work by 
moving his company toward what he sees as more ethical goals. He admits that he will never 
have enough money to enact his environmental activism as a consumer in any way that could 
mark a substantive change in the world, so Greg uses the company he manages as a platform for 
change. The “Patagonia Guy” is a model for Greg. He refers to “The Patagonia Guy” with a 
reverence that indicates the importance of a B Corps for his identity. 
The “Patagonia Guy” is Yvon Chouinard, the founder of Patagonia, an outdoor equipment 
and apparel manufacturer known for its emphasis on employee rights and environmental 
consciousness. Chouinard’s life narrative, through a powerful piece of corporate marketing, is 
told as the company history of Patagonia. It reads as a combination of consumer and 
entrepreneurial fantasy in which the passionate pursuit of creating a life worth living for oneself 
should also make the world a better place for those around you. Today, Patagonia is one of the 
premier outdoor equipment and apparel manufacturers in the world. As of 2014, Patagonia 
employed over 2,000 people and generated over $600 million in annual revenue. Referring to 
Chouinard and his mountain climbing friends, Patagonia’s website reads, “They took pride in the 
fact that climbing rocks and icefalls had no economic value, that they were rebels. Their heroes 
were Muir, Thoreau, Emerson, Gaston Rebuffat, Ricardo Cassin, and Herman Buhl” (Patagonia 
2015). The invocation of transcendentalist writers who value people and nature above all else 
encapsulates the Chouinard /Patagonia narrative of self-reliance, passion, and nature. The 
Chouinard /Patagonia narrative is a powerful piece of corporate identity building, to be sure. 
Chouinard’s dedication and passion are invested in the intersection of his identity as a climber, 
his ethics as a consumer, his skill as a craftsman, and his talent as a businessman. The company 
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of Patagonia ostensibly emerges from Chouinard’s identity investment in which properly 
oriented passion and hard work allow one to escape the alienation modern life.  
Chouinard is a cultural archetype of authentic identification in which properly-oriented 
passion and hard work allow one to escape the alienation modern life. For Greg, certifying R+M 
as a B Corp provides a similar outlet through which he escapes feeling alienated by the pace of 
technocultural change. Greg echoes Vance Packard from the Wastemakers, when he explained 
that, “I think we have become a world of overconsumers. We need to be more conscious of how 
we are consuming, and what we’re consuming, and the way in which we are utilizing the 
resources of this planet on which we live.”48 Greg quickly asked of himself: what he could do as 
a marketer to fix the problems he identified? He reasoned that shifting work cultures was a viable 
strategy,, “we need to be a lot more conscious of how we are governing our businesses. How we 
are managing our people and encouraging our people to be engaged with the communities in 
which they are operating and living.”49 
Greg’s anti-consumerist, environmental politics have merged with his company’s brand. In 
the last chapter I discussed Greg’s alienation from the pace of technological change in marketing 
work. Here, the pace of change and his environmental politics are connected by the speed at 
which resources are consumed. The B Corp certification creates a sense of personal 
empowerment through which he invests energy into changing business practices to create 
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Conclusion/Cautions 
In this chapter, I have discussed how Ilina and Greg escape alienation from the pace of 
technocultural change by integrating their anti-consumerist politics into their marketing work. 
Doing so creates unique sites of investment on their mattering maps that resolve conflicts 
between anti-consumerist politics and traditional marketing work. However, Ilina’s and Greg’s 
investments are only possible because of their privileged positions as a consultant and agency 
president. One must be careful not greet the mom-marketplace or B Corps with too much 
enthusiasm. For example, Greg’s employees are subject to his decision to pursue certification as 
a B Corp. Critical scholars have given serious attention to corporate attempts to establish work 
culture: “A good deal of critical research has identified how culture building and similar 
technologies are simply systems of management control that aim intentionally to ‘colonize’ 
(Casey, 1995) the identities of workers so that they become more the kind of person the company 
would like them to be-more productive and less recalcitrant” (Fleming and Spicer 2003, 158). 
Given R+M’s small size, the certification functions as an external proof that the company is 
living their own brand of “heath, well-being, and social responsibility.” In that capacity, R+M’s 
B Corp certification is also a self-promotional marketing strategy. All this suggests that while 
Ilina and Greg are able to resolve conflicts between their anti-consumerist politics and marketing 
worker identities, they are only able to do so because of their privileged work positions. I am not 
suggest that all marketing workers would be able to introduce their anti-consumerist politics into 
the workplace as a way of alleviating their own critiques of consumer culture. Recognizing the 
function of privileged positions in marketing work points to the ways in which small business 
and individuals are more readily able to integrate personal politics into the workplace. Such 
integrations of personal politics into the workplace can be a dubious proposition as “an 
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engineered culture attempts to manufacture positive sentiments (beyond consent) and reconcile 
workers to antagonistic employment relationships through creating particular types of 
personhood” (Fleming and Spicer 2003, 158). It should not be taken lightly when key figures in 
organizations force engineer work culture through their own identity politics. Yet, Ilina and Greg 
are privileged marketers whose critical responses to the pace of emerging technocultures 
produced anti-consumerist politics that now inform their work as marketers. This suggests that 
marketers exercise a high level of critical reflexivity regarding consumer culture, identity, and 
marketing work that is worthy of further examination by critical scholars.  
While tensions between managerial power and worker autonomy will need to be carefully 
studied when small businesses are used for personal politics, the development of alternative 
economies will ultimately require businesses that operate on alternative business models. In her 
article, “Beyond Boycott” (2005) Littler advocates “relational reflexivity” as a potential strategy 
for bringing about changes to global capitalism. She writes, “relational-reflexivity is one element 
that can make anti-consumerism more effective. It helps when anti-consumerism emphasizes the 
nature of a particular alliance in question and reflects on its own positioning or standpoint; when 
the connections between consumers become considered as well as the connections between 
consumers and producers; and when the interconnections between interior and exterior 
economies, and between affective and material currencies, become foregrounded.” (Littler 2005, 
247). Littler advocates that when anti-consumerists do not reflect on a broader sense of their 
context the attempts at reshaping global capitalism can be more effective at generating 
possibilities outside a market relationship. Littler is concerned that anti-consumerist practices 
often reify individual choice as a political mechanism. Ilina and Greg demonstrate two ways in 
which B2B marketers could contribute to economic alternatives. They demonstrate the capacity 
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for critical reflexivity and anti-consumerist practice at the very sites where dominant forms of 
capitalism are reproduced. Their actions suggest that anti-consumerism has gone mainstream as 
Lury and Littler note, but anti-consumerism is also emerging inside marketing practices. Such a 
finding suggests that the contradictions of facilitating the pace of exchange and being subject to 
its force create a condition of reflexivity through critical interventions are possible.  Ilina’s and 
Greg’s integration of anti-consumerist identity politics in the culture of marketing work signals 






 Conclusion: Critical Studies Between Producers and Consumers 
 
In this dissertation I have argued that B2B marketing creates the pace of emerging 
technocultures, rather than the more widely argued practice of planned obsolescence. For more 
than half a century critics have argued that producers implement planned obsolescence through 
manipulating consumer desires for new products through retail advertisements or creating 
products that quickly break. By focusing only on retail relationships, these accounts elide the 
complexity of global supply chains. B2B marketing coordinates an industry-wide pace based on 
the flow of materials, components, and services that are necessary to produce consumer goods. I 
demonstrated that B2B campaigns and tradeshows, as well as day-to-day marketing work 
cultures and individual marketers contribute to and respond to the organization and pace of 
industrial relationships. B2B marketers perform a key function facilitating the rate of exchange 
between businesses, without which the consumer electronics industry could not sustain the rapid 
production of products with short lifecycles. Rather than continue to focus on the end of product 
life cycle and retail advertisements, I have examined the pace of emergence through B2B 
marketing. Taken collectively, the five chapters argued that business-to-business marketers 
create the pace of emerging technocultures by coordinating the flow and exchange of materials, 
components and services between businesses in a supply chain The pace of technocultural 
emergence is a dispersed throughout the consumer electronics industry, from B2B campaigns 
and industry tradeshows—that organize industry-wide pace and practices—to the day-to-day 
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work cultures of individual marketers. While retail advertisements attempt to coordinate 
consumer behavior with the pace of production, B2B marketing creates the pace of production 
by establishing long-term buyer/seller relationships that organize the patterns and flows of goods 
between businesses. In short, B2B marketing structures the patterns of exchange in the global 
supply chain and creates the pace at which new consumer electronics emerge into retail markets.  
In chapter one, I reviewed literature on consumerism and technological change that dealt 
specifically with planned obsolescence, consumer temporalities, and digital media consumption. 
I argued that scholars’ near-exclusive focus on individual consumers and retail relationships 
within critical consumer culture theory has ultimately limited the analysis of pace. As a 
corrective, I reexamined branding, exhibitions, data and digital communication technologies, and 
identity politics in terms of marketing work culture in order to find new sites through which 
prominent issues within consumer culture can be investigated. Traditionally, consumer culture 
theory has heavily examined the subjectivities, identities, and practices of retail consumers and 
the media they encounter. Beyond the critiques of expanding commercialism, the condemnation 
of first-world consumer ambivalence, and the hedonistic pursuits of consumerism is a culture of 
marketing work full of complex people and contradictions. Marketing are not unreflexive 
capitalist subjects who reproduce and spread commercial ideologies. Instead marketers exist at a 
crucial nexus between production and consumption and B2B marketing is a key site of 
reproduction within global capitalism shaping consumer culture. 
Keeping Pace’s central aim is to begin unpacking the unified concept of “producers” within 
consumer culture theory. In the previous chapters, I have examined issues of consumerism in 
terms of the culture of marketing work in order to develop new research sites for critical 
consumer culture theory. While I focused on the different relationships and responses between 
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technocultural pace and B2B marketers, pace is only one issue, among many, that connects B2B 
marketers and retail consumers. My research suggests that marketing work culture shapes retail 
market conditions, including the pace and pattern of exchange. Other issues that arose in my 
research, but were beyond the scope of the project were policy, intellectual property, employee 
migration and organizational consumption. In particular, organizational consumption is the most 
salient for further examinations into marketing work culture.  In the case of Intel and OEMs, 
Organizational consumption reproduced risk-averse logics in organizations, entrenched the status 
quo to reproduce business-as-usual economic practices, and shaped industrial patterns and 
structures. In short, organizational consumption warrants additional critical examination within 
consumer culture theory.  
Chapter two raises an important critique of dominant theories of brands: in some 
circumstances retail advertisements and brands are B2B marketing strategies. Critical 
examinations of retail advertisements focus almost exclusively on the relationships between the 
consumer and the manufacturer or retailer of the purchased commodity. Intel’s aimed to gain 
leverage over the purchasing decisions of OEMs, by targeting retail consumers. The Intel Inside 
campaign is evidence that in order to move beyond a unified concept of “producer” scholars 
must clearly demarcate which company or companies have a stake (and what kinds of stakes) in 
the retail advertisements and branding strategies. Sorting out the relationships and stakes 
between supplying, competing, and partnering firms will require assessing the ways in which 
consumer demand diffuses throughout an industry. Understanding the industry specific dynamics 
of derived demand for retail commodities is a key to determining what can be achieved by 
consumer-based activism. Schleifer and DeSoucey (2013) argue that B2B marketers integrate 
different forms of organic and local food politics into industrial food production by convincing 
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growers and retailers what customers want. Admittedly, information exchange always shapes 
consumer markets, but it also suggests that B2B marketers can play an important role in 
facilitating the exchange of political and ethical information and exert leverage over other market 
actors. More importantly, Schleifer and DeSoucey demonstrate that consumer culture 
interventions are possible without relying consumer demand or corporate social responsibility.   
In chapter three, I described my participant observation at the B2B tradeshow, The 
International Consumer Electronics Show (CES). I argued that CES contributes to the pace of 
emerging technocultures through an annual spectacle designed to transition emerging consumer 
electronics from innovations to mass-consumer goods. Examining CES in terms of work and 
labor rather than consumers reveals what Sarah Sharma (2014) calls a normalizing temporal 
order, which is a cultural organization that differentially values the time of some at the expense 
of others. Through Sharma’s analytic of power-chronography I argued that the spectacle of CES 
was more than a vacant image of the future through which new technologies could be 
highlighted year after year. CES was an embodied spectacle that choreographed bodies and 
extracted an image of workers and attendees despite their limitations. Retail consumers are part 
of the normalizing temporal order that measures their potential value in terms of cost of 
advertising, media exposure, and acquisition against the time and bodies of marketing workers 
and precarious laborers. Sharma’s approach to the cultural politics of time is one way in which 
time, power, and bodies can be rethought beyond the “time as resource” or labor/leisure binary 
models that dominate consumer culture theory. Through her work, critical scholars can break 
from market-based approaches that see time as a resource for capitalism by examining the ways 
in which consumer temporalities are enmeshed with worker temporalities through a differential 
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investment by capitalism. As the annual spectacle propagating discourses of the future, CES 
provides an important site to study the reproduction of technocultures over time.  
In chapter four, I interviewed marketing professional to examine the technological changes 
in marketing work. While some marketers felt empowered by rapid technological change, others 
experiences alienation. Regardless of how marketers felt about the technological changes in their 
work, they considered big data marketing to be the inevitably future of marketing. They believe 
big data will allow marketers to reduce superfluous advertisements and finally prove their labor 
value. The discourse of big data facilitates the continued adoption of digital communication 
devices that enable surveillance and data gathering by marketers and their clients. As B2B 
marketing becomes increasingly data-driven, businesses become reliant on the digital 
communication technologies that produce, collect, and apply data in order to manage B2B 
market relationships. Joseph Turow argues that big data will have harmful impacts on consumers 
by transforming market segmentation in to social discrimination (Turow 2011). Andrejevic 
argues that big data enables marketers to finally create advertisements that bypass cognition with 
affective “truths” (Andrejevic 2013). Both overly focus on consumers. In examining big data in 
terms of marketing work culture, I have shown that marketers are adopting big data and digital 
communication technologies because they solve day-to-day work problems. Ultimately, the 
discourse of big data’s technocultural future in marketing increases the proliferation of data 
gathering and surveillance practices by organizations through the adoption of and reliance on 
digital communication technologies. 
In chapter five, I described marketer’s critical responses to the pace of emerging 
technocultures. Ilina Ewen’s and Greg Norton’s anti-consumerist politics represent the type of 
contradictions that exist within the culture of marketing work. Because marketing intersects 
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production and consumption marketing work culture is as much subject to forces of capitalism as 
it is complicit in producing it. Rather than see marketers as the ideological harbingers of 
capitalism as Stuart Ewen, Roland Marchand, and Thomas Frank describe them, Ilina and Greg 
demonstrate that B2B marketing work is another site in which anti-consumer politics can be 
enacted. B2B marketers hold a key position in capitalism as producers of industry pace as well as 
its subjects. While Jo Littler argues that scholars can work with activists to help foster relational 
reflexivity to reimagine social relationships outside of the market. The reflexivity of market 
relationships among B2B marketers also represents a form of resistance to consumer capitalism 
from within that is worthy of scholarly attention. B2B marketing work affects markets on longer 
timelines and bigger scales than individual consumers and thus their anti-consumerist politics 
may affect corporate and industry responses in ways that consumer demand alone cannot.  
However, if consumers are culpable for the pace of emergence as many scholars claim, such 
arguments confuse consumer demand for consumer sovereignty. Critical literature often fails to 
adequately distinguish between the two. Consumer demand is an economic measure of market 
potential for a good or service. As an ideology of consumer culture, the concept of consumer 
sovereignty imagines consumer demand to be the central motor for all of capitalist production. 
While few critical scholars since Adorno and Horkheimer would claim that the consumer is truly 
king, the generalized notion that consumer demand for new products drives the pace of 
technocultural emergence problematically blurs the distinction between demand and sovereignty. 
I have carefully considered the empirical data when issues of consumer sovereignty or demand 
arose. Intel used consumer demand not to empower consumers as sovereigns of the marketplace 
but as contract leverage over OEM’s chip purchases. Consumer demand for Intel chips actually 
helped create monopolistic conditions in the supply of microchips and ultimately disempowered 
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retail consumer’s ability to demand the best product at the lowest cost. For Intel, consumer 
sovereignty was myth that allowed them to exploit consumer demand to create a global 
monopoly. Additionally, the annual rhythm of CES is not premised on consumer’s yearly 
demands for new commodities. CES exists to generate demand for new consumer electronics of 
which consumers are unaware. B2B marketers at CES promote emerging commodities and 
repackage the inner workings of the industry not as the future of the consumer electronics 
market, but as the inevitable technocultural future.  
As the Intel and CES examples show consumer demand is an important consideration for 
B2B marketing since the demand for goods and services exchanged between businesses are 
derived from retail purchases. Moving beyond the study of retail relationships means examining 
precisely how consumer demand diffuses through an industry. Critical scholars who study 
industries with high levels of consumer-based activism—such as fashion and food—would 
greatly benefit from examinations of industrial organizations and patterns of demand diffusion. 
Businesses compete with each other inside supply chains. In the consumer electronics industry, 
Intel, a component manufacturer, proved to be one of the most important companies dictating  
industry organization. In other industries raw materials, finished goods, or transportation might 
occupy key positions of power that determine industrial organization. Consumer culture scholars 
need to consider the complexity of supply chains and B2B marketing work culture as part of the 
purview of critical work on consumer culture.  
Keeping Pace began with an anecdote from my own work history and a quote from Harry 
Braverman about the changing technocultural conditions for laborers. Blue-collar workers’ 
concerns over technological automation and deskilling continue to loom—especially for truck 
drivers. Recently, auto manufacturer Daimler announced they will be testing the “world’s first 
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self-driving semi-truck” in Nevada (Davies 2015). Processes of technocultural change are always 
complex articulations of different technologies, meanings, materials, and affects. The self-
driving cars and trucks speeding on the horizon are defined by the adoption of consumer 
electronics into labor contexts, the integration of consumer electronics and data into other 
industries, as well as by the continual dismantling of user control from the technologies. The 
increasing reliance on digital communication technologies paves the way for B2B marketing 
strategies that are creeping into the everyday lives of consumers and workers. For example, long-
term telecommunications contracts and end-user licensing agreements that tie consumers to 
specific brands or companies are becoming increasingly common. The real danger on the horizon 
is that B2B marketing strategies that have proved so successful at locking in customer/supplier 
contracts into long-term asymmetrical economic relationships are being increasingly used to 
stabilize the retail practices of “unmanageable consumers,” (Gabriel and Lang 2006). The pace 
of change and decreases in user control facilitate digital communication technology’s control 
over market relations. In attempting to transform retail consumer relationships into the 
customer/supplier relationships found in B2B markets, corporations will exacerbate existing 
class stratifications in order to reconfigure consumer markets to resemble highly stratified 
business markets, which are recalcitrant to change. If B2B marketing does create the pace of 
emerging technocultures as I have argued, then it is imperative that critical media and cultural 





Appendix A: Interview Methods 
 
I interviewed thirteen marketing professionals—three women and ten men—from across the 
industry. Some worked as brand managers, or marketing managers for corporations, while others 
worked as creative or strategists for agencies, a couple were independent consultants. The mix 
drew upon a wide range of professional skills and tasks within marketing from copywriting to 
research to marketing management. All of the participants have experience working in both 
business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C) contexts and were able to speak to 
their own experiences in negotiating those different marketing practices. The thirteen participants 
are not meant to be a generalized representative example of marketing, rather they are specific 
examples pertaining specific people and practices within the industry. Their stories and 
experiences do not warrant a sample size large enough claim results generalizable to the industry 
at large. They are professionals with significant experience and in their role as marketers offer 
empirically grounded knowledge about contemporary marketing practices. The value of such in-
depth qualitative interviewing emerges in the incredible details of what B2B marketing looks 
like from the perspective of those who have spent their careers doing it. I have also noted 
situations in which I have personal or professional histories with subjects and acknowledge any 
potential biases. Overall, to the best of my ability, I have represented the interview subjects and 
their comments in a professional manner consistent with IRB standards for the care of interview 
data, and respect for the interview subjects. 
The interview subjects were identified through a combination of convenience and snowball 
sampling. Beverly, Greg, Alex, and Shawn are all former co-workers at R+M, a branding agency 
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where I worked from July 2005 – July 2008. Carl and Ilina are business associates from my 
freelance work. Will I met in a personal context through Alex, and with whom I have no 
professional association. Courtney and I attended Grand View University together from 2000-
2004. An academic colleague referred Colin to me. John was a snowball interview recommended 
and setup by Shawn. Brandon and Tom were snowball interviews introduced by John Lane. For 
Will, John, Tom and Brandon I reached out via Linkedin, the professional networking site, to 
give them an opportunity to learn more about me as well as allowing me to learn more about 
them prior to the interview. The interview subjects all have between ten and thirty years 
experience in marketing. I had hoped to secure many interviews from individuals at the 
Consumer Electronics Show, and while I made personal contact with nearly 60 individuals, only 
16 individuals agreed to post-show interviews. Many of the contacts I made at the show 
connected with me via Linkedin. Only one followed through with an interview. I attribute the 
discrepancy between agreements and follow through to the comportment of individuals at the 
tradeshow. Everyone was quite willing to talk with me at the show and very agreeable. On the 
show floor, everyone says, “yes” to everything, so they do not get pitched, badgered, or trapped 
for too long. Saying, “yes” makes people leave you alone. I have ethnographic interview notes 
for many individuals that were happy to discuss things with me as a participant observer, but 
with whom I did not conduct formal interviews.  
Interviews were conducted using a combination of “interview guide” and “standard open-
ended questions” (Patton 2002) and lasted between twenty minutes and two hours. I had intended 
to use my list of questions as standardized open-ended, but what became immediately clear upon 
conducting the first interviews was that it worked far better to just follow the flow of the subjects 
responses and fit my questions in as felt most natural. This allowed me to hand over the pace and 
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control of the interview to the interview subject. This is the primary reason for the disparity in 
interview length that ranges between twenty minutes and two hours. I developed a pattern that 
used the questions as an interview guide. I typically began by asking the subject about their 
current employment and then expanded on that with their professional history. Starting with 
professional history questions allowed me to develop a flow within the interview as well as 
generate information to integrate through the rest of the questions. This helped me build report 
and put subjects at ease by beginning with concrete, personal questions that did not put them on 
the spot. The specific wording of each varied slightly from interview to interview depending on 
the things we were talking about and the order in which the questions were asked. In each 
interview nearly all the questions were asked in a different order depending on the natural flow 
of the conversations. The exceptions are questions 12 and 13, which I saved until the end. I 
always ended with Question 14. Questions 12 and 13 seemed to me to be the most controversial, 
and required the most on the spot thinking by subjects. I wanted to make sure subjects were 
already in the flow of a comfortable conversation before asking them the more difficult 
questions. Typical professional history questions included: 
1. What is your current job title? 
2. What does that entail? 
3. How long have you been doing that particular job? 
4. What was your career path that brought you here? 
5. Can you tell me about the types of marketing work you have done over the years? 
 
The guide questions were as follows: 
6. How would you define business-to-business (B2B), marketing, and/or marketing in 
general? What is the relationship to advertising and branding? 
7. How would you describe the difference(s) between B2B and business-to-consumer 
(B2C) marketing? 
8. What are, or have been, the biggest trends or changes in B2B marketing that you have 
experienced or of which you are aware?  
9. What new things do you predict over the next few years in B2B marketing? 
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10. What kinds of publications, magazines, or books do you read or you are aware of that 
influence how you think about marketing? 
11. Do you have any formal education in marketing, such as degrees, classes, or seminars? 
How have you learned the skills to be a marketer? 
12. What do you think of campaigns that encourage consumers to buy ethically, locally, or 
more socially conscious? 
 
Question 13 arose during the fourth interview I conducted which was with Colin Dodd. 
After which I incorporated it into the all the interviews that followed. It became the last question 
I would ask before the generic, “anything else” question. 
13. What are your thoughts on the cultural skepticism toward advertising in which people 
think it is intrusive or manipulative? 
14. Are there any other stories, information, or experiences that you would like to share that 
you have not yet spoken about? 
 
 
Interview Subject Details 
Subject: Alex Krawchick 
Date of Interview: 7/2/14 
Job Title: Director, Demand Marketing and Lead Management 
Marketing Experience: 17 years  
Interview Conducted: In Person  
Location of Interview Subject: Cary, NC  
Current Employment: HireVue  
Company Service/Product: Video Interviewing Platform   
Total Interview Length: 1:17:48 
 
Subject: Anonymous 
Date of Interview: 6/25/14 
Job Title: Marketing Manager 
Marketing Experience: 25 years  
Interview Conducted: By Phone  
Location of Interview Subject: Midwest  
Current Employment Company: Not reported  
Company Service/Product: After Market Automotive Parts Manufacturer  
Total Interview Length: 0:20:06 
 
Subject: Carl Sullivan 
Date of Interview: 2/27/14 
Job Title: Marketing and Technical Director 
Marketing Experience: 10 years  
Interview Conducted: By Phone  
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Location of Interview Subject: Connecticut   
Current Employment Company: StanChem  
Company Service/Product: Chemical Supplier  
Total Interview Length: 0:19:05 
 
Subject: Beverly Murray 
Date of Interview: 7/7/14 
Job Title: Founder and CEO 
Marketing Experience: 26 years  
Interview Conducted: In Person  
Location of Interview Subject: Cary, NC  
Current Employment Company: R+M  
Company Service/Product: Brand Experience Agency  
Total Interview Length: 01:27:31 
 
Subject: Brandon Watts 
Date of Interview: 7/9/14 
Job Title: Director of Analytics 
Marketing Experience: 10 years  
Interview Conducted: By Phone  
Location of Interview Subject: Austin, TX  
Current Employment Company: WCG, a W20 Company  
Company Service/Product: Market Research   
Total Interview Length: 0:28:18 
 
Subject: Colin Dodd 
Date of Interview: 5/31/14 
Job Title: Creative Strategist 
Marketing Experience: 17 years Copywriter after 13 years as a Grip in TV/Film production  
Interview Conducted: In Person  
Location of Interview Subject: Carrboro, NC 
Current Employment Company: Red Hat  
Company Service/Product: Open Source Software Service Provider  
Total Interview Length: 2:08:05 
 
Subject: Courtney Tompkins 
Date of Interview: 6/21/14 
Job Title: Marketing Consultant 
Marketing Experience: 10 years  
Interview Conducted: By Phone  
Location of Interview Subject: Des Moines, Iowa  
Current Employment Company: Self-Employed  
Company Service/Product: Full service marketing.  
Total Interview Length: 0:42:06 
 
Subject: Greg Norton 
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Date of Interview: 2/25/14 
Job Title: President 
Marketing Experience: 25 years  
Interview Conducted: In Person  
Location of Interview Subject: Cary, NC  
Current Employment Company: R+M  
Company Service/Product: Brand Experience Agency  
Total Interview Length: 1:16:01 
 
Subject: Ilina Ewen 
Date of Interview: 7/9/14 
Job Title: Marketing and Brand Strategy Consultant 
Marketing Experience: 25 years  
Interview Conducted: By Phone  
Location of Interview Subject: Raleigh, NC  
Current Employment Company: Self-Employed  
Company Service/Product: Marketing and Brand Strategy   
Total Interview Length: 0:43:46 
 
Subject: John Lane 
Date of Interview: 6/26/14 
Job Title: VP of Strategy and Creative 
Marketing Experience: 18 years  
Interview Conducted: In Person  
Location of Interview Subject: Raleigh, NC  
Current Employment Company: Centerline Digital  
Company Service/Product: Content Marketing Agency  
Total Interview Length: 0:49:08 
 
Subject: Shawn Gillen 
Date of Interview: 6/24/14 
Job Title: Executive Creative Director 
Marketing Experience: 14 years  
Interview Conducted: In Person  
Location of Interview Subject: Raleigh, NC  
Current Employment Company: Centerline Digital  
Company Service/Product: Content Marketing Agency  
Total Interview Length: 0:56:13 
 
Subject: Will Waugh 
Date of Interview: 2/25/14 
Job Title: Lead on Interactive Marketing in SAS America’s Marketing Division 
Marketing Experience: 18 years  
Interview Conducted: In Person  
Location of Interview Subject: Cary, NC  
Current Employment Company: SAS 
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Company Service/Product: Software Services Provider  
Total Interview Length: 1:00:42 
 
Subject: Tom Webster 
Date of Interview: 8/19/14 
Job Title: Vice President of Strategy and Marketing 
Marketing Experience: 20 years  
Interview Conducted: By Phone  
Location of Interview Subject: Washington, DC  
Current Employment Company: Edison Research  
Company Service/Product: Market and Political Research 
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